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FOREWORD

This report was prepared for the United States Naval Air Systems
Aeronautics and Space Administration Langley Research Center, and the FederalCommand, the United States Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, the National

Aviation Agency under Contract Number N00019-71-C-0044 by the Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc. (CAL), Buffalo, New York.

The flying qualities experiment reported herein was performed by the
Flight Research Department, CAL. Mr. J.L. Beilman was the Program Manager,
and Mr. J.M. Schuler the Principal Investigator. Mr. J.V. Lebacqz was the
research engineer, and Mr. R.E. Smith served as both safety pilot and research
engineer. Technical monitoring was performed by the X-22A Flight Research
Steering Group, chaired by Mr. R. Siewert of the Naval Air Systems Command.
The authors are grateful to Mr. Siewert and the members of the Steering Group
for their interest and support throughout the program, and wish to acknowledge
their appreciation to Mr. J.L. Shea, Mr. W.J. Klotzback, Mr. T.L. Neighbor,
USAF; Mr. R.J. Tapscott, Mr. J. Garren, and Mr. R. Wasicko, NASA; Mr. F. )
Pierce, NAVAIR; Mr. J. Teplitz, FAA; and Mr. C. Mazza, NADC.

This program was the first to use the variable stability X-22A V/STOL
aircraft as a research tool. In view of the complexity of this machine, as
well as that of the associated data telemetry and processing equipment, the
successful completion of the flight program is the result of the efforts of a j
large number of individuals at CAL. In particular, the authors wish to
acknowledge the outstanding contributions of the following persons: 4

Mr. J.L. Beilman -- X-22A ProgTam Manager

Messrs. N.L. Infanti and G.W. Hall -- safety and evaluation pilots

Mr. R.D. Till -- Lead Electronics Engineer

Mr. G. Ewers -- Aircraft Crew Chief

Messrs. F. Erny and W. Wilcox -- Aircraft Maintenance Supervision

Messrs. J. Wilson and J. Shattuck -- Electronics Maintenance

Messrs. T. Gavin, B.J. Eulrich, W. Shed, C. Mesiah, P. Shelton,
J. Lyons -- Digital Data Acquisition System

Messrs. H. Chmura, D. Dobmeier, W. Howell, E. Melbourne --

Aircraft Maintenance

In addition, special thanks are due to Messrs. C. Mesiah, J. Lyons, and
C. Poppenberg for their efforts in the extensive amount of digital data pro-
cessing that went into the analysis of the data. The bulk of the secretarial
work during the program was done by Mrs. J. Cornell; in the preparation of
this report, we are grateful to Mrs. J.A. Martino, who was the technical
editor, and to Messrs. C.R. Chalk, G.W. Hall, and D.L. Key for their reviews
and assistance.
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ABSTRACT

The first in-flight flying qualities experiment using the variable
stability X-22A aircraft investigated longitudinal flying qualities require-
ments for STOL aircraft in terminal area operations. Emphasis was placed on
defining minimum requirements for the short-term response in VFR and IFR
landing approaches at representative steep STOL approach conditions of 65 and

80 knots. Evaluation flights were conducted in negligible and moderate
turbulence for a wide range of short-term frequencies and dampings. Identi-
fication of the dynamics of the evaluation configurations was performed, to
a large extent, by a new, advanced digital identification technique developed
for the X-22A aircraft. The results were compared with the short-term response
requirements of MIL-F-83300, MIL-P-8785B, the new proposed revisions to
MIL-F-8785B, AGARD 408 and AGARD 577. The specified Level 1 and 2 VFR bound-
aries of MIL-F-83300, and the normal flight and single failure limits of
AGARD 408, were found to be approximately valid in moderate turbulence, for
both VFR and IFR flight conditions, at short-term undamped natural frequencies

above 1.2 rad/sec. The primary difference in pilot ratings between negligible
and moderate turbulence was found to be a degradation in moderate turbulence
of pilot ratings for the highest short-term undamped natural frequency investi-

gated (2.6 rad/sec). Pilot rating gradients with damping were more apparent

than with frequency for the range investigated.
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Bandwidth frequency, rad/sec
Undamped natural frequency of the •/s transfer function

numerator, rod/sec

(AA/4) 0  Slope of amplitude-phase open-loop 6/969 curve, dB/degree

A4. Phase angle of open-loop 0/16s transfer function, degrees

* C ) Time rate of change of ( ), ( )/sec

)0 Initial or trim value of ( )
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AGL Above Ground Level
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deg degrees (angle)
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A prerequisite for the design of future STOL aircraft is a proper
definition of the flying qualities such aircraft should exhibit in critical
flight phases such as landing appioach. Very few flying qualities data for
this flight regime exist; in general, approach velocities on the order of
60-80 knots and steep glide paths must be considered, and few aircraft current-
ly operating provide the capability to investigate this regime. Studies that
have been made have been concerned with specific aircraft; in these studies
the dynamic characteristics of the aircraft were fixed and hence no qoantitative
indication of the interaction of aircraft dynamics with "flying qualities at• this-e flight conditions can be made. Particularly noticeable is the paucityof flying qualities data for longitudinal short term (short periodl dynamic

characteristics in STOL landing approach, as can be seen by referring to the
background document for the new Military Specification -- Flying Qualities of
Piloted V/STOL Aircraft (References 1 and 2).

This report describes the results of the first flying qualities
experiment to be performed using the variable stability X-22A aircraft. In
"view of the unique character of the X-22A and the lack of flying qualities
data for STOL aircraft, the program had two main objectives:

1. To generate meaningful and valid longitudinal flying
qualities data for STOL aircraft during terminal area
operations, and

2. To demonstrate the capability of the X-22A variable
stability aircraft as a research tool.

To achieve these objectives, an experiment was designed to obtain flying qual-
ities data p-.;tinent to the development of minimum requirements for the longi-
tudinal short-term response of STOL aircraft during terminal area operations --
Flight Phase Category C of MIL-F-83300 and MIL-F-878SB, and their associated
Background Information and User Guides (References 1 through 4). Specifically,
attention was focused upon VFR and IFR approaches at a representative STOL ap-90
proach velocity (65 knots) at the steepest practical glide slope angle ( a a -9)
with various combinations of short-term response frequency and damping, in both
smooth and moderately turbulent ambient conditions. The effect of glide slope
angle waa briefly investigated by repeating selected configurations at 6S knots,
X = -6 . Ancillary data were also obtained at an additional representative

flight condition (80 knots and 2 = -7°0

Two evaluation pilots participated in the program and made a total of
50 evaluations of 29 different combinations of short-term frequency and damping
for the two flight conditions. Each pilot recorded his comments during the
evaluations and then assigned two pilot ratings using the Cooper-Harper Scale
(Reference 5): one rating for the aircraft considering the VFR approach task
alone, and an overall rating for the aircraft in the context of terminal area
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operations, based upon both a VFR and an IFR approach task. In each case, a
turbulence effect rating was assigned based upon the degree of deterioration
in task performance due to ambient turbulence. Aircraft flight variables were
recorded continuously during all flights and processed digitally to obtain
identification of evaluation configura-ion dynamic characteristics and statis-
tical measures of control usage and task performance.

This report is organized as follows. Section II discusses the design
of the experiment; Section III outlines the conduct of the experiment, including
a brief description of the equipment used. The results of the experiment in
the form of pilot ratings and comments are presented in Section IV. Correlations
of the pilot rating data with existing flying qualities criteria are presented
in Section V, while Section VI presents the results of the statistical analyses
to measure task performance and pilot workload (control usage). Finally, the
conclusions and recommendations are given in Sections VII and VIII, respectively.
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SECTION II

DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT

The purpose of the flying qualities experiment was to generate data
that may be used to substantiate or develop minimum requirements for the
longitudinal short-term (or short-period) response in terminal area operations
(Flight Phase Category C). To best accomplish this objective, the landing
approach subphase was chosen as the area in which~to concentrate quantitatively,
with the actual landing subphase to receive qualitative attention through
extrapolation. The approach subphase encompasses the following elements:
visual approach "tracking," localizer capture, glide slope capture, ILS track-
ing, and wave off. As discussed in the utext section, the evaluation task was
designed to exercise all of these elements, thereby studying in depth the
approach subphase.

As has been previously noted, very few flying qualities data pertinent
to STOL aircraft in the landing approach flight phase exist -- a fact which
placed this experiment clearly in the exploratory category. For example, NASA
has studied steep approaches under VFR and IFR conditions using the Breguet 941
(References 6 and 7), and the Royal Aircraft Establishment has also investi-
gated steep VFR approaches, at spieds above the nominal STOL range, using
conventional transport aircraft (Reference 8). However, in these studies no
indication of the interaction of aircraft dynamics with flying qualities can
be.obtained. More specifically, the only substantiating data for the longitu-
dinal short-term response criterion in MIL-F-83300 (Section 3.3.2) were
obtained in a NASA study using a variable stability helicopter (Reference 9).
In this study, angle of attack stability, pitch damping and control effectiveness
were varied; the evaluation task was not, however, particularly representative
of landing approach.

This section will describe the design of the experiment, including
the rationale behind the priorities assigned to the many potential factors
which must be considered, and summarize the characteristics of the evaluation
configurations.

2.1 Background and Purpose

There are clearly many factors to consider that are important to STOL
longitudinal flying qualities in the landing approach subphase. A partial
list of variables includes:

1. Aircraft Characteristics

- short-term dynamics (short-period), s

- thrust inclination, fe,/x 8

- power "backsidedness," dr/VY

- thrust offset, 148,

- control system dynamics

3



2. Task Characteristics

- approach velocity, VT

- glide path angle or rate of descent {r,')

- wind and turbulence

- approach condition, VFR or IFR.

Since most of these factors are to some degree interrelated, a very large
matrix of configurations would be required to properly isolate the effects of
each factor on the aircraft's flying qualities. An experiment of this scale
was not possible in the flight hours available.

To ensure that the data generated from the experiment would provide
valid and useful information, it was necessary to decide which of these
variables were most important for this initial investigation. Probably the
most important aircraft characteristics in landing approach for satisfactory
longitudinal flying qualities are those that affect the ability to control
pitch attitude precisely; this ability is closely related to the aircraft
short-term response characteristics such as natural frequency, damping ratio
or total damping, the "high frequency" numerator root l/r. or normal

acceleration per angle of attack, the control effectiveness for longitudinal
control, M8 , and longitudinal control system dynamics. Also of obvious

importance are those characteristics that relate to control of velocity and
flight path angle. For STOL aircraft, such characteristics include conven-
tional parameters such as the "low frequency" r-merator root in the altitude
to elevator transfer function, which is related to "backsidedness" on the
power-required curve, and normal acceleration per angle of attack; in addition,
however, it is likely that STOL aircraft will have some direct lift capability,
either through a separate control or through inclination of the thrust vector,
and the characteristics of this capability in conjunction with undesirable side
effects (e.g., moment due to thrust) may also be important.

Considering now the task characteristics listed, it is clear that
mean wind velocity and the concomitant turbulence level may be important in
the STOL landing approach task. At representative STOL approach velocities
(60-80 knots), a 15 knot headwind gust produces a relatively large percentage
change in approach velocity and rate of descent compared to conventional air-
craft approaches, necessitating proportionally higher control efforts. In
addition, recent research has demonstrated the importance of rms turbulence
level to pilot rating in the landing approach. The influence of approach
condition -- that is, whether the approach is flown IFR.or VFR -- may also
be important. The short term response criteria of MIL-F-83300 are more
stringent under 1FR than VFR conditions; it is important to ascertain whether
or not this differentiation makes any sense from a flying qualities point of
view. The effect of glide slope angle, or perhaps more correctly rate of
descent, also requires consideration. Past experience indicates that a maximum
oi approaximately 1000 fpm rate of descent will be tolerated by pilots in an
IFR approach (Reference 10); this limit is clearly a function of breakout
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altitude and slant range to touchdown (and hence approach velocity). If the
limit is assumed valid, it is important to ascertain whether pilot comments
and ratings are affected by the steepness of the descent up to this limit,
and hence a more moderate rate of descent should be investigated in addition
to the maximum. Finally, the approach velocity itself may have an effect on
the landing approach task, although, in general, the influence of this variable
would be most important to the actual landing.

Of the aircraft and task characteristics discussed above, the test
program was designed to focus expressly on the effects on the aircraft's
flying qualities of:

1. longitudinal short-term frequency, 4)sr, and
total damping, 2')sr'sr

2. approach conditions, VFR or IFR

3. turbulence.

The flight condition chosen for the major portion of this investigation was a
representative steep STOL approach at 65 knots at a glide path angle (relative
to the ground) of .-9°. This glide path angle yields a rate of descent of
approximately 1030 fpm in zero wind conditions which corresponds with the upper
limit on rate of descent for STOL IPR approaches of 1000 fpm suggested in NASA
STOL research work. The effect of glide path angle was briefly investigated
by repeating selected dynamic configurations (40r, C-d at a more shallow glide I
path angle ( = -6*). The thrust inclination, moment due to thrust, nly/lc,
and power "frontsidedness' (der/dv) were maintained constant at the nominal
X-22A values for this duct angle-speed combination ( A = 500, 65 knots). The
duct angle of 50 was chosen to give the maximum descent rate capability at
65 knots (see Appendix VI).

The purpose of this major portion of the experiment, then, was to
quantitatively define minimum requirements on short-term frequency and damping
for VFR and IFR conditions, and to ascertain, to some extent, the effects of
turbulence and glide path angle on these requirements.

A more cursory investigation of several of the remaining characteristics
was perfoemed by flying approaches for a smaller number of short-term dynamic
configurations at an approach velocity of 80 knots. This approach velocity
results in a different X-22A duct angle ( C = 30*) than at 65 knots ( A = SOO),
hence thrust inclination, moment due to thrust, and n?/oc are different. The
glide path angle for these approaches was r = -7° which corresponds to
essentially the same zero-wind rate of descent as for the 65 knots, 1 = -9*

flight condition; i.e., 1030 fpm.I
The purpose in performing the ancillary approaches at the 80 kt

condition was to examine quantitatively what, if any, effect approach velocity
has on the selected task. In addition, the lower bounds on short-term frequency
in MIL-F-83300 are functions of nY/ oc, and hence are more stringent at the 80 knot
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flight condition; therefore, low-frequency dynamic configurations should
obtain worse ratings at 80 knots than at 65 knots. The 80-knot approaches
were necessary to test this hypothesis.

2.2 Flight Conditions

The following table summarizes the aircraft characteristics which
were constant for each flight condition:

(r- zero n lcdJ1v 14Z
wind) rad/sec2

kt/fps deg deg fpm g/rad deg/kt deg

65/110 50 9 1030 1.7 -0.22 -1.65 0.094

65/110 so 6 690 1.7 -0.22 -1.6S 0.094

80/135 30 7 1030 2.9 -0.14 -1.05 0.033*

Estimated data.

2.3 Evaluation Configurations

The specific combinations of Wsr and 2 ,• selected for evaluation

at the two flight conditions are summarized in Figure 2-1. The number next to
each point is the configuration identification number which will be used
throughout the report to facilitate correlation of the data. The configurations
were selected to span the prerent MIL-F-83300 Level 1 and Level 2 boundaries
at frequencies above W.r = 1.0 rad/sec. As can be seen from the figure, the
primary emphasis in the experiment was concerned with defining the minimum
damping (or damping ratio) boundaries. The number of configurations with
%,c1.0 rad/sec is insufficient to properly define the low frequency boundaries
as given in MIL-F-83300, but do represent realistic values of the lowest
frequencies that might sensibly be found in an aircraft in the X-22A weight
and size class. Simulation of lower frequencies is difficult to mechanize;
in addition, the identification of the dynamic characteristics of such a simula-
tion becomes tenuous. For example, the dynamic characteristics of configura-
tions 19 and 20, which had the lowest frequencies investigated, could not be
identified. Appendix VI explains how the simulated configurations were
mechanized in the variable stability X-22A aircraft, and contains a more
detailed discussion of the problems associated with simulating low frequency
configurations. A summary of all the pertinent data associated with each
configuration is contained in Appendix II, while Appendix III outlines the
methods employed during the program to identify the dynamic characteristics
of each configuration.
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CONFIGURATION NUMBER
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Figure 2-1 SUMMARY OF SHORT TERM DYNAMICS FOR EVALUATION CONFIGURATIONS
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2.4 Feel SXstem Characteristics

The longitudinal feel system dynamics and force gradient were held
fixed for all 29 configurations evaluated in the program. The dynamics are
second order, and had the following values:

Longitudinal Feel System

= 14 rad/sec

0.6

csld.$ 7.5 lb/in.

No breakout force or hysteresis was introduced into the longitudinal
control system for this program. These longitudinal feel system dynamics
were considered to be "fast" for the landing approach task with the range of
short-term dynamics simulated and therefore were not considered to be a factor
in the flying qualities evaluations. Longitudinal stick travel was *5.6 in.

2.5 Longitudinal Gearing

The gearing ratio between the X-22A longitudinal control and the
evaluation pilot's stick, which determines the pitch control sensitivity,

Swas selected by the pilot at the beginning of each evaluation. The

purpose of this process was to avoid having pilot opinion degrade because the
stick forces were too high or too low. Ideally, each dynamic configuration
should have been evaluated with several values of the longitudinal gearing
ratio, but this would have required a much larger flight program.

2.6 Phugoid Characteristics

No attempt was made to maintain the long-term or phugoid roots at
one specific frequency and damping. The phugoid characteristics were measured
for each short-term configuration evaluated and found to be essentially constant
for the medium and high &,,srcases and sufficiently slow so as not to be a
factor in the pilot ratings. For the low Osrcases, where the distinction
between "short-term" and "long-term" may become nebulous, there was some vari-
ation in phugoid characteristics. The significance of these effects will be
discussed in Section IV. A summary of the phugoid characteristics is given in
Appendix II.

2.7 Thrust Control

The evaluation pilot controlled the thrust directly with a collective- I
type control and the available normal, or direct lift, force with collective
is, of course, a function of the duct angle, X. No time lag of any signifi-
cance was present in the thrust control system.
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2.8 Lateral-Directional Characteristics

Lateral-directional characteristics were selected by the evaluation
pilots during the practice evaluation flights and remained constant for each
flight condition throughout the evaluations. Although the characteristics
were not specifically optimized, the pilot comments indicate that they did
not influence to any great extent the pilot ratings obtained in the evaluation.

The lateral-directional characteristics, obtained from in-flight
measurements, are summarized in the following table.

65 kt/SO*A 80 kt/30* A

1.6 rad/sec 1.5 rad/sec

0.10 0.07

1.5 rad/sec 1.2 rad/sec

90 0.27 0.32

0.6 sec 0.6 sec

S5.0 sec (stable) 5.0 sec (stable)

1.2 1.8

The lateral and directional control sensitivities were selected by
the evaluation pilots and fixed for the experiment at the following values:

L• = 0.54 rad/sec 2/in.6A$

t = 0.37 rad/sec 2/in.

The force gradients were:

6 3 /6A S= 3.3 lb/in.

-C6/8'tp = 58 lb/in.

Therefore, L"AS = 0.16 rad/sec 2/lb

T Fep = 0.0064 rad/sec /lb

No lateral breakout force or hysteresis was included, but 7 pounds of
breakout force on the rudder pedals was necessary due to an operational

difficulty with the feel system. The lateral and directional feel system
dynamics were sufficiently fast so as not to be a factor in the evaluations.
Control travel was *3.2 in. for the rudder pedals and *5.2 in. for the lateral
stick.



2.9 Turbulence and Wind Considerations

As has been discussed, turbulence level and mean wind speed and
direction are important task variables in STOL terminal area operations. The
present capabilities of the X-22A VSS are not suficiently developed to
simulate these variables in a controlled manner, however, and they were there-
fore introduced into the experiment by selective use of existing ambient
conditions.

Mean wind direction was controlled by aligning the approach guidance
aids, discussed in Section 3.2, so that the approaches were always made into
the wind. The X-22A, like many V/STOL aircraft, has a high value of side-
force-due-to-sideslip, which makes lateral tracking in crosswinds difficult,
and this procedure eliminated these problems from the evaluation tasks. The
variation in turbulence level was introduced by performing the evaluation
flights either in light winds with negligible turbulence present or in moderate
winds with a concomitantly higher turbulence level. This procedure allows a
qualitative distinction to be made concerning the effects of turbulence level
on the evaluations. A discussion of the simulation of turbulence response
characteristics in a variable stability aircraft is given in Appendix IV,
while a documentation of the wind/turbulence environment for the evaluation
configurations is given in Appendix II.
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SECTION III

CONDUCT OF THE EXPERIMENT

3.1 Variable Stability X-22A Aircraft

The desired dynamic characteristics of the evaluation configurations,
both longitudinal and lateral-directional, discussed in Section II were
mechanized on the variable stability X-22A aircraft opurated by CAL (Figure
3-1). Briefly, the X-22A is a four-ducted-propeller V/STOL aircraft with the
capability of full transition between hover and forward flight. The four ducts
are interconnected and can be rotated to change the duct angle (X) and there-
fore the direction of the thrust vector to achieve the desired operating flight
condition defined by a particular V- A combination. The thrust magnitude is
determined by a collective pitch lever, very similar to a helicopter. Normal
aircraft-type pitch, roll and yaw controls in the cockpit provide the desired
control moments by differentially positioning the appropriate controls in each
duct (propeller pitch and/or elevon deflection). A mechanical mixer directs
and proportions the pilot's commands to the appropriate propellers and elevens
as a function of the duct angle.

In this aircraft, the evaluation pilot occupies the left hand seat
in the cockpit, which is shown in Figure 3-2. The system operator, who also
serves as the safety pilot, occupies the right hand seat. The evaluation
pilot's inputs, in the form of electrical signals, operate the appropriate
right hand flight controls through electrohydraulic servos when the VSS is
operating. In addition to these signals proportional to the evaluation pilot's
inputs, signals proportional to appropriate aircraft motion variables, for
example, wv, 9, anc i , are fed back to move the right hand controls in the
required manner and thus modify the aircraft's response characteristics as
desired. The response-feedback and input gain controls are located beside the
safety pilot and were used to set up the simulatioit configurations in flight.
Note that the evaluation pilot cannot feel the X-22A control motions due to
the variable stability system. Also, in this experiment, he had no prior
knowledge of the evaluation configuration characteristics.

Control feel to the evaluation pilot's stick and rudder pedals was
provided by electrically controlled hydraulic feel servos which provide opposing
forces proportional to the stick or rudder deflections: in effect, a simple
linear spring feel system. An adjustable friction level was provided for the
collective stick.

The evaluation pilot's instrument panel is shown in Figure 3-2.
Instrumentation for IFR flight was comprised of the normal X-22A flight in-
struments plus an attitude indicator with integrated ILS cross-pointers,
thereby providing a "baseline" or minimum IFR instrument package for the
experiment (e.g., no flight director, etc.). Full scale deflection of the
ILS cross pointers represented localizer errors of t2.5 degrees and glide
path errors of ±0.9 degrees for the instrument landing system used for the
predominant part of the experiment.
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Figure 3-2 EVALUATION PILOT'S COCKPIT IN X-22A
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More details of the X-22A aircraft and the mechanization of the VSS
for the experiment are contained in Appendix VI. The next subsection describes
the other equipment essential to the conduct of the experiment.

3.2 Other Equipment

Two approach guidance systems were employed during the program. For
the IFR approaches, a TALAR low-angle microwave instrument landing system (ILS)
with a variable glide path capability was used. Sensitivities of this unit
were ±2.5 deg on the localizer and ±0.9 deg on the glide path. Attempts were
made to use a "high-angle" TALAR unit, which had the decreased sensitivity
considered necessary with high glide-path angles and co-located localizer and
glide path sources: ±4 degrees on localizer, up to ±2 degrees on glide path.
Operational difficulties precluded extensive use of this unit in the program,
however. Somewhat surprisingly, the glide slope sensitivity on the low-angle
unit used did not presont piloting difficulties even at the steepest glide
path tested ( r = -9 degrees). The localizer, on the other hand, was objected
to as being too sensitive both at localizer acquisition and during the last
part of the instrument approach.

For the VFR approaches, a ring and bar, similar to that discussed in
Reference 8, was constructed (see Appendix VI). Figure 3-3 shows this visual
approach aid (VAA), as well as the TALAR unit, in position for an evaluation
flight. The purpose of the VAA was to constrain, to some extent, the VFR
approaches to the angle used for the IFR approaches. The glide slope sensi-
tivity of the VAA was generally less than that of the TALAR (approximately
±2.5 deg) but this advantage was somewhat counteracted by the fact that the
pilots received only minimal glide slope information from the VAA until the
last 1000 feet of the approach.

Both experimental and flight safety data were telemetered to and
monitored by the Digital Data Acquisition and Monitoring System developed
expressly for the X-22A by CAL and housed in a mobile van. Since the complexity
of the X-22A makes it impossible for the pilot to monitor all the important
flight safety parameters, it is essential to have ground monitoring of the
flight safety variables. The flight safety parameters were monitored on chart
recorders and by a mini-digital computer in the van. In addition, a continuous
recording of all telemetered data was obtained on the "bit-stream" recorder
for later analysis and processing. An oscillograph in the X-22A provided a
backup source for the pertinent experimental data. During the program, good
telemetry coverage was achieved at ranges between the van and the X-22A of
up to twenty miles.

The details of the Digital Data Acquisition System are covered more
fully in Appendix V.

3.3 Simulation Situation

To obtain valid flying qualities data in the form of pilot ratings
and comments, careful attention must be given to defining, for the evaluation
pilot, the mission (or use) which the aircraft/pilot combination will perform
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and the conditions in which it will be performed. For the current experiment,
the simulated aircraft was defined as an all-weather STOL transport performing
terminal area operations; the aircraft was considered a two-pilot operation
to the extent that no allowance was made for typical additional duties, e.g.,
flap setting, communications. Additional factors such as passenger comfort
were not considered by the pilot in making his evaluations.

3.4 Evaluation Tasks

Although the mission involves many tasks, an evaluation of the vehicle
flying qualities can be accomplished by having the evaluation pilot perform a
series of maneuvers representative of those tasks anticipated in the mission.
With the general conditions defined as above, the specific tasks to be accom-
plished were defined as, a VFR approach followed by an IFR approach. These
tasks are summarized in Figures 3-4 and 3-5. According to Reference 3, the
approach subphase, which is a part of the overall terminal area operation,
encompasses: visual approach "tracking," localizer capture, glide slope
capture, ILS tracking, and wave-off. The evaluation tasks were designed to
exercise all of these elements, thereby studying in depth the approach sub-
phase. The actual landing subphase received attention only through pilot
extrapolation, since operational constraints prevented the evaluation pilotfrom actually touching down.

3.5 Evaluation Procedures

The evaluation procedure was as follows. The safety pilot engaged
the VSS at approximately 1200 feet AGL and gave the aircraft to the evaluation
pilot under VFR conditions. The evaluation pilot trimmed the aircraft care-
fully and took the necessary calibration records, usuilly two longitudinal
doublet responses for each evaluation. The evaluation pilot sampled the
aircraft briefly, selected his longitudinal control sensitivity and then
initiated the VFR approach essentially into the wind using the visual approach
aid as a guide. At 400 feet AGL he was instructed by the safety pilot to
perform a 150-fcot lateral offset, or sidestep maneuver, to line up with a
pseudo-runway centerline consisting of a 150 foot strip of high visibility
weighted plastic. At 200 feet AGL he arrested the rate of descent, leveled
off, and then performed a wave-off maneuver. While flying back to the initial
point for the instrument approach, he tape-recorded comments with reference to
a short comment card and assigned a VFR-only pilot rating for the configuration
and a turbulence rating. The Cooper-Harper pilot rating scale shown in
Figure 3-6 was used; the turbulence effect rating scale is shown in Figure 3-7.

The complete Pilot Comment Card is reproduced below. After the visual
approach, the evaluation pilot commented on only the VFR designated items.
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PILOT COMMENT CARD

[VFR] 1. Ability to trim.

2. Feel characteristics.

a. Forces.

b. Displacements.

[VFR] 3. Response to inputs required to perform task.

a. Pitch attitude control.

- initial response, predictability of

final response.

describe pilot inputs required to

achieve desired response.

b. Collective control.

[VFR] 4. Velocity control.

a. Control technique?

b. Satisfactory?

[VFR] 5. Approach performance.

a. ILS - ability to intercept and track

gli6, Tath and localizer?

- glide path control technique?

- primary instruments?

- display complaints?

- performance satisfactory?

[VFR] b. Sidestep maneuver.

- any special problems?

6. Ability to arrest rate of descent.

- technique?

- any special problems?

- could you land from IFR approach?

7. Differences between IFR and VFR

- any problems peculiar to type of approach?

any second thoughts on VFR rating?

[VFR] 8. Effects of turbulence/wind.

9. Lateral-directional characteristics.

were they a factor in the evaluation?
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Summary Comments

[VFR] 1. Good features.

[VFR] 2. Objectionable features.

[VFR] 3. Pilot rating.

4. Turbulence.
- effects, longitudinal, lateral-directional, both
- turbulence rating.

Note: Comments for VFR approach only.
Upon completion of the VFR comments and rating, the evaluation pilot

went "under the hood" at approximately 1700 feet AGL and followed simulated
radar vectors to localizer intercept. He then performed an IFR approach with
breakout at 200 feet AGL, after which he first arrested the rate of descent
at approximately 100 feet AGL and then performed a wave-off maneuver. After
the wave-off, the safety pilot took control of the aircraft again and set up
the next evaluation configuration while the evaluation pilot made comments
with reference to the complete pilot comment card. After finishing his
detailed comments, the evaluation pilot assigned an overall pilot rating for
the aircraft in the context of STOL terminal area operations, including both
the VFR and IFR approaches, and a turbulence rating.

Several salient points in the evaluation procedure as described bear
consideration.

1. Note that a VFR-only, as well as overall, rating was
assigned to the aircraft. In general, a useful pilot
rating should include the pilot's weighting of the
performance achieved in all tasks representative of the
flight phase or subphase under consideration -- hence,
the overall rating assigned during this program. How-
ever, it was anticipated that the minimal sophistication
of the instrument display might downgrade the IFR portion
of the evaluation to an unrealistic extent in terms of
future instrument displays. Therefore, brief comments
and a rating on the VFR-only approach, which might be
considered the target for operation under IFR conditions
with more sophisticated displays, were also obtained to
ascertain whether or not this effect was present in the
overall rating.

2. It is important to recognize that the pilot rating data
include only quantification for the glide slope performance,
ability to arrest the rate of descent and the wave-off
maneuver. Extrapolation to actual landing performance
was not included in the rating as this is not a valid
procedure at the altitudes AGL used in this program
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(precisely, it is not valid unless the aircraft is actually
landed); the evaluation pilot was asked to comment specifi-
cally upon whether he thought he could land the aircraft
from the IFR approach, but was asked not to include this
decision in his rating.

3. The turbulence rating was not er se a quantitative indication
of the turbulence level encountered. The overall pilot rating
properly includes the pilot's weighting of the aircraft/pilot
system in a turbulence environment and the purpose of the
turbulence effect rating is primarily to provide a qualitative
indication to the analyst of how much the turbulence affected
the flying qualities.

3.6 Evaluation Summary

Two evaluation pilots participated in this flying qualities investi-
gation; their backgrounds are summarized below.

Pilot A -CAL Research Pilot with extensive experience as an
evaluation pilot in flying qualities investigations.
His flight experience of 3000 hours includes over
500 hours in helicopters and he is a qualified X-22A
pilot.

Pilot B - CAL Chief Pilot with extensive experience as both a
test pilot and as an evaluation pilot in flying
qualities work. He has approximately S500 hours
total flying time of which 500 hours are in heli-
copters and is qualified in the X-22A aircraft.

A total of 42.4 hours was flown in this first research program with
the X-22A aircraft, of which 23.1 hours were devoted to evaluation flights;
the remaining hours were devoted to pilot checkout and calibration of the
simulated evaluation configurations. The two pilots performed a total of
50 evaluations of 29 different combinations of short-term frequency and damping
(wAr, Cr) at the two flight conditions investigated. The distribution of
configurations and evaluation flights is summarized in the following tables.

1. Configuration Summary

Flight Condition Dynamic Configurations

(v/Ai/r) ___________

6S/50/-9,-6 20

80/30/-7 9
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2. Evaluations

Flight Condition
(V/l/t) Pilot A Pilot B Turb/No Turb.

65/50/-9 31(2) 3 18/16(2)

65/50/-6 4 0 4/0

80/30/-7 0 9(1) 3/6(l)

Totals 35(2) 12(1) 25/22(3)

The total evaluations by both pilots (including repeats) were 47
complete evaluations plus 3 where only VFR evaluations were performed which
are shown in the table in parentheses. Also shown in the table is the
distribution of evaluations with respect to the ambient turbulence present
during the evaluations.

2
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SECTION IV

EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The direct results of the experiment'described in the preceding
sections are in the form of pilot ratings and pilot comments. A complete
summary of the pilot ratings (PR), both VFR-only and overall, the turbulence
effect ratings and the associated data for each configuration is presented
in Appendix II. The summarized pilot comments for each configuration are
contained in Appendix I, which also shows representative time history plots
for a longitudinal stick pulse input.

This section will present the correlations between the pilot rating
data and the short-term dynamics, and discuss the associated pilot comment
data.

4.1 VT = 65 Knots, 7 = -9 Deg, Negligible Turbulence

The 16 combinations of Wsrt, 24A'r evaluated in negligible turbulence

are plotted in Figure 4-1. The top graph gives the VFR-only pilot ratings
and the lower graph gives the overall ratings. Numbers are pilot ratings,

while the letters are turbulence effect ratings (refer to Figures 3-6, 3-7).

The approximate iso-opinion 3.5 (Level 1) and 6.5 (Level 2) boundaries are also

shown. Determination of these iso-opinion boundaries is far from an exacL

process and in this case not only the gradients of pilot rating, but also

the pilot comments, were used to estimate the boundaries. The variations in

PR among the four data points at 0.84e,<r 1.6 rad/sec and 24 r'sT approximatelyer
1.0 and 2.0 in negligible tu'ýbulence were not considered to be significant,

on the basis of the pilot comments. The iso-opinion boundaries in moderate
turbulence (as Figure 4.2) were therefore used as a guide for these points.

All of the evaluations in Figure 4-1 are from the primary evaluation
pilot (Pilot A).

4.2 VT = 65 Knots, ' = -9 Deg, Moderate Turbulence

The 13 combinations of WiCr, wrr evaluated in moderate turbulence
are plotted in Figure 4-2 in the same fashion as in Figure 4-1. Note that 11
of 13 combinations of dynamics are the same as those evaluated in negligible
turbulence. The three ratings marked with crosses (*) are those of the second
evaluation pilot (Pilot B). Separation of the data according to the turbulence
level was largely done on the basis of the pilot comments, supported by the
turbulence effect ratings. The results for moderate turbulence were generally
obtained in ambient winds of 10 to 20 knots while for those obtained in
negligible turbulence the surface winds were less than 10 knots, usually about
5 knots. In Appendix I, these configurations flown in moderate turbulence

have an '41" after the vind strength report under the heading "WIND".
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4.3 VT = 65 Knots, ' = -6 Deg, Moderate Turbulence

The four points evaluated by Pilot A to briefly investigate the
effect of glide slope angle are presented in Figure 4-2 as ratings with
asterisks. Note that all four points are repeats of configurations flown at
7 = -90 in moderate turbulence.

4.4 VT = 80 Knots, y = -7 Deg

The eight combinations of Ousr, 24sr &, evaluated by Pilot B at
80 knots are presented in Figure 4-3. As a result of the small number of
evaluations at this flight condition, evaluations in both levels of turbulence
are presented: the solid points (.) represent evaluations in moderate
turbulence, and the open points (o) those in negligible turbulence. No
iso-opinion curves are presented, due to the limited number of data points.
Note that one additional configuration was evaluated for VFR only, which,
considering the close correlation between the VFR and overall pilot ratings,
effectively adds an additional data point.

4.5 Effect of 60jr and 2 4sr •sr

The data pertinent to this discussion are presented in Figures 4-1 I
and 4-2. :nr the purposes of this discussion, the results in moderate
turbulenc, (r1gure 4-2) will be examined to ascertain effects of the
dynamics; specific effects of turbulence level will be discussed in a
following subsection.

At the lower frequencies investigated (0.8 < sr< 1.5 rad/sec), the
gradient of pilot rating with frequency is small in moderate turbulence. This
somewhat surprising result does not mean that the pilot did not notice the
difference in frequencies pilot commentary for the lowest frequency points
includes remarks on initial hesitation of the pitch response and the necessity
to "overdrive" the aircraft, wheres• the higher frequencies (2.0 < Wsr <
2.6 rad/sec) were generally described as providing a one-to-one relationship
between the longitudinal control and the aircraft. Compare, for example, the
pilot comments for Configurations 5 and 18, both of which have good damping.
In general, however, it appears that the disadvantage of slow pitch response
to a longitudinal control input is offset by the decrease in pitch response to
turbulence as a result of the reduction in angle-of-attack stability for the
frequencies investigated.

The data do not define a low-frequency boundary, although the iso-
opinion lines do indicate such a trend for the 3.5 boundary. It is apparentthat, at the lower frequencies, the primary influence on pilot rating is short-term damping (2 CZ'5,srr). As has been noted, at low frequency the pilot must

overdrive the control input to achieve the desired initial response; his
selection of control effectiveness, Ads,3 , in fact, becomes difficult due to
the trade off between the large initial inputs required and the small steady-
state changes in control. In addition, however, he must also remove or even
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reverse his control input at precisely the correct time to achieve the desired
final response. This two-part control input is difficult and becomes increas-
ingly objectionable as the damping decreases, which makes the final response
even less predictable. This hypothesis is based on pilot comments; for example,
compare the pilot comments for configurations 15 and 18. The aircraft is
described as having a tendency to "take off" and require an excessive two-
part type of input for the low-frequency, low-damped case (Config. 15),
whereas the well-damped low-frequency case, while still considered slow
responding, is described as having predictable final responses (Config. 18).

At the higher frequencies (2.0 <edsr < 2.6 rad/sec), the gradient of
pilot rating with frequency remains relatively small in moderate turbulence,
and the ratings become increasingly dependent on damping ratio. At these
frequencies, low damping ratio appears as "bobbles" or overshoots in the
response to a control input by the pilot and tends to degrade his approach
performance. In addition, the inputs from atmospheric turbulence continually
oscillate the aircraft leading to an increased pilot workload. Since the
aircraft response is "one-to-one with the stick" at these frequencies, the
pilot does not need to overdrive his input (reference Config. 5). He is
concerned primarily with damping out residual high-frequency oscillations
caused by either his input or the turbulence; when the frequency is high, his I
inability to compensate for the "bobbles" caused by external inputs translates
into a requirement for increased open-loop aircraft damping (Zs5 •sr) with
increasing frequency.

4.6 Effect of Task Condition: VFR and IFR j
The data pertinent to the effect of VFR/IFR flight on pilot rating are

shown in Figures 4-1 through 4-3. It is clear that the overall pilot rating,
which includes the pilot's weighting of his performance in an IFR approach,
varies little from the VFR-only rating -- usually within one pilot rating.
Pilot commentary indicates that, if there is degradation of IFR over VFR, it
is due to lack of damping cues IFR, but in general this degradation is no
more than one pilot rating. It should be noted that the VFR approach in this
experiment is also somewhat of a precision task, corresponding to some extent
to a heads-up display approach. It appears, therefore, that the minimal IFR
display did not compromise the experiment.

4.7 Effect of Turbulence

The effect of turbulence on pilot rating is best seen by comparing
individual points of Figures 4-1 and 4-2. In Reference 11, the important
effect was rms magnitude; in the X-22A experiment, the effect of this character-
istic on pilot rating was investigated by performing the evaluation approaches
in either "smooth" ambient conditions or "moderate" turbulence. The data are
presented, therefore, in two groups to obtain an indication of the extent to
which the results depend on turbulence level.
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Referring to Figure 4-1, it is apparent that, in negligible turbu-
lence, pilot rating is primarily a function of total damping for the frequency
range tested. In moderate turbulence, Figure 4-2, there is an increasing

dependence on damping ratio at the higher frequencies that is not as apparent
in negligible turbulence. The pilots note the tendency toward "bobble" for the
low-damping ratio configurations in negligible turbulence, but for damping
ratios as low as approximately 9., = 0.2, the bobble apparently can be easily
compensated for by the pilot. For example, compare the pilot comments for
Configuration 3 in and out of turbulence. The significant point, of course,
is that the absence of external inputs from turbulence allows the pilot to
perform this compensation easily; in turbulence, the low-damping ratio con-
figurations are continually excited in pitch thereby increasing the pilot's
workload considerably.

Comparing the figures, it is apparent that an effect of turbulence was
to degrade pilot ratings of the configurations tested at high frequencies
(W•r> 1.6 rad/sec), particularly at the lowest dampings tested. For the
medium and low frequencies, no significant effect of turbulence level is
evident. Any changes in pilot ratings in this area are small and do not
correlate with the changes in turbulence level. The degradation in pilot
ratings with increased turbulence level demonstrated at the high frequencies
is different from that reported in Reference 11 but this difference is
attributable to the fact that the lowest C,$r investigated in Reference 11 was
4r =0.S. As has been noted, it is at damping ratios below 0.3 that the
continual oscillation due to turbulence inputs becomes annoying to the pilot.

The result in this experiment that the flying qualities of the low-
frequency configurations are not affected by turbulence is somewhat at odds
with those of References 11 and 12, both of which state that turbulence effects
downgrade pilot ratings of low frequency configurations for ILS approaches.
The reason for this discrepancy may be the difference in !/Obetween the X-22A
experiment and that of the aircraft in the references. The low n /A (approxi-
mately 1.7) of the X-22A at 65 knots reduces the heave response Lue to turbu-
lence although the accompanying low value of t/zre also makes glide slope
corrections as a result of pitch attitude changes somewhat slow. In Refer-
ence 12 particularly, the low frequency points were downrated because
turbulence heaved the aircraft off the glide slope and the pitch response
required to correct was slow responding. The X-22A, however, has a much
smaller heave-to-turbulence response, and the low-frequency (low Mr) configura-
tions proved beneficial in reducing pitch response to turbulence.

4.8 Effect of Glide Slope Angle and Rate of Descent

The effect of glide slope relative to the ground was investigated
independently by repeating selected configurations with appeoach velocity of
65 knots at -6 = . The data are shown in Figure 4-2 as the points having I
asterisks. No significant differences in pilot ratings are apparent. In
general, pilot comments indicated that the task at 7 = -60 was easier,
primarily because of the increased "down" capability (ability to correct forbeing above the glide slope) of the X-22A. The steep (7, = -90) approaches
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generally gave the pilot a "down" capability of about 500 fpm before the
onset of duct buffet which was an operational constraint. It is clear from
the ratings, however, that the increased capability at r = -6* did not
significantly improve pilot rating. A further note of interest is that, for
the 1' = -9* evaluations, the rate of descent was lower (by 200-300 fpm) for
the configurations evaluated in turbulence than for those evaluated in negli-
gible turbulence. This difference is a result of the higher headwinds
experienced for the turbulent conditions, i.e., 0-10 knots for negligible
turbulence and 12-20 knots for moderate-to-severe turbulence. If the reduction
in rate of descent had been important to the pilot, it might have counteracted
to some degree the effects of turbulence. No such counteraction is evident,
however, in either pilot ratings or comments.

4.9 Effect of Approach Velocity, a/ez, and Thrust Inclination

The data pertinent to this discussion are presented in Figure 4-3 and
will be compared with those in Figures 4-1 and 4-2. These data were obtained
by flying a different configuration of the X-22A, i.e., the duct angle was 300

instead of 500. At this lower duct angle, the trim velocity was higher (80
knots) and the normal force per angle of attack approximately twice that at
65 knots, i.e., 2.9 versus 1.7; the thrust inclination is obviously lower,
also resulting in less direct lift control due to thrust.

At the middle and higher frequencies (1.5 <esr < 2.5 rad/sec), the
limited number of frequency-damping points at this flight condition show good
correlation of pilot ratings with those at 65 knots both in negligible and
moderate turbulence. The increased velocity and the lower thrust inclination
do not appear to significantly affect pilot ratings for these configurations.

The one data point at 80 knots with low short-term frequency and
good damping (Configuration 29) indicates a degradation in pilot rating when
compared with the same dynamic configuration flown at 65 knots (Configuration
17). For the 65-knot approaches, pilot comments indicated that, while on the
glide slope, pitch attitude (through longitudinal stick) was used to control
flight path and thrust (through collective) to control speed; at breakout,
however, the technique used to arrest the rate of descent and level off was
to use collective, which provided a good deal of direct normal force control
at this flight condition, and to use longitudinal stick mainly to control a
level pitch attitude. At the 80-knot case with less direct control of normal
force, however, pitch attitude was used in addition to collective to arrest
the rate of descent, and the slow response for the low-frequency configurations
was therefore downrated. The evidence of this data point, although hardly
conclusive, indicates that the minimum frequency may indeed be a function of j J
one of the parameters that was varied, for example, n/ew, but this experiment
did not determine whether the dependence is on / direct lift control, or
approach velocity.
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4.10 Longitudinal Control Sensitivity

As part of the evaluation procedure in this experiment, the evaluation
pilot was required to select the longitudinal control sensitivity, M6 ,,,, prior
to evaluating each configuration. This procedure was used because the available
evaluation flight hours precluded the inclusion of MaEsas a controlled variable•Es
in the experiment and it was desired to eliminate, as much as possible, adverse
effects of this parameter. Stick force sensitivit), MF , is related to M6
by the spring gradient of the control system, which was a.5 lb/in. throughout
the evaluations. The selected values of M6,5 and f for each configuration
are summarized in Appendix I1. Figures 4-4, 4-5, ana4-6 show the selected
values of Me for each dynamic configuration evaluated at each flight con-
dition in negifigible and moderate turbulence. Configurations with PR 4 4.0 on
the figures have A'fc enclosed in a block. In general, the evaluation pilots
made no significantacomments about the gearing selection and, for the range of

* dynamics investigated, apparently had no difficulties in achieving the some-
times conflicting requirements for precision control and gross maneuvering,
such as the wave-off.

For STOL aircraft, M/s is felt to be the basis on which to compare
control sensitivity, rather thanme. In support of this statement consider
the following example. A recent STOL landing approach investigation using a
ground simulator, Reference 13, noted that me., should be ideally about

rad/sec
2

0.1 -•jnch and values higher than 0.2 could lead to PIO problems. In the

present experiment, however, the nominal value of Msrs selected was .41 with

values as high as 0.54 rad/sec selected for some cases with no piloting
inch

problems noted (see, for example, configuration 5). This apparent contradic-
tion is a result of the different force gradients used in the two experiments:
1.8 lb/in, in the ground simulator program compared with 7.5 lb/in. in the
present experiment. When this difference is taken into account, the value ofrad/sec2 which

A4,,, for the optimum pilot ratings of Reference 13 is 0.055 lb . w

is a representative average value for the data presented on Figures 4-4 to 4-6.
It would appear, therefore, that the response per pound of force is the
important characteristic to the pilot, provided that the force gradient is
such that the stick displacements are not objectionable.

The values of • presented in Figures 4-4 to 4-6 neglect any effects
of the feel system dynamics, which are assumed to be sufficiently fast to make
this approximation valid. Overall, the results indicate that the pilot selected
an approximately constant value of M," during the experiment. (For example,
the variability in Mg.5 for a given configuration, e.g., configuration 13, is
of the same order as the variations inMe,, across the whole experiment.) The
variability that is evident may be due in part to the fact that, during the
evaluations, the pilot did not spend a large amount of time optimizing the
sensitivity, since his main purpose was to select a longitudinal gain value
that would not cause undue bias in the evaluation. The data do indicate some
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trend towards higher sensitivities as the short-term frequency increases, but
in the face of the variability in selected values this trend is not felt to
be significant. Other experiments, Reference 14 for example, have suggested
that the pilot selects his longitudinal gain to hold 0I/FSs constant, which
is approximately the gain in the G/FE$ transfer function at the short period
frequency, i.e., Mv.s I/derz . The results from this experiment do not support
such a criterion.

Assuming constant speed (see Appendix II),
F•O sr 2

If is held constant, then / will vary as a function of Wrl for
constant (w,/O) at a given flight conition.

As indicated in the data summary table in Appendix II, the value of
FS/7 calculated from the above expression using the selected values of MF,1s
varies from as low as 4 lb/g to as high as 92 lb/g. Configuration 5 for exam-
ple, out of turbulence, received a pilot rating of 1.5 with Fe/l = 61 lb/g.
These results indicate that the longitudinal control gain was not selected on
the basis of is/7 considerations. Therefore, at the low values of 11/* flown
in these evaluations, Fs/1s, does not seem to be a meaningful parameter to the
pilot.

4.11 Effe.cts of Phugoid Characteristics

Although no attempt was made to hold the phugoid characteristics fixed
during the experiment, for the majority of the evaluation configurations at
each flight condition this result was in fact achieved. In addition, for these
cases, sufficient separation existed between the short-period, or short-term,
roots and the phugoid roots, even at the lowest w,. tested, that the short-
term response occurred at essentially constant speed in the classic airplane
sense. For these cases, the average phugoid characteristics were a 0.20
rad/sec and r - 0.35. Variations about these mean values were on the order
of 20%.

For configurations 14, 16 and 29, the long-term response was composed
of two real roots. Configurations 16 had an unstable real root yielding a
time to double amplitude of 9 seconds. Configuration 14, on the other hand,
had an unstable real root, caused by unstable Ma that was not augmented, with
a time to double of 5 seconds which, according to the pilot comments, did
degrade the flying qualities even in the "tight" landing approach task where
the long-term response characteristics are somewhat secondary in importance.
The PR in moderate turbulence of 3 would therefore be somewhat better with a
statically stable aircraft and thus be more consistent with the other data.
The real roots for configuration 29 were both stable and are not considered a
factor in the evaluations. The phugoid characteristics are summarized in
Appendix II.
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4.12 Operational Considerations

The landing approaches for this experiment were performed at the

Greater Buffalo International Airport in Buffalo, New York. The X-22A, like
many V/STOL aircraft, has a high side-force-due-to-sideslip, and, to eliminate
from the evaluation task the problem of maintaining heading in a crosswind,

all of the evaluation approaches were performed as nearly as possible into
the wind. This procedure necessitated setting up the TALAR and VAA at a spot
between the two active rtnways and aligning them approximately into the wind.
As a result, the experimental approaches frequently crossed the active runway
at the Buffalo airport; an ancillary result of the program worth noting is
that the X-22A approaches did not interfere with normal aircraft traffic as
a result of the steep approach angles, thereby demonstrating, to some extent,
the feasibility of integrating STOL and CTOL traffic.

4.13 Pilot Control Techniques

The control techniques used by the evaluation pilots throughout the
program are documented in the pilot comments in Appendix I and may be summarized
as follows. For most of the 65 kt approaches, longitudinal stick inputs were
used to control pitch attitude and correct for glide path errors, while the
collective stick was used to control the airspeed. However, in one or two
configurations with very light damping (e.g. configuration 6), the collective
was also used to control rate of descent, as longitudinal stick inputs provoked
oscillatory tendencies. At the end of the 65 kt approaches, the collective
was used to arrest the rate of descent, and the longitudinal stick was used
to change the attitude from the nose-down value of the approach to level for
the wave-off maneuver. For the 80 kt approaches, it would be expected that a
combination of collective and longitudinal stick would be used to arrest the
rate of descent, since r Ig is higher and normal force due to collective input
is lower at this flight condition; insufficient data exist, however, to confirm
this hypothesis,

IS
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SECTION V

CORRELATION OF RESULTS WITH FLYING QUALITIES CRITERIA

5.1 Introduction

This section compares the flying qualities results of this experiment,
discussed in Section IV, with curz.ent flying qualities criteria. The emphasis
is on the correlation of the short period (or short term) dynamic characteris-
tics with the Level 1 and Level 2 boundaries of these criteria. Only the
results obtainea in moderate turbulence at the 65 kt approach speed are compared;
these results are more applicable as substantiation data than those for negligible
turbulence because they represent environmental conditions that are more demanding
on the pilot. As was discussed in Section IV, the results obtained at the 80 kt
approach speed generally confirmed those obtained at 65 kt, with the exception
of configuration 29 (the better damped point at the lowest frequency). The
possible significance of this point will be discussed where applicable, but
the remaining 80-kt data are not presented.

5.2 Correlation With MIL-F-83300

The data at 65 kts in moderate turbulence are plotted on the short-
term plane of MIL-F-83300 (Reference 1) in Figure 5-1. The pilot ratings
shown are the overall ratings; as discussed in Section IV, the difference
between the VFR-only and the overall ratings generally was no larger than one.
Note that the MIL-F-83300 criteria are different for VFR and IFR flight
conditions, and that the low frequency Level 1 and Level 2 boundaries are
determined by the value of n[lx of the X-22A aircraft at 65 kt.

It is clear that the pilot ratings for the configurations with
short-term frequency above Wsr = 1.2 rad/sec (configurations 3-8, 11-14), tend
to substantiate the VFR Level 1 and Level 2 boundaries. It has been noted
that the VFR-only ratings and the overall ratings, which include the pilot's
weighting of the IFR approach obtained in this experiment, do not show marked
differences; hence, the distinction between VFR and IFR conditions in the)
MIL-F-83300 criteria are not substantiated by these data, and the present IFR
Level 2 boundary is too stringent above ws, f 1.2 rad/sec. If, however, the VFR
boundaries are used for both IFR and VFR conditions, the data indicate that they
are approximately valid above w,,, = 1.2 rad/sec, if perhaps a bit stringent.

The data do not extend to sufficiently low frequencies to either sub- A

stantiate or redefine the low frequency Level 1 and Level 2 boundaries, but they
do indicate that the Level 1 boundary may be too lenient. Note that the ratings
for configurations 17 and 18 are borderline Level 1 but that the frequencies
for these points are well above the boundary. There is also Pn indication that
those boundaries do change with flight condition: configuracion 29, evaluated
at 80 "kt, had a short-term frequency of 0.8 rad/sec, which is above the Level I
line for the appropriate n/e of 2.9, but it was rated at 7.
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Figure 5-1 CORRELATION OF PILOT RATING DATA WITH MIL-F-83300 LEVEL 1 AND
LEVEL 2 BOUNDARIES

As was previously discussed in Section 4.10, Fes/lI. does not seem
to be a very significant parameter to the pilot in the landing approach task.
This fact is apparently recognized in MIL-F-83300 where no upper limits are
placed on Fos op ; the only restriction is a minimum value of 3 lb/g. The
data from this experiment substantiate this type of "open-ended" criterion.

5.3 Correlation With MIL-P-8785B(ASG)

Although there is a tendency to consider MIL-F-83300 as the applicable
specification for STOL aircraft, there is no reason to exclude MIL-F-8785B
from consideration, as the transition point between the two is difficult to
define. Accordingly, the pilot rating data for 65 kt in moderate turbulence
are compared in Figure 5-2 with the con,, 4, boundaries from MIL-F-8785B,
Sections 3.2.2.1.1 and 3.2.2.1.2.
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The Level 1 block for Class II aircraft, Flight Phase Category C
from 8785B, was obtained by extrapolating the o,, versus n /.x requirements
to an n,/% of 1.7, since the Level 1 boundary on nr /cin the specification
is 2.0. Clearly, this limit on n./ocis not correct because Level 1 confi-
gurations were obtained in this experiment at a lower nr/lc. Correlation of
the data with the specification boundaries is generally not very good. The
Level 1 and 2 minimum •s. boundaries in the specification appear to be too
stringent for these data. Minimum values of t ero approximately 0.3 and 0.15,
for the Level 1 and Level 2 boundaries respectively, would provide a more
reasonable correlation. However, it should be noted that the minimum
boundaries in 8785B were somewhat arbitrarily increased to include the effects
of turbulence. The data also suggest a correlation with a constant total
damping line (Z•,ed) below w 1.5 rad/sec, which would cut off the
lower left corner of the square boundaries as shown by the dashed lines in
Figure 5-2. This trend would, in effect, revise the 8785B boundaries to the
same form used in 83300. Again, as in the correlation with 83300, the low
frequency Level 1 boundary in 8785B appears to be too lenient and the data
suggests a boundary at approximately 1.0 rad/sec. These boundaries, which
provide better correlation, are shown as dashed lines.

As discussed in Section 4.10, F,/n, , the stick force per g does not
seem to be a very significant parameter to ?he pilot in the landing approach
task. The maximum limits on F, /* given in 8785B for center stick controllers
(Section 3.2.2.2.1) are 28 lb/g for Level 1 and 42.5 lb/g for Level 2, but
these values are overly restrictive insofar as the results of this experiment
are concerned (see Appendix II for a summary of values for each configuration).
Configurations were rated Level 1 in this experiment with values of Fr,/n;

as high as 60 lb/g. The 8785B requirements on Fj• u• are therefore not
reasonable for STOL type aircraft in the landing ap14roach task. In fact,
the applicability of such a requirement for this flight phase is questionable
for STOL aircraft; a more reasonable approach might be to pu'," limits on M,1,
the stick force sensitivity.

5.4 Correlation With Recommended Revision to MIL-F-8785B(ASG)

A study to recommend revisions to MIL-F-878SB was recently completed
by CAL for the Air Force (Reference 15). One of the major contributions of
this study is a new "short-period" response criterion which replaces the
criteria on short-period frequency and acceleration sensitivity, and short-
period damping in 8785B, which were discussed in Section 5.3. The proposed
new requirements are somewhat more general in that they are based upon con-
siderations of the overall maneuvering response of the airframe/control-system
combination; they appear to be applicable to aircraft having flight control
systems with significant dynamics as well as to those that exhibit only the
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classical short-period and phugoid dynamic characteristics. As this criterion
is new and less directly applied than those involving short-period frequency
and damping, a brief review is included here prior to the discussion of the
correlation of the data from this experiment with the proposed criterion.

The new requirement is an extension of the maneuver response criteria
developed in Reference 16. Those criteria were originally developed using a
closed-loop analysis of the pilot-aircraft combination; it was observed in
their development, however, that parameters in the closed-loop formulation
were strongly related to the open-loop slope and phase of the uncompensated
aircraft attitude-to-elevator amplitude-phase curve near the frequency which
was being used as the closed-loop bandwidth. This basic open-loop requirement
was then modified by the study in Reference 15, and appropriate bandwidth
frequencLes were chosen for the Flight Phase Categories. The resulting criteria
are shown plotted on the plane of open-loop slope and phase of the amplitude-
phase curve, in Figure 5-3, with several of the data points in moderate turbu-
lence at 65 kt plotted upon them. The bandwidth used was 1.2 rad/sec, which is
the recommended value for Flight Phase Category C.

In general, the correlation is reasonably good, although there are
too few points to either substantiate or redefine the boundaries. Although the
criterion was derived in Reference 15 using constant speed assumptions, it
should be noted that, as applied to the data from this experiment, it includes
the short-period, phugoid and control system characteristics; hence, it is a
more preferable means of specifying desirable dynamics than considering only
one part of the response. This fact, in conjunction with the fact that the
open-loop criterion is based on closod-loop considerations, makes this method
very attractive, and further data and study to formulate such criteria for
V/STOL vehicles are desirable.

5.5 Correlation With AGARD 408 and AGARD 577

The initial AGARD work relating to V/STOL handling qualities criteria
resulted in the publication of AGARD 408 (Reference 17) in 1962; the most
recent efforts to improve these criteria are summarized in AGARD 577 (Ref-
erence 18), published in 1970. The criteria in AGARD 408 are given in terms of
a "concave downward" requirement on normal acceleration and a relationship
between damped frequency and damping ratio; AGARD 577 has backed off somewhat
on the quantitative nature of the criteria by stating that all characteristic
roots should be stable and that the damping ratio of the second-order pair of
roots which predominantly determine the "short-tarm" response be at least 0.3.
These criteria are shown on the &)r - 244,.rwr plane in Figure 5-4, and compared
to the 65 kt moderate turbulence results of this experiment. The correlation
of '.he data with the AGARD 408 boundaries is best above ed,. = 1.2 rad/sec, if '
the boundaries are interpreted as PR = 3.5 and PR = 6.5 criteria. TheC., A 0.3
criterion suggested by AGARD 577 is also a reasonable fit to the data for
frequencies above Wr = 1.2 rad/sec. It is clear for the lower frequencies,
however, that the AGARD 577 criterion is too lenient; note that configuration
15, which received a pilot rating of 8, has a damping ratio of 0.3 and hence
would meet this criterion. The lower frequency boundary of AGARD 408, which
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in this case is determined by the "concave downward" requirement, appears too
lenient also, although the data tend to corroborate the trend of allowing
lower frequencies as the total damping increases.

A final point of interest concerns the force gradients. AGARD 577
specifies that the longitudinal control force gradient be between 2 and 5 lb/inch
for STOL aircraft. In this experiment, the control force gradient was fixed
at 7.5 lb/inch, including those configurations that were rated Level 1. The
maximum stick-force-per-g is specified in AGARD 577 to be 20 to 40 lb/g; as
was discussed in Section 5.3 in the correlation with MIL-F-878SB, some config-
urations in this experiment were rated Level I with a stick-force-per-g on
the order of 60 lb/g. Again, this parameter appears to have very little
meaning for the landing approach task for STOL aircraft.
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SECTION VI

SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

A selected set of data from the evaluation landing approaches was
analyzed to obtain probability densities and power spectral densities of vari-
ables related to approach performance and pilot workload. These analyses were
performed (1) to provide a representative sample of typical statistical data
for this experiment, (2) to attempt to quantify the levels of turbulence
present during the experiment, and (3) to investigate any possible correlations
between these data and the pilot rating data discussed in Sections IV and V of
this report. A detailed discussion of the analyses and interpretations of
the resulting data is contained in Appendix VII; the purpose of this section
is to summarize briefly the results and relevant conclusions.

Essentially three characteristics from the statistical analyses were
investigated: standard deviation of the probability densities, form of the
probability densities (e.g., Gaussianity, skewness), and form of the power
spectral densities. The standard deviations of longitudinal and collective
and pitching acceleration were compared to pilot rating and turbulence level.No trends of control usage, glide slope tracking, or normal acceleration with

pilot rating were found. The data from one flight did demonstrate that ap-
proach velocity performance actually degraded with improving flying qualities,
but insufficient data were analyzed to make any explanation of this trend. It
was found, however, that the standard deviation of pitching acceleration cor-
related strongly with pilot rating: the standard deviation increased as pilot
rating degraded. On the basis of these attempted correlations, it is clear
that efforts to define a performance index in terms of standard deviations of
most workload and performance parameters will not provide an accurate indication
of pilot rating, but that, perhaps, use of pitching acceleration scatistics may
prove a useful starting point.

The standard deviations were also examined to attempt to provide a
more quantitative indication of the levels of turbulence that were present
in the experiment. It was found that an excellent correlation between the
wind velocity (Table II-1) and the standard deviation of velocity (•u) could
be obtained, yielding the relationship (Figure 6-1):

S0. 3 a

Since the airspeed standard deviation may be considered a good approximation
to the turbulence level (era) for landing approach, this correlation, in
conjunction with the mean wind velocities recorded for each evaluation, allows
interpretation of the statistical data in terms of turbulence level.

On this basis, two salient conclusions may be drawn from Figure 6-1.
First, it is clear that longitudinal stick control usage increases with
increasing turbulence level (wind speed), and, further, that the control power
required, as evidenced by WC , also increases with increased turbulence level.
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Second, the standard deviation of pitching acceleration (or) also increases
with turbulence level; since q also correlates well with pilot rating, it
may be possible to obtain an indication of the degradation in pilot rating
caused by turbulence level by examining these statistics.

The investigation of the shape of the probability densities demonstrated

the following characteristics. The longitudinal stick and pitching moment dis-
tributions were relatively Gaussian, having little skew and a single peak. An
interesting characteristic was found for the glide slope tracking distribution.
Although a central peak was observed, the distributions also had peaks at the
extremes. This characteristic implies a sinusoidal glide path deviation, and,
in fact, such an oscillation was evident in the time histories. It is possible
that the high sensitivity (1 .90) of the TALAR unit used for the predominant
part of the experiment induced this oscillation, although the pilot comments
did not indicate any difficulties caused by this sensitivity.

Power spectral densities of longitudinal stick motion and pitching
moment acceleration were also computed. These spectra were investigated to
ascertain whether their form could provide an insight into the pilot ratings
obtained. No definitive rule should be defined on the basis of the limited
amount of data presented. It was found that, although peaks in the spectra
around 3.0 rad/sec were prevalent in many of the j and Ss spectra, correlation
of these peaks with pilot rating is somewhat tenuous. General conclusions are
drawn in Appendix VII.

In general, the results of the statistical analyses performed on the
data from this experiment should be viewed as preliminary. The correlation of
the ý statistics with pilot rating and turbulence level, however, appears to
be a fruitful area for further research, and further studies of the • and "E,
spectral densities should be pursued. A complete discussion of the trends
that have been presented in this section, and the presentation of the relevant
data, is contained in Appendix VII of this report for reference.

A
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SECTION VII

CONCLUSIONS

The experiment described in this report was performed using the X-22A
variable stability V/STOL aircraft which is capable of reproducing a wide
range of aircraft characteristics. Therefore, the results are largely indepen-
dent of the actual aircraft employed and are restricted only by the task, range
of dynamics, flight conditions and aircraft parameters realized in the experi-ment.

General conclusions which may be drawn from the successful completion
of the flight program are:

1. Steep, non-decelerating STOL approaches can be performed
under IFR conditions with minimal sophistication of
instrument displays for the velocities and rates of
descent investigated (approximately 1000 fpm) given
satisfactory flying qualities as defined by the data
gathered in this experiment for the tasks considered.

2. The X-22A variable stability V/STOL aircraft is a valid
and useful research tool for flying qualities research.

Specific results pertinent to the effects of the aircraft and task
variables investigated in this experiment lead to the following conclusions:

1. The VFR-only and overall pilot ratings generally agreed
within one pilot rating. Any distinction between VFR and
IFR short-term response criteria, such as those used in
MIL-F-83300, was not substantiated for the conditions
investigated in this experiment. The VFR and IFR short-
term criteria should be the same.

2. In moderate turbulence, pilot rating gradients depend
primarily upon damping ratio at the higher frequencies
(1.6e &Sr 2.6 rad/sec) investigated and upon total
damping at the lower frequencies (0.8z.&or4 1.6 rad/sec).
In negligible turbulence, the dependence remains primarily
on total damping at the higher frequencies also.

3. The Level 1 and Level 2 VFR short-term response boundaries
of MIL-F-83300 are approximately valid for both VFR and
IFR operation in moderate turbulence at short-term frequencies
above r • 1.0 rad/sec, but the low frequency boundaries
are too lenient.
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4. The normal flight and single failure short-term response
limits of AGARD 408, if interpreted as PR = 3.5 and PR = 6.5
boundaries, are approximately valid for both VFR and IFR
operation in moderate turbulence at short-term frequencies
above OST2 =1.0 rad/sec. The Csr0. 3 criterion of AGARD 577
is approximately valid for the same conditions for short-term
frequencies above &ST= 1.5 rad/sec, but should include a low
frequency boundary. The "concave downward in 2 seconds"
criterion of AGARD 408 appears to be too lenient.

S. The Level 1 and Level 2 short-period response boundaries of
MIL-F-8785B were not substantiated by the results of this
experiment. The lower limit on n./c is too high to be
applicable to STOL aircraft, and the dependence of pilot
rating gradients on total damping at low frequencies is not
accounted for. The revisions to these criteria proposed
in Reference 15, while not substantiated either, appear to
provide a more reasonable approach.

6. Degradation of pilot rating with increased turbulence level
was greatest at the highest short-term natural frequency
investigated (es, 02.6 rad/sec). No degradation of pilot
rating with increased turbulence level was demonstrated for
the lower short-term frequencies tested.

7. No significant effect of glide slope angle and rate of
descent on pilot rating was found for the range of these
variables that was investigated.

8. The pitching moment control sensitivity parameter M;,
rather than Ms should be used to compare longitudinal
control gains. For this experiment, the pilots selected
longitudinal control gains which resulted in essentially
a constant value of MF,,, with an optimal value of
approximately 055 rad/sec2

lb

9. For the cases analyzed statistically, control usage was
dependent only on turbulence level; pitch acceleration
standard deviations correlated with pilot rating and
turbulence level for the IFR approaches.
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SECTION VIII

RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of the results obtained in this experiment, the following
recommendations are pertinent to future investigations of STOL longitudinal
flying qualities in the landing approach:

1. A more quantitative indication of the effects of turbulence
characteristics is desirable, including pertinent statistical
measurements, such as control usage. Specifically, experi-
menters should make an effort to measure and document the
primary turbulence characteristics such as mean intensity.

2. Further work is necessary to define low frequency limits
for the short-term response, and to ascrrtain the functional
dependence of these limits on aircraft characteristics such
as n,/16, approach velocity, and thrust inclination.

3. Criteria similar to those proposed in Reference 15 for con-
ventional aircraft, which are based on closed-loop pilot/
vehicle considerations and consider all of the aircraft and
flight control system dynamic characteristics, should be
developed for STOL aircraft.
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APPENDIX I

PILOT COMMENTS AND TIME HISTORIES FOR EACH CONFIGURATION

Summaries of all the pilot comments and sample time histories are
presented in this appendix for each configuration simulated in this experiment.

The pilot comment summaries were prepared from transcriptions of the
recorded comments made by the pilot during each evaluation in support of his
VFR and overall pilot ratings. Referring to the Pilot Comment Card discussed
in Section 3.5, the comments under specific headings of "Response to inputs
required to perform task - collective control," and "Lateral-directional
characteristics" are not included in the summaries. Collective control
response was not specifically commented on by the pilots and the lateral-
directional characteristics were not considered a factor in the evaluations.
Some of the headings in the summaries are changed from those in the comment
card for the sake of zlarity.

Two of the configurations, numbers 19 and 20, could not be properly
identified and were therefore not included in the data plots in the report.
The pilot comments are, however, included in the appendix for completeness,
along with the estimated dynamic characteristics.

The pertinent characteristics for each configuration are summarized
at the top of the page, and time history plots of the a6, e, a and a response
to a longitudinal pulse input are presented at the end of the pilot commentsfor each configuration. A complete summary of the data for each configuration
can be found in Appendix II.

II
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r 2.6/0.04 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 1

2 tr 0.21 VFR: 7D VT/'/7 6S/-9

1019 0.34 OVERALL: 7D PIWr: A

FLIGHT NO: 40F-24 WIND:

VFR COMMENTS IFR COMMENS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Not very good because airplane Can't trim very well.
is very oscillatory.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: Very difficult to get proper
compromise, forces and displace-
ments okay.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Really quite poor, initial response Slow initially and then takes off.
is a little slow and then takes Tended to ride out oscillations
off and get a noticeable residual on approach more than VFR but
oscillation going. Very difficult workload much too high.
to dampen oscillations.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Okay since oscillations are high Surprisingly good.
enough frequency that airspeed
is not affected.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: Must devote attention to dampen Really wasn't too bad, but could not
the airplane rather than glide path do satisfactory Job consistently.
control. Performance poor.

INTERCEPT AND Okay.TRACKING:

CONTROL TECIHIQUE: Tend to use collective for glide
path control so as not to get pitch
oscillation going.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: Lateral okay but pitch oscillations
really got out of hand.

LEVEL OFF:

TECHNIQUE: No comments.

PROBLEMS: Can stop sink rate but pitch
oscillations get stirred up.

LANDING?: No because of large pitch
oscillations.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: Yes, IFR turned out a little easier
because tended to ride out oscilla-
tions.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: No turbulence. Very little turbulence present.

SUM44ARY COMMENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: None. Speed control okay.

OBJECTIONABLE Unpredictability of pitch retponse, Large and quite bothersome pitch
FEATURES: ridiculous pitch oscillations, oscillations with stick inputs.
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2.6/0.10 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 2

0.s2 VWR: 4.SC VT/'Y 6S/-9

0.54 OVERALL.: 5B PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: 43F-27 WIND: 06

VFR COMMENTS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Good. Good.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: No problem.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Initial response relatively fast, Initial response reasonably snappy.
but with tendency to oscillate a Final responqe not too predictable
few times, final response is not because airplane oscillates.
predictable. Using pulse-type
inputs.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Good. Collective used for velocity and
rate of sink.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: Pretty good,, tendency to bobble Not too bad in the face of pitch
around quite a bit. oscillations -- didn't really take

the time to try to dampen them.

INTERCEPT AND Went pretty well.
TRACKING:

CONTROL TECHNIQUE: Primarily using collective for glide
path and trying not to disturb the
airplane in pitch.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: Can be done okay but tend to bobble
airplane in pitch.

LEVEL OFF:

TECHNIQUE: No comments.

PROBLEMS: No, quite comfortable, no oscillations.

LANDING?: No comments.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: Yes, tended to oscillate more IFR.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: None. Practically no turbulence.

SUMMARY COMMENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Initial pitch response. Good collective control, can leavw
stick alone and fly glide path with
collective.

OBJECTIONABLE Cannot stop the airplane precisely. Pitch oscillations, inability to
FEATURES: predict final response.
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2.6/0.20 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 3

1.rWSr 1.04 VFR: 6D VT/7 6S/-9

Mkit 0.41 OVERALL: 6E PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: 38F-22 WIND: 11 (N)

VFR COMMENTS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Not too bad. Aircraft seems Not too bad.
relatively sloppy longitudinally.
Seems to have a little bit of a mind
of its own.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: l'orces nice and light. Displacements
small. Not a problem.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: After input, get aircraft disturbed Any pitch Input causes aircraft to
and get 3 or 4 nose oscillations, oscillate quite noticeably in pitch.
Does settle down, though, finally, Final response does come out somewhere
so final response is really near desired. Have been putting in
relatively predictable. Used input and then working a little bit
mostly small inputs, to dampen it out. It does damp by

itself -. it's not something I have
to do.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Satisfactory, Okay. Oscillations fast enough so
that don't get real significant
velocity changes.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: Pretty good. Oscillations are fast Oka)
enough so they don't affect actual
glide slope performance too much.,

INTERCEPT AND Good rate of sink control, heading
TRACKING: control getting better.

CONTROL TECHNIQUE: No comment.

SIUESTEP MANEUVER: More critical due to crosswind.
Lateral-directional still pretty
rocky.

LEVEL OFF:

TECHNIQUE: Used mostly a collective input.

PROBLEMS: No problem. Did get nose excited,
aircraft oscillates quite a bit,
could still do the job.

LANDING?: No because of rapid pitch attitude
oscillations.

DIIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: No real differences. Oscillates
more IFR than VFR due to lick of
external cues.

EFFLCTS OF TURBULENCE: Quite an effect. Rocks up and down Large effect, noticeably in pitch.a bit.
SUMMARY COMMqENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Nc •womnnts. Can do the job.
OBJECTIONABLE Lightly damped oscillation with Noticeable lightly damped pitch
FEATURES: every input. oscillation.
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400/ 4,r 2.6/0.20 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 3

Z , 1.04 VFR: 38 VT/'• 65/-9

CAls ; 04 OVERALL: 2.55 PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: 41F-2S WIND: 05

VFR COMMENTS IFR COCMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Good. Quite good.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: Good, forces and displacements
sinma1.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Quite good, initial and final Good.
response satisfactory. must put
in an input and hold it in and
then nose wants to settle back
down further than normaL.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Good, used collective. Satisfactory, used collective.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: Okay. No comments.

INTERCEPT AND Localizer too sensitive but other-
TRACKING: wise okay.

CONTROL TECHNIQUE: Glide path a combination of stick
and collective - colluctive for
speed, stick for approach path.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No problem,

LEVEL OFF:

TECHNIQUE: Collective to arrest rate of descent.
stick for desired altitude and speed.

PROBLEMS: None.

LANDING?: Yes

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: No.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: No problem. None.

SUMMARY COMMENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Pitch response. Pitch control.

OBJECTIONABLE Slow trim and large stick inputs None.
FEATURES: for now altitude.
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S4r 2.6/0.20 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 3

2Y, -sr 1.04 VFR: 3C VT/7 65/-9

blUE. : O.54 OVERALL: 3C PILOT: A

FLIGIrr NO: 431:-27 WI. J: 11

VFR COMMrNTWS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY 10 rRIM: Pretty good. Good.

I'111. CIIARAcI:RI1STICS: Good.

PITCII ATrIrUII; CONTROL: Pretty good initially, although a Initial response satisfactory, final
little tendency to bobble the response not quite as predictable as
airplane. Predictability only desired -- oscillates a couple of times.
fair. Tend to use step-type input Step-type Inputs used.
and damping motion after that.

\'EI.OCITY (ONTROl.: Collective used, good speed control. Combination of collective and
stick with the collective being
primary velocity control -- good
speed control.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: No comments. Pretty good.

INTERCEPT AND Good.
TRACKING:

CONTROL TECHNIQUES: No comments.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No problem.

LEVEL OFF:

TECIINIQUE: Collective to stop rate of descent.

PROBLEMS: None.

LANDING?: No comment.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: No significant differences, easier
IIR.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Very little, only minor deteriora- Very little effect.
tion.

SU*1ARY COMt4ENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Good pitch control. Initial pitch response.

OBJECTIONABLE Bobble In final response. Final response tends to bobble a
FEATURES: little but net a problem.
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Ar/Ar" 2.6/0.24 PILOT RATINGS: cFIGURTiO: 4

1.25 VFR: SD VT/7 : 65/-9

0.32 OVERALL: SE PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: 39F-23 WIND: 10 (M)

VFR COMMENTS I FR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Fair, trim control is not good. Somewhat poor.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: Acceptable.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Snappy in pitch, fairly lightly Tends to bobble with each input,
damped. Final response relatively predictable but must 04ork at control-
predictable. ling oscillations -- tend to couple

with the oscillations.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Collective. Satisfactory, better than VFR, used
collective.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: Pretty good, only problem is wit'a No comment.
pitch oscillation with every irput.

INTERCEPT AND Pretty good.
TRACKING:

CONTROL TECIHNIQUE: Glide path -- used colle iye more
than normal since got oscillation
with stick.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER:. No problem. w

LEVEL OFF:

TFCHNIQUE: Collective.

PROBLF.NS: None.

LANDING?: Yes but worried about oscillations
in pitch.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: None.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Stirs up pitch oscillation. Really bobbles this thing around.

SUMMARY COMMENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: No comments. Can put the airplane where desired and
fly a good approach.

OBJELTIONABLE Oscillatory nature of response. Bobbly pitch response.
FEATURES:

14
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Q.,/ 2.6/0.24 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 4

240r• . 1.25 VFR: 28 VT/1 : 6S/-9

0.49 OVERALL PILOT: A
FLIGiT NO: 43F-27 WIND: 0S

VFR COMMENTS, IPR COMiENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM Quite good. NOT DONE

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Forces were light and displacements
small. Attitude control very straight
forward. Initial response good, final
response predictable. Step-type inputs.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Good, used collective.

APPROAQI:

PERFORMANCE: Very good, rates of descent up to
1200 fpm.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No problem,

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Not a factor.

SU4MARY COM4ENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Pitch control, good airplane.

OBJECTIONABLE NONE
FEATURES:
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or* , 2.6/0.24 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 4

40S, 1.25 VFR: 4D VT/7 : 6S/-6

mS : 0.36 OVERALL: SD PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: SIF-31 WIND: 20 (N)

VFR COMMENTS IFR COW94ENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM. Very nice. Nice.

FEEL OIARACTERISTICS: Okay, perhaps a little heavy, used
a lot of trim to change pitch
attitude. Steady forces heavy.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Fast initial response and nice Snappy initial response, final res-
predictable final response. Fly- ponse predictable.
ing will step-type inputs. Real
sharp response to pilot inputs
and gusts.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Pretty good with collective. Okay, collective used.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: Good, tendency to bobble the air- Not especially good but acceptable.
plane a little bit. Little
shallower than normal-satisfactory.

INTERCEPT AND Easy, less frantic than higher
TRACKING: glide paths.

CONTROL TECHNIQUES: No comments.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No problem.

LEVEL OFF:

TECHNIQUE: No comments.

PROBLEMS: None, slight tendency to over
control and bobble in pitch.

LANDING?: Yes,

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: Object more to holding forces
waiting for the trim 'FR.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Really hits the airplane strongly Really Jangles the airplane around
every now and then. Both longi- in pitch and roll.
tudinally and lateral-
directional.

SUMMARY COM#MENTS:

GOOD FEATURES:, Good pitch control. Lot easier to maneuver around glide
path with shallower glide path. Good
glide path and speed control.

OBJECTIONABLE Little too abrupt, certainly to Had to work a little too hard and too
FEATURES: turbulence. responsive to turbulence.
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"",./•.. 2.6/0.24 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 4

2 ;%Asr 1.25 VFR: 4C VT/7 : 65/-9

M, I5  0.44 OVERALL: 4C PILOT: B
FLIssT NO: 54F433 

WIND: 14 (14)

V F R C O M M LN T S I F R C O M ME N T S

ABILITY TO TRIM: No particular problem. No problem.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: Forces moderate, displacements to large.

PITOI ATTITUDE CONTROL: Reference seems as low side, Observation response bit sluUish.
requiring large inputs. Little had a tendency to force the airplane.
s luggish.

VELOCITY CONTROL: No problems. Little trouble here, fair, satisfactory.

APPROACI:

PERFORHANCE: No comments. Low frequency oscillation on glide
path. Localizer too sensitive.
Pretty good.

INTERCEPT: AND Okay.

TRAC9ING

CONTROL TEOINIQUE: No comments.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: Good, no problems.

LEVEL OFF:

TEt]INIQIlE: No comments.

PROBLLMS: None

LkNI)ING: Yes

DIFFERENCES IFRIVFR: Problem with low frequency glide path
oscillations evident IFR.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Not desirable, too rnsponsive to No comments.
turbulence.

SII'?tIRY C(fl4ENTS:

G(X)l FEATURIES: Airspeed control, easy to establish Fairly well damped, final response
desired rate of descent. Ability predictable.
to stop rate of descent and
level off.

O0LECTIONABLE Little on the sluggish side. Sluggish initial response.
FEATURES:
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or , 2.6/0.35 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURTION: s

24 co, 1. 8 : 1.82 VFR: 2B VT/ 65/-9

Mest 0.49 OVERALL: 1,SB PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: 40F-24 WIND: 14

VFR COMMENTS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Real nice. Really fine.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: Forces were nice and light, displace-
ments small.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Very good, nicely coupled, initial Very good pitch attitude control,
response a little snarpy but it's predictable final response.
almost the way it should be.
Predictable. Used stick for pitch
attitude control.

VELOCITY CO.•iROL: Excellent, used collective. Very good, used a combination of
collective and stick to correct
errors.

APPROACli:

PERFORANCi:: Very good. Quite good,

INTERCEPTY AND Good.
TRACKING:

CONTrPOL TECHNIQUE: Normal techniques, nothing special.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: Went very well.

LEVEL OFF:

TECHNIQUE: With combination of real good
attitude control and responolve
collective control could stop
the airplane as denired.

PRGoiLEMS: None.

LANDING?: Yes.

IDIFFIRENCES IFR/VFR: %one.

EFFECTS OF TUIRBULENCE: Very little turbulence present and Not much of a fActor.
didn't seem to have much effect.

SUMMARY CG%4ENTS:

(COOI FEATURES: Good pitch attitude control, no Excellent longitudinal control.
oscillations, good oie-to-one cor-
relation with the airplane.

OBJE-LTIONABLE None. None.
FEATURES:
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0$r / • : 2.6/0.35 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 5

W'6' 1.82 VFR: 2C VT/- *: 6S/-9

0.511 : 0,54 OVERALL: 3E PILOT: A

FLIGIHT NO: 42F-26 WIND: 15 (M)

VFR COMHr.NTS IFR COKMINTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: No comments. Good.

FELL CHARACTERISTICS: Good, forces and displacements small.

PITCI ATTITUI:Ii CONTROL: Airplans.- very nicely connected to Attitude control through step-type
the stick, initial response good, inputs, good control over attitude.
final response predictable using
step type inputs to control
attitude.

VLi!I.OCITY I(NTHOI.: Good. Speed varied S-8 kts, but feel that
turbulence is the cause, collective
used.

,%PPROACII:

PURFORMANC!E: Satisfactory. Not outstanding but satisfactory.

INTERCEPT ANDt Okay (locali:er too sensitive.)
fRACKING:

CO.-rROL TECHIIr QUlE: Glide path: stick. speed and rate
of descent: collective.

SIDESTEP HANI.UVER: No problem, must ue collective
to compensate for loss of lift.

LEVEL OFF:

TECILIIQUE: Collective to arrzxt rate of"
descent.

PROBLEIS: None.

LAND' ING?: Yes.

IIFf.RENCES IFR/VI'R: Quite a bit more trouble IFR,
primarily because of the turbulence.

LI'Fi:CTS OF TURBULINCI,: Mtore effort required. Quite an effect.

SUMHARY CM(Ml,• S:

MOOD FIA'IURI.S: Pitch control, well damped. Pitch control good even in turbulence.

OB1Ii.C' IONAII.I. None. Turbulence response.
FIArURES:
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lwsr /ýa : 2.0/0.09 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 6

2 9srar 0.36 VFR: 6.SF VT/. : 65/-9

Mfj 5 : 0.32 OVERALL: 7F PILOT: A

'LIQIT NO. 39F-23 WIND: 11 (M)
IC

VFR COMIENTS IFR CONMI'NTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Not good. Fair.

FEEL CHlARACTERISTICS: No objections.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Pitch input set. off oscillation, Slow initial response, final reqponse
significantly increases difficulty oscillatory.
of task. Moderately fast initial
response. Final response major
pqblem due to oscillations. lad
to dampen response with addi-
tional pitch inputs.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Not as goed as desired, primarily No problems, tended to be fast on
because didn't have time to put approach.
emphasis on It.

APPitOACIh :

I'L.RFOWIANLE:, Okay. Good.

INTIkLEPT AND
TRACKING: Okay.

CONTROL TLaINNI.IqE: Longitudinal control for gild.' path,
collective for velocity.

SII)ESTLP MANruvIVR: No problems, except pitch oscil-
lation when levelling off.

LLVEL OFF:

TECIlNIQUE: Collective, then longitudinal control to
dampen oscillations.

PROBUJ.t:L

LANDING: No.

lIFFIRLHNCLS IFR/VIR: More difficult II b because of large
pitch attitude changeq on approach.

IFFECIS 1 T'URBUILI'NCI.: Sets• off lightly damped oscillation.

SUMMLR1 C'OMKI .S:

IOMP IArURl.;: None Glide path and locali:er CONTROL
were amazingly good.

OB.L:CTIONABLI Slo% initial responie, and oscills- Large pitch o~cillationi which are
IIAIUIR.S: tory final reipon.,e. difticult to control.
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' /ST $! 2.0/0.09 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 6

2
sS4,r : 0.36 VFR: 6F VT/I 6S/-9

4$18  0.49 OVERALL: 7F PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: 42F-26 WIND: 15 (14)

VFR COMMENTS IFR COME4ENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Reasonable, not good but okay. Only fair, difficult to tell in the
face of oscillations.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: Can feel the forces a lot when
pumping the stick trying to damp out
the fairly significant oscillations in
pitch. In smooth air it's heavy
but in turbulence when airplane

oscillates it's too light.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Initial response comes along real Initial response slow or !sst depending
fast but airplane oscillates quite a on presence of gusts. Final response
bit and is therefore not too pre- quite unpredictable, because of
dictable. Pulsing the controls oscillatory nature of response.
quite a bit trying to act like a
damper.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Collective used. Collective used, still acceptable
even with all the oscillations in
pitch attitude,

APPROACIh:

PLRFORMA.NCE: Pretty good even though the air- Not really satisfactory.
plane oscillated all the way down
the approach.

INTERCEPT AND Okay but not very comfortable.
TRACKING: H
CONTROL TECiNIQUIE: Glide path, tended to forget the

oscillations and let the airplane
go and control glide path and localizer
as best I could -- tended to use
colleitive for glide path control.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: Accomplished but had fairly signifi-
cant pitch attitude oscillations.

LEVEL OFF:

TECIINIQUE:

PROBLL.MS: No problems arresting rate of descent
but controlling pitch attitude was
ridiculous.

LANDING?: No.

DIFFERINCLS IFRVFR: No comments.

EFFECTS OF TURBULLNCIE: Turbulence really gets to this one, Really batters this airplane.
aircraft oscillates quite a bit.

SUMMARY cO~tIEIINTs:

CAO00 FIATIiRES: Initial response in pitch okay. None.

OBJI.CrlONABLr Pitch oscillation is major Quite large and significant pitch
ELATURIS: objection and inability to predict oscillation, in turbulence.

final respone.
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4;, 2.0/0.09 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 6

2  ,sr.4 0.36 VFR: SB VT/, : 6S/-9

0AS I 0.4 OVERALL: 6B PILOr, A

FLIGHT NO.: 48F-29 WIND: 06

VFR COMMENTS IFR COMMEINTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Reasonably good. Surprisingly good in the face of
pitch oscillations.

FEEL OIARACTERISTICS: No problem.

PITCI ATTITUDE CONTROL: N.ot too bad. Initial response, Really wants to take off and set
really takes off. Final response up a fairly large oscillation with
lightly damped but stops close to any Input. Oscillations are uncom-
desired attitude. fortable but eventually settles down

and can predict where it's going to be.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Reasonably good in spite of real A problem hut felt it was due to
btcep descent (2000 fpm) poor intercept.

APPROACH:

II:RFORMýANCE: High all the way, no real feel for Not really good, not ýatisfactory,
ahility to make small corrections. not acceptable.

INTERCEPT AND

TRACKING:

CONTROL TECHNIQUE: Tend to use Lollective to control rate
of descent and not stick because of
tendency to oscillate which deteriorated
the performance.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No real problem.

LEVEL OFF:

I1CINIQUE: Used collective.

PROBLEMS: None.

LANDING?: No, pitch control not good enough
to land.

DIFFERENCES I FR/VFR: Primarily pilot's proficiency. more
tendency to bobble IFR. Changinj. VFR
rating to a S from a 4.

EFFECTS OF TURBULLNCE: Very little turbulence present. None present.

SUMIARY COMMUI.NTs:

GOOD FEATURES: None given. Could get the approach done.

OBJLLCTIONABLE Airplane takes off in pitch but feel Large pitch attitude changes and the
IEATURES: that job can be done. fact that the airplane oscillates

almost continuously.
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S2.0/0.16 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 7

2 tr4r 0.64 VFR: SF. VT/ ¶ 65/-9
Mies 0.33 OVERALL: 6F PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: SOF-30 WIND: 14 (M)

VFR COMMENTS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Okay. Only fair.

FEEL QIARACTI:RISTICS: Noticeable but not objectionable,

PITC1 ATfITUDE: Initial response a little slow, then Initial response unpredictable,
takes off a bit and sets up fairly depends on turbulence inputs strongly.
noticeable pitch oscillation - not Final response a problem. Much stick
predictable. pumping required.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Good, used collective, which was
one of the better parts of the
airplane.

APPROACh:

PI.RFOR•A.lCL: Didn't really have very fine con- Acceptable but not satisfactory.
trol of the airplane because the
pitch changes were quite dramatic

SAdidn't like It.
INTURI•3PT AND '

TRACKING:

CONTROL TEC1IINIQUF: Stick for attitude control, collective
for speed but considerable problems
with pitch attitude control - wouldn't
stay on new attitude.

SIDISTEP MANI.UVER: Accomplished reasonably well in spite
tf pitch oscillations.

LLVEL OHF:

r•IIINIQUE: No coments.

PROOLLAS: No real problem, although airplane
does pitch noticeably with a collective
input ind set off oscillation.

LANDING: No.

DIFFERI:NCLS IFR/VFR: More difficult IFR because of poor

predictability, revise VFR rating
from a 6 to a 5.

EFFECI OF 1URBUL..NCI.: Really a mess with this configura- Really a problem.
t ion.

SI~M0ARY COMMENTS:

(1O0) FI:ATURES: None. None.

O&II.CrIONABLI: Airplane has a mind of its own and Unpredictability of the initial andFIATURES: ,cillates with quite large pitch final respon.e of pitch attitude.
attitude changes.
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4 _ r I 2.0/0.23 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 8sr

2s,,Osr o.92 VFR: 2B VT/7 : 5/.9

04M OVERALL: 38 PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: 41F-25 WIND: 08

VFR COMItENTS IFR COMNENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Reasonably good. Pretty good.

FEEL CIIARACTERISrICS: Forces light, displacements small.

PITCII ATTITUDE CONTROL: Good initial response, final response Good initial response with small
a little lightly damped but wasn't problem in predicting final response
a problem on approach. because of slight tendency to bobble.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Good. Pretty good.

APPROACh:

PERFORMANCE: Difficult to see approach aid, Glide path control not very difficult.
otherwise no problems noted.

IN'rLRCHIT AND Localizer too sensitive.
TRACKING:.

CONTROl. TECIINIQUL: Stick for pitch attitude, collective
for speed.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No problems.

LIVE. OFF:

TEIMNIQUE: Collective to arrest rate of descent.

PROBLUIS: None.

LANDING?: Yes.

DIFFERLUCES IFR/VFR: Not as good IFR because predictability
of attitude response reduced.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: No problems. No significant deterioration.

SUMlARY L0O1I.NTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Pleasant quick response with Velocity control, initial response
Treasonable predictability, in pitch attitude good.

.ORM-I.ClNABLI: Slight tendency to bobble in Tendency to bobble in pitch %hen
PHATURIS:ý pitch but not badly, trying to achieve desired attitude.
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S: 2.0/0.23 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: a

0.92 VFR: 20 VT/ : 6S/-6

Mfg$ 0.39 OVERALL: 2.SD PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: S1F-31 WIND: 17 (M)

VFR CONMENTS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Pretty good. No problem.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: Good.

PIfCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Pretty good, predictable, no Initial response okay, final okay.
problems.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Good, used collective. Satisfactory, used collective.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: Very good. Good glide path control, no
problem.

INTERCEPT AND No comments.
TRACKING:

CONTROL TECHNIQUE: No comments.

SIDLSTEI, mAN•UVER: No problems.

LEVEL OFF: N

TECHNIQUE: No comments.

PROBLEMS: None.

LANDING?: No comments.

DIFFERENCES I FR/VFR: None.

LFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: No problem, controllable. Really bounced aircraft around.

SUI4MARY COI4MENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Pitch attitude control. Good pitch control, easy.

OBJECTIONABLE Turbulence response, although None, except for turbulence.
FEATURES: easily controlled.
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/ -T 2.0/0.23 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIG11RAI:0: 8

2 to, 9.02 VFR: 4D VT/7 : , /-9

Al$fa 0.39 OVERALL: 41) PILOT: R

FLIGHT NO: S4P-33 WIND: is (M)

VFR COU1ENrS IFR COMIENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: No problem at all. No problem.

IEEL CIIARACTLRISTICS: Iisplacements too high, forces
light.

PITCH ATTITUDI. CO.•TROL: Pitch control seems a little delay- So trouble in getting the desired
ed. Initial response a little slow, attitude hut have trouble tracking
final response not too had. Ilave to when making corrections in both axe%.
overdrive input a bit.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Not too bad. used collective,
satisfactory.

APPROACH:

VI RFORMANCE: Okay. Not good, difficulties with locali.er
lead to glide path problems. un-
sat Is factory.

I.TI:RCEPI'T ANDI Glide path okay hut locali:cr poor.

TRACKING:

CONTROL TLtIINIQUL:

SIDLSTEP MANEUVER: Cvosswind a bit of a problem.

LEVEL OFF:

'I E1IN IQUI.: No co-ments.

PROBLI.MS: None.

LAISlN(;?: No but because of poor approach
performance.

I'IFFERI.NCLS IFR/VIR: No.

LrFI.TS OPI IURBULINCI: Most noticeable in lateral No comments.

directional.

SUtLe.L\RY COMII NrS:

GOOD ILATURIS: Ability to trim steady-state. pitch rrimmability and ahilitv to establish
control, rate, of descent. Airspeed control.

OiOJICTI(TOABLL Somehhat sluggish, didn't like Little bit sluggish. locali:cr
FLATURLS:, force/displacement combination. sensitivities.
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h
W / r: 2.0/0.31 PILOT RATINGS:, CONFIGURATION: 9

rS ,rsr. 1.24 VVR: 3B Vt/-f 6S/-9

Sas 0.49 OVLRALL:, PILOT: A

FLIGIfl NO: 401-24 WIND: 13

VFR COmImfNTs IFR cOMNrS

ABII.IFY 10 TRIM: Not too bad. Not done

IT.I. CIlARACTI:RISTICS:

PITC1 ATTITUDE CONTROL: Satisfactory initial and final
response. Stick for pitch attitude
control.

V\I.OCIrY CO•rROI.: Pretty good, used collective.

APPROACH:

PIRfORMANCI : Not good but control of airplane
was good.

INTI.RCIP`I ANL1
rRACKING:

WoNrROI. TI VHIN IQUI.:

SIIlhl SIP %1ANIIIUIR:' No special problems.

I.VI.I OFI:

TLCIIN 1QU1.:

PROB LL'hS:

LANDI) ING?:

hIl FI RINCIS IIR/\'FR:

II oFS 0h. IURBULrN(cl: No significant deterioration in
performance.

SUtL•MARY CO.kII N IS.

(GOOD I IAFURIS: Good pitch attitude control.

OBJ I (.f I ONAB1. Could be a little faster reponding
IAIURLS: %ith a more one-to-one correlation

but not a major ob)ection.
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S/•, : 2.1/0.44 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 10
2•C~r: 1.85 VFR: 3C V'~" 5-.

(1.41 OVERALL: 2.5C P ILIOT: A

Fl:.011,' NO: 36F- 21 WI,•: 10

VFR C:O EN'ITS II :R M:AIrs

, ABII.Y'ro TORI Very good. Pretty good.

1.1:11, CII•IACIIRISTICS More noticeable (than VFhi
because I'm having to work
the aircraft, notice turbulence.

IircII AriollioI CONI'ROL: Aircraft very well connected Very good. Initial reoponqe --
stick in ,ne-to-one fashion, aircraft movew as soon as I put
Pretty good, predictable. in inpnt. Final response seems
I.Ied nose for glide path well damped: it stop, where I
control, want it. Worked attitude

control more than collective

VI:'.Ot:I IT •O.ilROL. Cood. Started out fast but Good in general, a little fast
could correct it nicely, and high starting out. Satig-

factory.

APPR'iOAC:i

Ii.il'ONA.UClE: Pretty good. Making correc- So comments.
tions on glide path no problem.
Used cembination of collective
and stick to put aircraft where
desired. Quite satisfactory
performance.

Iaii.nPr A.hI Pretty good, even though %e
TRACKING: started too close In. Problem

is lateral-directional --
getting locill:er settled down.
Glide slope control pretty good.

CONMROL TEiINIIQUE: Combination of collective and
stick to get control of aircraft

SII1LSTIiP MASLiUVER: So problems.

LVI'L OFF:

IlC.ISlQUIh: No comments.

I'ROLIDLS: None. Ability to stop good.So oscillations.

LA.ND ING?: Yes.

I11IFE1ESCLS IFRIVFR: No real differences. Stronger
cancentration on heading control
IFR. Keep trying to do things
about turbulence-caused motion
that don't seem to be necessary.

I.iiit:rs '01 TURBIII.I.CI:: lid affect aircraft. Ilisturb. Airplane bobbles around itself.
ances in pitch easily corrected. Increases workload, hut with

these chartcteriqtics it wasnlt
difficult to handle.

GOO1 I I ATURIiS: One-to-one correlation hetweehn I'ptch control and velocity
the nose and itick. Velocity control were quite good.
control.

O.IICI IO.IiAL.I No real bad ones. .esponse to No real bad ones. Mhinor one
I IAIURLS: turbulence more than I would is that ai rcrift boll, arotind

like. like a cork.
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9
1Tr/•=. 1.5/0.09 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 11

0.27 VFR: 61 VT/Y 651-9
0.34$OVERALL: 6F PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: 38F-2? WIND: 20 (M)

VFR COM-MENTS I FR COMMhENTS
ABILITY TO TRIM: Fair -- somewhat slow responding, Somewhat worse under IFR than V'FR.

but stays at trim.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: Forces light, displacements small.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Not as good as wanted. Nose comes Biggest problem. Large attitude
along slowly, followed by 1 or 3 changes as a result of slow initial
cycle oscillation. Initial response response and Inability to stop nose.
slow. Final response predictable Put in input, wait for response, then
but too slow. hlave to overdrive two or three attempts to get nose
input and then take it out. were desired.

VELOCITY LONTROL: Not as good as wanted: acceptable Not satisfactory.
but not satisfactory.

APP'ROACHI:

I'IRFOI lA•CE: Pretty good. Pretty good.

lrLrErci:PT ANlh So comments.
TRACKNO

CONTROL TLCiNl•lqUl:: No comments.

SIIs1`r0 MLLI:iViVEIR: No special problem,, can stop rate
of descent.

IJVEL OiF:

TECILNIQUE: Collective control to itop, stick
to correct noie.

PROBLEMS: Significant pitch due to collective.

LANDING?: Marginal.

DIFFERENCES IIR/VIR: Attitude more difficult I FR

I.l'H.t.IS OF rURIHULENCL: Bobbles around a lot. Bobbles. oscillates. Piifficult to
separate out pilot inputs from
turbulence inputs.

SUML!IARY CO,•L.%7TS:

(OOI Fh:AVURES: Could fly- aircraft, go %hhre Could do job, could control rate of
desired. descent, had good ILS approach.

ORJLCTIONAIJ: Slow pitch response. additional Slou re~ponqe, someu.hat of a I'10
h.ATURLS: 2 or 3 inputs to stop nose. tendency, aircraft has mind uf itý

own.
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(t/t, 1.5/0.09 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION4: 11

2rsV.r 0.27 VFR: 6D VT/7 : 65/-9

At1 5  0.33 OVERALL: 8D PILOT: A

FLIGIIT NO. 48F-29 WIND: 12

VFR COMMENTS IFR CGOMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Reasonably good in spite of light
dam~ping.

FEEL CIARACTERISTICS:

PITCI ATTITUDE CONTROL: Comes along initially and then has Intmresting record close to the ground-
a fairly large overshoot - quite oscillation felt almost divergent.
difficult to predim:t-very difficult Initial response okay but final response
to control oscillations following an difficulc to predict and large oscilla-
input. tions present. Considerable pumping

of the stick to try and dampen oscilla-
aeions.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Got away because much attention was Not satisfactory, got quite high,
required to keep the attitude because of attention required for
oscillations from getting too large pitch control.
but still acceptable.

APPROACII:

PERFORMANCE: Not too bad but uncomfortable - Not even acceptable.
could get the job done.

INTERCEPT AND Good start.
TRArPING:

CONTROL TEaINIqUE: No comments.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: Lateral okay but trying to level
aircraft out often sidestep got
into a PlO.

LEVEL OFF:

TEQLNIQUE: No comments.

PROBLEMS: Could stop rate of sink okay, but
the aircraft wants to oscillate badly
in pitch - very, very uncomfortable.

LANDING?: No.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: 'lore difficult IFR because of poor
ability to dampen out oscillations.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Very little present but what is Very little but enough to give a
there causes problems. moderate deterioration.

SUMMARY COtEN4TS:

GOOD FEATURES: None. None.

OBJECTIONABLE Have to fight the pitch oscillations Real large pitch oscillations, too
FEATURES: constantly, much attention required to control.
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"e/ 1. . ., iAt- CONFIGURATION: 11
2•r~r : • 7F VT/ -1 65/.6

Mg8  U.~'• )\W RAL' 8F PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: SIF-31 WIND: 20 (4)

VFR COMMENTS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Ability to trim is practically Very poor.; negligible.

FhEL CHARACTERISTICS: Noticeable bocause must fight the
airplane coatinuously.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Put in an input, then Immediate- Practically zero hecause of oscil-
ly go to damping it out with the lations. Initial and final response
stick and the airplane is one both oscillatory.
continuous oscillation which is
very objectionable. Final response
very unpredictable. Ridiculous
pilot inputs required.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Poor, no time to devote to it.
Fast most of the time.

APPROACH:

PERFOR1ANCE: Not good because of oscillatory Not satisfactory. very had close in.characteristics.
INTERCEPT AND Easy with lower glide path.

TRACKING:

CONTROL TECHNIQUES: Ride out oscillatioius.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: Lateral okay, strong crosswind, but
longitudinal control a problem.

LEVEL OFF:

TECHNIQUE: No comments.

PROBLEMS: None.

LANDING?: No.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: Pitch oscillation% a real problem IFR.

EFFECTS OF TURBULI:NCE: Real!i influences the flying Really gets to this airplane and
qualities of this machine. makes It bobble and oscillate even

more than it already is.

SUMMARY COMMENTrS:

COOD FEATURES: None. Nore.

OBJECTIONABLE Continuous pitch oscillations are Continuous pitch o~cillations In
FEATURES: % uit on the ridiculous side. and out of turbulence. Real"ly

Turbulence response. don't like it.
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ea,./Ik • 1.5/0.14 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 12

0.42 VFR: 4 VT/, : 65/-9

0.39 OVERALL: 6E PILOT: A

FLIGIfT NO: SOF-30 WIND: 15 (M)

VFR COMMENTS IFR COM4NTFS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Reasonable, fair. Still only fair.

FEEL CIARACTERISTICS: Noticeable because of large con-
tinuous forces required but acceptable.

PITCI ATTITUDE CONTROL: Initial response a little slow, then Initial response sometimes unpredictable
picks up and get 3 or 4 oscilla- final response not as predictable as
tions, so final response not desired.
predictable. Oscillatory.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Okay, got away a little bit. Got to be a problem, got away a couple
of times and felt uncomfortable.

AIPROAOI:

Pri:HFOMRQNCV: Tracking was good until near the Not very good, elide path control
end. degraded close In-unsatisfactory.

INTLRCEPT A.411 Okay.TRACKING(:

CONTROL TW. INIQUES:, No colmaents.

SIDESTEP Mik.EtiA•', Smart pitch up with-collective
started oscillations in pitch.

LEVEL OFF:

TECHNIQUE:

PROBLEMS: Can be done but got an uncomfortable
pitch up uith collective input.

LANDING?:

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: Much more difficult IFR.

IFFI:X'S OF TURBULENCE: Large effect, bobbles in pitch. Really a problem.

SUM4ARY COMMENTS:

GOOM FEATURI S: None. None.

OBJLI' IONABLE Slow pitch response and the Did not have fine control of pitch
FEATU[lE.: oscillations. attitude - almost got away a couple

of times. Rating probably lenient.
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0,, 1.7/0.34 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: I;

24'w-r 1.16 VFR: 2B VT/,,7 : 65/-9

Mga : 0.36 OVERALL: 28 PWLOT: A

FLIG1IT NO: 41F-25 WIND: OS

VFR COMMENTS I(R CFA tTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Good. Good.

FEEL CIIARACTdRISTICS: Good, forces and displacements are
small.

PlTaI ATTITUDE CONTROL: Initial and final response satis- Good initial response, quite
factory, like the pitch control, predictable.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Collective used, good control. Quite good, used collective.

APPROAaI:

PERFORMANCE: Quite good. Good.

INTERCEPT ANl) Okay.
TRACKING:

CONTROL TECHNIQUE: No comments.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No problems.

LEVEL OFF:

TEaINIQUE: Collective to arrest rate of descent,
stick for deswied attitude and speed.

PROBLEMS: None.

IANDINC?• Yes.

DUIFLRENCES IFR/VFR: None.

EFFECT OF TURBULI'.NCE: None. None.

SUBIARY LtMErTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Pitch control. Pitch attitude control very good.

OBJECTIONABLL None. None.
FEATURES:
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&),r/ , " 1.7/0.334 PILOT RATINGS: CON'FIGURATION: 13

1.16 VFR: VT/7 : 65/-9

Ag 0.39 OVERALL: 3E PILOT: A

FLIG11T NO: 42F-26 WIND: 12 (M)

VFR COMMENTS IFR COMM"NTS

ABIILITY TO -1 RIM- No problem. No problem.

FIII. CHARAcTERISTICS: Good.

PITC11 ATTITUHL CONTROL: Seems to he delayed a tiny bit, Attitude control pretty good, slight
confusing, comes along fasterionce hesitationi final response relatively
started. Final response predictable. predictable. Must put.the input in,
Must use small pulse to stop the start it out, then back off to stop
nose where desired but not it.
difficult to do.

El.OCII Y CONTROL: Collective control used. Collective used, can't keep it
any closer than within 3-S kts.

AI111I10AC1[:

pI'IWOIMANCI. Good. Good attitude and rate of descent
control. Satisfactory.

INTRCl1l1 AND Okay.
PrACKiN6:

CaNTUOL TCt:IthIQUU,

SID'ESTEP MIANEUVER: No problem,

4 LEVEL OFF: j
TECHNIQUE: Collective for rate of descent,

stick to maintain 4kqired attititde
and speed.

PROBLEMS: None.

LANDING?: Yes,

DtIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: Better time of it IFR. perhaps due
to less turbulence response.

EFFrCTS OF TURRULLNCE: Really a problem. Real problem, airplane bobbling
around like a cork.

SUMi4ARY COMMENTS:

GOOD FEATU.S: None given. Ability to control glide path.

OBJECTI.4•IASLiE Can't stop the nose exactly where Slight hesitation In pitch response,
FEATURrS: desired, slight hesitation in aast make an effort to stop the

pitch response. nose once It starts.
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/ 1.7/0.034 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 13

RXT4 1.16 VFR: 3.SD VT/l : 65/-6

0.36 OVERALL: - 3E PILOT: A

FLIGIfT NO: SIF-31 WIND: 10 (M)

VFR COMMENTS IFR COM4ENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Okay. Good.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: No problem.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Really pretty good. Initial res! Initial response and final response
ponse pretty good, predictability okay. Fly the airplane kind of inof final response could be steps.

better. Using step-type inputs.

VELOCITY CONTROL: A problem because of turbulence.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: Not too bad. Good most of the way duwn, satis-
factory, turbulence a problem,
particularly laterally.

INTERCEPT ANDl
TRACKING:

CONTROL TEaIiNIQUE: Attitude for glide path will stick
and collective for velocity.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No problems.

lEVEL OFF:

TECHNIQUE: No coments.

PROBLEMS: None.

LANDING?: Yes.

DIFFERENCLS IFR/VFR: Smoother 11R.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Whole airplane really bobbles Really beating us today.
around in turbulence.

SULMMARY COI, tENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Reasonable control of pitch Can do a pretty good job with
attitude, pitch attitude control.

OBJECTIONABLE Like a little finer control In Center mostly around turbulence.
FEATURES: pitch. A minor objection: airplane Is a

little slower stopping in final
steady state than desired.
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Si- /034 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 13

1.1(6 VFR: IC VT/ 65/-9

Ms Ox 0.32 OVERALL: 3C PILOT: 8

-LIINO: S4F-33 WIND: : N

VFR COGIENT'S IFR COI44ENTS

ABILITY To TRIM: Good. Okay.

FEL.LL.C iARACTERISTICS; Displacement$ a little large.

-PITCII'AfTITUDECONTROL: Quite good. Okay, initial response a little
slow.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Generally 70, but able to hold G*0od.
airspeed.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: No problem at all. Locali:or too sensitive close in.
900 fpm rate of descent. Performance
was so so-good until close in.

INTERCEPT AND Intercept okay, tracking good until

TRACKING: close in.

CONTROL TEC'iNIQUE: .o comments.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No problem.

LEVEL OFF:

TECMIQUE: No comments.

PRUbLEjS: None.

L•NDING: No cmments.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: No.

EFFECTS OF TURBULLNCE: More noticeable lateral-directional Mostly lateral, rocking *S dog in
then longitudinal, bank &ngle - affects tracking a

littlo.

SL4XARY COWIENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Ability to fly attitude precisely. Ability to track, response to
Inputs was fair.

OLJECTIONABLE Turbulence effect on airplane. Initial response a little on the slow
FEATURES: side.
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1.4/0.ss PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 14

2 : 1.54 VFR: 3C VT/'f 65/-9

,l$* 0.36 OVERALL: 3D PILOT: A

FLIGIT NO: 39F-23 WIND: 12 (N)

VFR COMMENTS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM Fair to good. Fair to good. aircraft doesn't
always stay at trim as it should.

FEEL aIARACTERISTICS: Good. Forces light, displacements
no problem.

PITCI AT ITUDE CONTROL: Attitude control required nice Initial and final responses pre-
small inputs. Initial response dictpble.
slow but positive. Relatively
predictable final response.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Good, satisfactory. Not as good as desired: speed had
tendency to pick-up or bleed off,
slow response to collective change,
used attitude and collective.

APPROAaI:

PERFORMANCE: Good. Good.

INTENCEI'" AND No comments.
TRACKING:

CONTROL TELNIQUE: Pitch attitude control glide path,
collective to control speed.

SIDESTEP MANEIVER: No comments

LE•LL OFF:

TIECINIQUE: No comments.

I'PROBLE: None: no pitch up.

LANDING?: Yes.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: A little more difficult velocity
control IFR than VFR.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Very little ambient turbulence, but Very little turbulence, but it does
aircraft very susceptible to it. bobble aircraft.

SUMMARY CMIIMINTS:

GOOD FEATUR&S: Pitch control good, aircraft seems Good pitch attitude control, good
stable. glide path and localizer control.

OBJECTIONABLE Somewhat slow in pitch response. Difficulty in keeping speed preci.sely
FFATJRES: constant.
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1.4/0.55 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 14

24.S54 VFR: 4B VT/I : 6S/-9

0.3 OVERALL: 48 PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO. 43F-27 WIND: 08

VFR COMMENTS IFR COIMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Relatively poor, drifts off. Fair, not as bad as anticipated.

FEEL CHIARACTERISTICS: No problem, good.

PITCII ATTITUDE CONTROL: Initial response okay, but tends to Initial response good. Use small
take-off without attention. Pulse- pulse-type inputs to control
type inputs used. attitude -- seems natural.

%TLOCITY CONTROL: No problem, primarily collective. On approach was good, moderate
attention required. Combination
of collective and stick used.

APPROACII:

PERFORMANCE: Good, good short-term control of Good.
the airplane.

INTERCEPT AND Good.
TRACKING:

CONTROL TECINIQUE: Collective for rate of sink and
then attitude to keep rate of sink
and airspeed together.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No problems.

LEVEL OFF:

TECINIQiJE: Collective to stop rate of descent,
and stick to get desired attitude.

PROBLEMS: Large nose-up pitch up with collective

requires large stick Input.

LANDING?: Yes.

DIFFERENCES IR/VFR: None.

SEFFELrS OF TJRBULENCi: None present, not a factor. None.

SUMtARY LOMHENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Initial response. Glide path control.

OBJI.CrIONABLE Cannot fly hands off because air- Speed ccntrol required attention.
IFATURES: plane has a mind of its own.
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0.9/0.30 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: is

2 0.54 VFR: 7F VT/7 : 651-9

Al51, : 0.29 OVERALL: BF PILOT: A

FLIGIfT NO: 3SF-22 WIND: 12 (1)

VFR ••MMENTS I FR COM4EHNTh

AABILITY TO TRIM: Poor: does not hold trim. Scems Poor.
to want to diverge,

FELL CIARACTERISTICS: No problem. Light forces, dis-
placements noticeable hut small.

PITCH ATTITUI1E n.SCTROL: Biggest problem. Slow to respond -- Really a problem IFR due to not
initial response comes on too late. enough information. Initial
Final response unpredictable -- response slow, final responseAircraft wants to take off, needs unpredictable, working hard to
conscious effort to stop it. Put keep aircraft under control.
in input, wait for response then
take out input as aircraft starts
responding.

VELOCITY CONTrROL: A problem, primarily because am so Tried with collective, not a good
far behind in pitch. Unsatis. job. Very poor control -- un-
factory. Used collective. satisfactory.

API'ROACII:

PI:IOI*q1ACE: Okay. So comments.

iXIRCEIF ANm) So comments.
TRACKI NG:

CON'rROL TLCLHNIQUI:: Glide path %ith qtick, velocity with
collective.

SIDESTEP MA.LUVER: No comments.

LEVEL OFF:

TI.INIQU.I: Used collective.

i'ROBI.LNS: Could he done. Nose pitched tip,
used %tick to stop.

LANI)iNG?: No.

1W1FFLRENC.S IFR•VFR: Pitch attitude control more a pro-
blem IIR than VFIR.

I.FFLCI'S OF TUROULENCL: Bobble around like a cork -- oscil- Kicks aircraft around, sets off low
lates so much that must continual- frequency oscillation%.
ly work controls. Wants to
diverge away from initial attitude.

SUMMARY EO0t1ILNTS:

GOOD FEATURLS: None, Could at leah.t contrml it.

OBJLC'rIONABLE Slow response, aircraft wants to Slow pitch responsc, pilot couplesFLATURES: take off, it is a two-input problem with it to get I10.
to start and stop it. large
velocity variations.
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/ 0.9/0.30 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: is

, ;•S : o.s4 VFR: 7C VT/• -9

0.19 OVERALL: 8C PILOT: A

FLIGIff NO.: 43F-27 WIND: 08

VFR COMMENTS IFR COMfrNTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Okay, but with son reservations. Very poor.

FEEL CIARACTERISTICS: No problem, initial forces and
displacements noticeable.

PITCI ATTITUDE CONTROL: Primarily step-type inputs and then Initial pitch response very slow and
a kind of pull and boMd. Initial final response Is really unpredictable.
response slow and final response not Can almost get into a PIO if tight
too predictable. Two part control. control Is attempted. Must pulse the

thing along.

VELOCITY (ON"TROL: Primarily collective, notice Okay as long as not tight In the
pitching moment, %hich upsets pitch loop with pitch control but when
control; however, speed control pitch gets away so does speed. -
satisfactory. Not satIsfactory.

A'PPROACHi:

I'ERFORMiANCE: Oscillated aroumd on approach. Poor; very uncomfortable.
didn't like it. AM uncomfortable
airplane because it moves around soslowly.

INTERCE-Pt AND N omns
TRACKING: No omments.

CONTROL TEOINIQUE: No cements.

SIDESTEP MAEUVER: Felt uncomfortable because of slow
pitch response.

LEVEL OFF:

TI:ALHIqUl:: No commcnts.

PRIOBLItS: Yes, pitching moment 4ue to collective
is difficult to control.

LANDING?: No,

DIIFFLRENCES IFR/VFR: M.ore difficult IFR because you can't
keep up with the pitch oscillations.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: No turbulence, not a factor, None present.

SLWtIARY COMIENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Nont. None.

ORI'criONABLE Longitudinal response slow Initially Very slow response and inability to
FIATURIS: then takes off. control the pitch attitude with

sufficient orecision.
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i •$r r ' l.O/0.3b I'I UJT RATIHIN: CONFIGIIRAT[ON: 16

2•sT •e)t;r : O. 72 VFR: 6¢ VT/7 : 6S/-9

S•b'tc : 0.44 OVERALL: 7C PILOT: A

Si:ll(;Ifl" •0, : 481:->9 WIN[}: 08
t

Yl:R CoHHDcrs IFR C•tMI•T,5

,.•/ll/,/iT !•1 J'Rl.. •l: Not VoW good, wants to wander Not very good.
Iround in pitch quite a hit.

S!• 13._qLL•:,3r.t R1.=•i'}y'•-. No problem.

!'.Ir2]i. Wt.,'I.T]I]q •'(]St'RI•.L- Kind of a d•.,i•.? and then tal, es off. Starts off ps •tty good but
•htst i•ilse the :ontrols. Final really wants to take off and very
response not predictable, difficult t, predict, r• to

pulse my we.. through it and didntt
do a very gnod job.

•.l/t•:.ll.T.O•:•lR.tl.l.: '•ati•factory, u•ed €ollective. Pretty good, got fa•t, satisfac-
tory hut more wore chin is
des I rib le,

•'l'KO;\t'tl--

I'II(IOR•L•.WI:: Okay, tended to rely more a coilec- Really quite poo•, unaccept•le,
rive than longitudin•l stick.

I.•'1 I.ItCI PI' ,•Sll 'i'X,\t:KING: Poor,

t•Nil•OI. 'iLt•INIQUi:: Longitudinal •tick for attitude
and glldepath and collective for
speed control.

SiI|I:SII',P $1ASI.IIVI:R: .No problems if you climb hut trying
to level off introduces slow pitch
o•€lllat Ion.

I.! Vl:l, OFF:

It.tllNlqOl:: Used collective, ¥'aved-off high
because of poor longitudinal control.

PRORL[31S: None,

U•SD I St;?: ,No.

DIFFERENCES IFRIVFR: Much more difficult IFR,

EFFEL'rs OF TURBULENCE: So turbulence present (•hich is
probably a good thing)

SU•IARY COl•lEgrs:

GOOi) FI:ATURF.S: None given. ,None.

OBJLL•'IONABLE Onpredltable final response and Real slo• pitch response and the
FEATURI.S: tendency to oscillate in pitch, airplan• takes off following an

input. Sensitivity probabl.\, a
little high,
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War. l, 1.0/U.57 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 17

1.14 VFR: 3;) V T/7 65/-9

MIVI5 : 0.32 OVERALL: 4E PILOT: A

FL1GIrT NO: 39F-23 WIND: 12 (M)

VFR COMMENTS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: NIot great but no trouble. No comments.

IFEL CIIARACTERISTICS: Kind of like these; forces light,
displacements small.

PITCII ATTITUDE CONTROL: Small Initial delay but comes along Seemed okay but had trouble with final
Pretty Rood, tends to overshoot but response which likely explains problems
can stop it okay - relatively pro- with speed control.
dictable.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Satisfactory, used collective. Terrible - very confusing, used
collective a fair amount.

A1'I'ROACII:

I'ERFOM•NCI:: No comments. ILS okay hut speed control poor.

INTERCEPT AND
TRACKING: Okay.

CONTROL TOL'4IQUC: Longitudinal stick for attitude,
collective for speed.

SIDIESTFP MANEUVER: No problems.

LIVEL OFF:

TEOINIQUE: Col lective.

PROBLEMS: None.

LANDING: Yes.

DIIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: Yes, there was problems IFR with
volocity control.

F.FECTS OF TURBULENCE: Knocks nose around in an insidious Speed and pitch changes a problem.
way leading to airspeed control
problems

SUMMARY COMMIENTS:

GOOD FCATURES: Well damped, pretty good control Good glide path control.
t of pitch attitude.

OBJECTIONABLE Slow initial response and little Speed control was poor and don't
FEATURES: bit of a tendency to overshoot - really understand why.

very slight objections.
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4, /i ./e.57 PILOT RATINGS: ONFIUA TION: 17
2.r r : 1.14 VFR: 2B VT/' : 6S/-9

SS : 0.36 OVERALL: 2.Sh PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: 41F-25 WIND: OS

VFR CO.lrs I FR COt.1rTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Good. Pretty good.

II:1I. LIIARACTERISTICS: Forces light, displacements small.

-4 riP'til ATTITUDE CONTROL: Initial response okay, comes along Not as snappy as desired, predictable.
a little slower than desired, not
quite one-to-one with airplane

* but it's okay.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Good, used collective. Little slow, used collective,
sat isfactory.

,APPROACI:

PI:RFOiMANCE: Pretty good. Satisfactory.

INTIERCEPr ANID No comments.
TRACKING:

CONTROL TIILNIQUE: Stick for attitude and glide path.
collective for speed.

SIDESTEP MANE:IIVER: No problem, noticed aircraft

descend with large bank angles.

LEVEL OFF:

TI.CIt4IQUI:: Collective to arrest rate of descent,
stick to hold desired altitude.

PROBLEMS: None.

LANDING?: Yes.

DIFFEREONCES VFR/IFR: None.

EFFELMS OF TURBULENCE: None. None.

SLW4ARY C• NTMFS:

GOOD FLATURES: Like the response of the airplane, Initial response satisfactory,
well duped. could be faster.

OBJEicIONABLE None. Nothing major.
1FEATURES:
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$)rI/,'sr 1.2/0.79 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 18

2ý,.1s. 1.90 VFR: 3C VT/7 6S/-9

A% 0.44 OVERALL: 4C PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: 40F-24 WIND: 14

VFR CO4MENTS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Cood but with some reservations. Somewhat difficult, any inattention
such as putting on IFR "hood" is a
problem.

FEEL CHARACTFRISTICS: Forces okay with small displacement.

PITCI ATTITUDE CONTROL: Little slow but okay, has a ten- Initial response slower than desired,
dency to overshoot but not badly, final response is predictable with
Must put in an Input to start constant attention. Tend to pulse
the airplane then a couple of the nose with stick during approach.
inputs to stop it. Stick for Stick for attitude control.
attitude control.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Satisfactory, used collective. Satisfactory, used collective.

APPROACI:

PERFORMANCE: Good, had adequate "down" control Satisfactory.
on the glide path.

INTERCEPT AND Okay.
TRACKING:

CONTROL TECHNIQUE: Used stick for glide path control
and collective for velocity control,
control activity high on approach.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No problem.

LEVEL OFF:

TECINIQUE: Collective to arrest rate of descent
and %tick to hold desited attitude.

PROBLEMS: None.

LAN•D!NG?: Yes.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: Yes, considerably harder to fly
under the IFR situation due to
insidious small changes in attitude
around trim point.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: No effect. No comments.

SUHMARY COMMENTS:
GOOD FEATURES: Pretty good control of pitch Reasonable attitude control, good

attitude and speed. speed control.

OBJECTIONABLE Like to have it a little more These slow changes from the trim
FEATURES: one-to-one and little faster conditions require extra attention to

responding. pitch attitude control which causes
lateral-directional perfnrmance to
deteriorate.
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1.2/0.79 PiwT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: IS

1.90 VFR: 20 VT/7 65/-9

0.35 OVERALL: 2D PILOT: A

FLIGIrT NO: 42F-26 WIND: 12 (M)

VFR COMMENTS IFR CaENT•S

ABILITY fd0 TRIM: Pretty good. Pretty good.

SFLELa.IARACTERISTICS: Good.

PiTCI! ATTITUDtE CONTROL: Initial response slowbut smooth. Not .real-.fast but comfortable,
'. . final response predictable. Kind predictable,-use step type-controls

of a step.-type input and take itt to git what I want and then relaxing,
out to stop response.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Satisfactory, collective used. collective Wed.

APPROACII:

PERFORM4ANCE: Pretty good. quite good.

INTERCEPT AND NO comments.
TRACKING:

CONTROL TECHNIQUE: Collective for speed control
combination of stick and collective
to get attitude and rate of descent.

SIDESTEP MANEUWVR: No problem.

LEVEL OFF:

TEOINIQUE: Collective to stop rate of descent.
stick to keep the attitude and speed
as desired.

PROOLE: None.

LANDIG?: Yes.

DI FFERENCES IFR/VFR: None.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Big problem. Rig problem.

SUW4ARY CGK4fINTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Pitch attitude good, little Pitch attitude control.
slower than desired but okay.

OBIJECIONABLE Turbulence response. Turbulence response.
FEATURES:
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4,,/f6•r" 1.2/0.79 PLOT RTINGS: CONFIGURATION: IS
1.90 vFR: 3.51 VT/' : 6S/-9

O.36 OVERALL: 4E PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: SOF-30 WIND: 12 (M)

VFR WOIHENTS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Reasonably good. Okay.

FEI-EL L01ARACTERISTICS: No problem.

'IT(3I ATIITUEI -CONTROL: Relatively slow but seems well Initial-response not quite ax responsive
damped.and well behaved, pre- as desired. Flying-with halfway between
dictable. Using long pulse-type a step and pulse type input.
input.

VEILH.ITY C:ONTROL: C:ollectivo control used, no Pretty good, does get away a bit when
problems. attention devoted to pitch attitude

control.

APPI'ROAC:I:

I'I:RFOIuRANCE: Good. Good.

ImiI:R•EPT AND Pretty good.
rRACKIN(;;

C.V'rROl, TImaLNIQUE: Stick for attitude control cou, 9ed
with collective for speed control.

SIDESTEP MiA•ruiV:R: No real problem except right at the
end of maneuver speed got away
a bit.

LEVEL. OFF:

TECINIQUE: No coments.

PIOBILS: None.

LANDING?: Yes.

D)IFFERENCES IFR/VFR: Nothing significant.

IFFECT OF TURBULENCE: lilt a little patch of turbulence A big problem for this configuration.
which bothered the aircraft.

SUM4MARY COHMF.NTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Good glide path control. Nice approach, smooth.

OBJELTIONABLE Like to see the airplane a Slowness of the pitch attitude
FEATURES. little faster, response and sensitivity to turbulence.
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e4,/4,I .9/.f6- PIL RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 19

l.19- VFR: 7D VT/- 65/-9

0.36 OVERALL: 8D PILOT: A

FLIGIIT NO: 48F-29 WIND: 12

VFR COMMENTS I FR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Very poor. Poor, work IFR, can't seem to feel
out insidious attitude changes.

FEELaIARACTERISTICS: Okay.

PIT il ATTITUDE CONTROL: Quite a delay in pitch response Initial response a little slow and

and it seems to have a mindzof predictability-of the final response
its own. Cinnot predict what is is very poor. Using pulse inputs.
going to happen.

VELOCITY COTROL: Satisfactory, used collective. A problem but Just due tn o'erall
difficulty in controlling aircraft,F but acceptable.

APPROALlI:

PIRMi•UMANCE: Unsatisfactory, perhaps un- Quite unsatisfactory, just
acceptable, along for the ride.

INTERCEPT ANI) Poor.
TRACKING:

CONrTROL TMINIQUE: Tried to use collective for glide
path control and little stick, therefore
speed control got out of hand.

SIUESTEP IA.IUVER: Very difficult with poor longitudinal
control.

I.IE\L OFF.

TlIMINIQUE:

PROBULt3: Can do it but don't have much
control over pitch attitude.

LANDING?: No.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: Worse IfR.

LFIELTS OF TURBULINCC: Little turbulence present really
giveq me fits.

SLLMARY COMSIL.%MS:

t001, FI:ATURES: None given. None.

SOIXiTIONABLI: Pitch attitude control very Very little ur no feeling %hore
FEATURES: unpredictable. the attitude of the airplane is

going to end up.

Not idvntified, e.stiontted from gains used, not used
ill data ahal)yis.
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,.s/.35 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 20

*r4c r : VFR: 6E '/*1 65/-9

M• 1 : 0.36 OVERALL: 6F PILOT: A

FLIGHT NO: SOF-30 WIND: 12 (M)

VFR COMMENTS IFR COM4ENTS

ABILITYTO TRIM: Ridiculous airplane, very difficult Still poor.
to trim.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: Acceptable but not good, with large
inputs required.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Not satisfactory, no time to Acceptable but deteriorated, because
devote to it, used collective, of attention required for attitude

control.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: Not very comfortable, some really Pretty good considering work required.
large pitch attitude changes.

INTERCEPT Reasonably good.
AND TRACKING:

CONTROL TEC[INIQUE: Very large inputs required for
glide path control, didn't like that.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: Okay.

LEVEL OFF:

TECHNIQUE: No coments.

PROBLEMS: Only with pitch control.

LANDING?: No.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: Get large, inadvertent attitude changes
IFR.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Very uncomfortable in turbulence.

SUIMNARY COMMENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: None. None.

OBJECTIONABLE Very little pitch control. airplane Very slow pitch attitude control and
FEATURES: has a mind of Its own. Inability to control properly.

"Not identified, estimated from gains used, not used
in data analysis.
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ed/s : 2.4/0.16 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 21

0.77 VFR: S.SA VT/7 801-7

Miss 0.34 OVERALL: PILOT: B

FLIG11T NO: 59F-38 WIND: 10

VFR COMMENTS IFR COM4MNTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: No comments. Not done

PITCI ATTITUDE CONTROL: Response is fine, damping too low -

would like a lower gearing.

VELOCITY CONTROL: No comments.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: Okay.

INTERCEPT AND
TRACKING:

CONTROL TECIINIQUE:

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No comments.

LEVEL OFF:

TECIIIQUE:

PROBLEM:

LANDING:

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR:

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Not a factor.

SUM4ARY COMMENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: None given.

OBJECTIONABLE Constant oscillations
FEATURES:
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S.,/ r,, 2.S/0.25 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 22

2 •r~av: 1.25 VFR: 2A VT/i : 80/-7

MOSS 0.34 OVERALL: 2A PILOT: 3

FLIQiT NO.: S7F-36 WIND: 08

VFR COMMENTS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Good. Good.

FEEL CIIARACTERISTICS: Displacements too high.

PITCI ATTITUDE CONTROL: I'retty good. Reasonably good, oscillated a bit.

VELOCITY CONTROL: -No comments. No comments.

APPROACII:

I'PERFOR•tANCE: Okay. Okay, except for last couple of
hundred feet but felt It was a piloting
problem. Satisfactory.

INTERCEPT AND Okay, tried to track too tightly
TRACKING: and messed up performance as a

result.

CONTROL TECIINIQUE: No comments.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No problem.

LEVEL OFF:

TECINIQUE: No comments.

PROBLEMS: None.

LANDING?: Yes.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: No..

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: None. None.

SUIMMARY COH4NENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Feels solid. Good solid airplane.

OBJECTIONABLE Slight tendency to bobble when Some difficulty in the very tight
FEATURES: trying to be very accurate in pitch. precision control.
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&IS /4r 2.6/0.32 P RIL TINGS: CONFIGURATION: 23
21,p,4~r * 1.66 VFR: 3(C V7T0/_

Ms 0.46 OVERALL: 3 O

FIGI(;1T NO0: 56F-35 WINID. i2 (M)

VFR CMILNTS I FR M•IM¢IS

ABILITY TO TRHI: Quite good. No real problem.

FELL CHARACTERISTICS: Pretty good.

PITCI ATTITUDE CONTROL: Pretty good, sensitivity could he Tendency to over control, bobble
a bit high. fairly good. Godd initial response.

VELOCITY CONTROL Little bit of a problem, high (S5). Good.

APPROAaI:

PIRFORIANCE: Adequate. Would like a collective position indicator.

INTER(:EPT ANDI) Poorly set-up. Tracking good.
TRACKING

CONTIOL TECML•jI': No comments.I

SiISTEI' HANEIIVER: No problem.

LEVEL OFF:

TEIINIQUE: Cemments lost.

PROBLEMS: Coments lost.

LANDING: Comments lost.

IDIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: Tendency to bubble mor IFR.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Moderate turbulence. Little hit of a problem with this airplane.

"LATERAL-I)! RECTIONAL
(LlARACTERISTICS: Not a factor.

SII1MARY CO!IENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Solid feeling airplane. Good precision for tracking.

OBJLECTIONADII IWould like better clamping, perhaps Tendency to bobble.
FEATURES: a sensitivity problem.
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II
2.2/0.16 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 24

0.70 VFR: 3A VT/i : 80/4

0.34 OVERALL: 3.SA PILOT: B

FLIGHT NO.: 57F-36 WIND: 10

VFR COMMENTS IFR COI4ENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Cood. No problem.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: IDon't like the displacements
but forces are okay.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Little sluggish, no direct connection Tendency to overcontrol, little
between stick and airplane nose. sluggish response.
Tendency to PIO a little bit.

VELOCITY CONTROL: No real problem. Bit of a problem with no collec-
tive (power) reference indicator.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: Okay, did get a PlO at one stage Nothing great - had some TALAR
trying to correct to the glide path. difficulties.

INTERCEPT AND No comments.I
TRACKING: N omns

CONTROL TECINIQUE: No comments.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No problem.

LEVEL OFF:

TECHNIQUE: No comment.

PROBLEMS: None, but waved-off early.

LANDING?: Probably could do It.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: Overcontrol tendency in pitch
were noticeable in IFR.

EFFECTS OF TURBULNCE: No effect at all. No coments.

SUMNARY CONMENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: Trim capability. No comments.

OBJECTIONABLE Little sluggish. No comments.
FEATURES:
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1 le., 2.0/0.28 PILT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 25

2 roras• 1.12 VFR: 2A VT/7 : 80/-7

Mi : 0.39 OVERALL: 2A PILOT: B

FLIGirT NO.: 57F-36 WIND: 08

___________ _ ___________
VFR CMMt.IENTS IFR COHMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: (ood. Good.

FEEL aIARACTERISTICS: Good.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Pretty good, tendency to get one Good, slight tendency to oscillate.
oscillation in the final response.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Good. Good.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: No problem. Excellent, good airplane all around.

INTERCEPT ANt) No comments.
TRACKING:

CONTROL TECIHNIQUE: No comments,

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: Good.

LEVEL OFF:

TECIINIQUE: No comments.

PROBLEM5: None.

LANDING?: Yes.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: None.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Not a factor. None.

SUMIARY C'OMtENTS:

GOOD FEATURES- Good airplane. Good all around airplane,

OBJECTIONABLE I)o not have real tight, precise None.
FEATURES: pitch attitude control.
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( /,. 1.4/0.20 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 26

0.56 VFR: 2A VT/7 : 80/-7

0.34 OVERALL: 2A PILOT: B

FLI-I1T NO.: S7F-36 WIND: 10

"VFR COMMENTS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Excellent. No problem.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: IDisplacements too large, forces
okay.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Pretty reasonable, however final Pretty good, slight tendency to
response a little oscillatory, bobble the airplane If you force it
doesn't feel real solid, to respond too rapidly. Feels fairly

good.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Excellent. No problem.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: Excellent. Satisfactory.

INTERCEPT AND Okay, biggest problem is the localizer
TRACKING: because of sensitivity.

CONTROL TECHNIQUE: No comments.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No Problem.

LEVEL OFF:

TECHNIQUE: No comments.

PROBLEMS: None.

LANDING?: Yes.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: More effort required IFR. but not
significantly.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Not a factor. No effect.

SUMMARY COt44W1 S:

GOOD FEATURES: Pretty good airplane. Good feeling airplane.

OBJECTIONABLE Bit on the sluggish side, minor Minor-gearing and stick force
FEATURES: problem with precision of control. combination, ani precision of pitch

control.
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CjSr kr 1.7/0.37 PILOT RATINGS: CONFICURATION: 27

:2srfsr 1.26 VFR: 4.SA VT/7 80/-7

as$ : 0.30 OVERALL: 4A PILOT: B

FLIGIT NO.: S9F-38 WIND: 10

VFR COMMENTS I FR Qo•.MMXS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Little bit of a problem, but not Trouble but suspect trim rate too
sach. high.

FEEL aIARACTERISTICS: Forces are reasonable for the
displacements.

PITCH ATrITUDE CONTROL: Little bit loose, sluggish response. Sluggish response.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Trouble with it, fast 85 kts, but No problem.
holding 8S was not a problem.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: Okay, approach aid no good. Worked hard on approach.

INTERCEPT AND Can do it but locali:er too
TRACKING: sensitive.

CONrROL TEQINIQiIL: Did use collective a fair amount.

SIDESTEP MkNEUVER: No problem.

LEVEL OFF:

TECIINIQUE: No comments.

PROBLEMS: None.

LANDING?: Yes.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: None.

LFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Only light patches. None.

SUMMARY COMLENTS:

GOOD FLATURES: Damping is fair. Can track fairly well.

OBJECTIONABLE Fedls loose, initial response slow, No specific comments, not happy
FEATURES: :tick feels soft. wich airplane.
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00o /4;, 1.7/0.37 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 27

1.26 VFR: 4C VT/7 : 8o/-7

0.39 OVERALL: 4C PILOT: B

FLIGIHT NO.: 56F-3S WIND: 17 (M)

VFR CMI4MENTS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY 10 TRIM: Fair. Fair.

FEEL CHARACTERISTICS: Forces and displacements not match
like they should be.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Moderate response in pitch, little Sluggish, tendency to overdrive the
sluggish, well damped. airplane, not very strong.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Pretty good. Little bit poor, because of poor
set-up; overall fair.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: Fair, but largely due to poor set-up Fair, trouble lining up on
for approach. localizer.

INTERCEPT AND Rushed, no comments on tracking.
TRACKING:

CONTROL TECHNIQUE: No comments. I
SIDESTEP MANEUVEP: No problem.

LEVEL OFF:

TECHNIQUE: No commentA.

PROBLEMS: No, but the stop on collective.

LANDING?: No comments.

DIFFERENCES I FR/VFR: None.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Somewhat of a factor. Shaken up more IFR.

SUMMARY COMMENTS:

COOD FEATURES: Well damped, fair trismability. Good damping.

OBJECTIONABLE Little sluggish, only minor objec- Sluggish to some extent.
FEATURES: tions.
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09•, o.3. PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGRATION: 28

24,4,.: 0.68 VFR: Sc vT/•. 807

0._g*: O,34 OVERALL: 7C PILOT: 5

FLIGHT NO.: S4W-35 WIND: 20 (M)

VFR COMHMENTS IFR COWMNTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Some fiddling around required. Degraded IFR.

FEEL _____ _ iSTICS:_ Don't like them, displacements too
large, forces okay.

PITCH ATTfITUD CONTROL: Sluggish, large stick displacements Very poor, better VFR, didn't like
required. it, low frequency PlO on glide path.

Typical low frequency compromise
between initial and final response.

VELOCITY CONTROL: .o real problem. Reasonable.

APPIROCH:

PIlttMANCE: Little spotty, only fair. Fair for middle portion, unacceptable
near the end.

INTCEFUT AND Difficult

CONWIU. TECHNIQUE: No comeents.

SMSTIP MANEUVER: No problem.

LEVEL OFF:

TECNIUIE: No coments.

10BLEMS: Could stop quick but trying to esta-
blish wave-off attitude was very
difficult.

WLNING?: No, not sure, only in smooth air.

DIFFEUNECES IFR/VFR: A lot worse IFR, would change VFR
to perhaps a S.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Fair amount of pitdh disturbance Large problems IFR.
with gusts - not really acceptable.

Sts"I COMMENTS:

GOOD FEATURES* Could track fairly well. None.

OBJECTIONABLE Sluggish response. Can't control the pitch too well.
FEATURES: Pilot should not be subjected to

this type of airplane.
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/44 0.8/0.67 PILOT RATINGS: CONFIGURATION: 29

2 r;r : 1.07 VFR: SA VT/7: 80/-7

Moss 0.41 OVERALL: 7B PILOT:

FLIGHT NO.: S7F- 36 WIND: 10

VFR COMMENTS IFR COMMENTS

ABILITY TO TRIM: Little bit of trouble with it. Not very good at all.

rEEL CHARACTERISTICS: Stick feels sloppy, displacements
seem large, forces no problem.

PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL: Sluggish respondfig airplane, must Sluggish and wants to take off,
overdrive airplane. very difficult to fly the approach.

Large control motions required.

VELOCITY CONTROL: Trouble with this airplane; strong Difficult to get time to concentrate
tendency to approach at 85 rather than on velocity with pitch attitude
S80. problem.

APPROACH:

PERFORMANCE: No comments. Poor.

INTERCEPT AND Intercept okay but tracking poor.
TRACKING:

CONTROL TECHtNIQUE: No comments.

SIDESTEP MANEUVER: No problem.

LEVEL OFF:

TECHNIQUE: Nothing special, use collective.
PROBLEMS: None

LANDING?: No comments.

DIFFERENCES IFR/VFR: Yes. IFR more problems.

EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE: Only a little present. Little bit of turbulence, harder to
handle in turbulence.

SUMMARY COMMENTS:

GOOD FEATURES: None given. None.

OBJECfIONABLE Not easy to trim, pitch attitude Poor precision of pitch control,
FEATURES: control not precise, poor glide path control.
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APPENDIX II

LONGITUDINAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS AND DATA SUMMARY

In this appendix, the longitudinal transfer functions are developed
in support of the discussions in the text and the data summary. The following
equations of motion are used to represent the airplane for this purpose.

L 0 , 0 0 0

za w - .990 140 a,- 0 z

0 0 0 0 1 - 0 0

mu MW. 0

These equations imply that the reference axes are body axes and that
the wings are always level. Small angles are assumed, therefore:

et 21 Vr ,the true airspeedXI
VT

In addition, X,/,, Xa. , and 1- ; 0. The variables a, ar(o), 9 and 8,,
are incremental values from the relierence condition.

The transfer functions for longitudinal stick inputs which follow are
written in "lumped" derivative form. The specific derivatives which comprise
each lumped parameter in the transfer function can easily be derived from the
equations.

8,3 (s% 2  ooJ s + k) S~ 2 T s

e = K +

DD2
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where
KU = - 50 Vr/A18 -,

K' = Ma 6 •

it% = 'Ma 3

Constant Speed Expressions:

If the assumptions of constant speed and e= 0 are now made it can
be shown that:I i 2 =Za.r

3~T~r f VAl

y,

7, 2 _ __ _ .( z A o )

Further, the expressions for nf./oc a~id 5s/n• , which by definition are
measured at constant speed, are:

_ny _ -Zoe

and
2

Data SuSar
fo l t'cnigrto s eautdi thep'roga. Tecarceitc

•ass
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" ~Data Summary

The following tables represent a complete summary of the characteristics

for all thi configurations evaluated in the program. The characteristics
documented therein were primarily obtained by identification of level flight
calibration records as discussed in Appendix III. It is worth noting here that,
although the characteristics are determined for level flight, they do not change
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Table ]U-1
DATA SUMMARY FOR EVALUATION CONFIGURATIONS

CONFIGURATION FLIGHT VT/r PILOT WIND 4)sT t 4gr j Mas rF$ PILOT RATING
NUMBER O. n AND TUR-

"kt/dq kt tad/Nc -_ adlWo, IadWml /W LENK, RATING
"IWOIg VFR OVERALL

1 40F-24 96/,4 A 10 2.6 0.04 0.21 0.34 0.045 86 7D 7D
2 43F-27" 465.0 A 6 2.6 0.10 0.2 0.54 0.072 56 45C 58
3 (M)* 3F-22 65/-9 A 11 2.6 0.20 1.04 OAI 0.056 70 60 61
3 41F-25 651.9 A 5 2.6 0.201.4 0AA 0.056 70 38 2.55
3 43F.27 651.9 A 11 2.6 0.20 1.04 0.54 0.072 54 3C 3C
4 (M) 39F.23 66/-9 A 10 2.6 0.24 1.25 0.32 0.043 92 50 SE
4 43F-27 65/.9 A 5 2.6 0.24 1.25 0.49 0.066 61 26 -
4(M) 51F-31 6614 A 20 2.6 0.24 126 0.36 0.048 82 4D 5D

4 1M) 54F.33 651.9 B 14 2.6 0.24 1.25 0A4 0.056 67 4C 4C
5 40F.24 65/49 A 14 2.6 0.35 1.82 OA 0.066 61 28 1.53
5 (M) 42F.26 65/-9 A 15 2.6 0.36 1.2 0.64 0.072 55 2C 3E
6 (M) 39F.23 65/.9 A 11 2.0 0.09 0.36 0.32 0.043 54 O.AF 7F
6 M) 42F.26 65/.9 A 15 2.0 0.09 036 0.49 0.065 35 SF 7F
6 48F-29 65/.0 A 6 2.0 0.09 0.36 0.44 0.059 39 58 6B
7 1M) 50F.30 65/-9 A 14 2.0 0.16 0.64 0.33 0,044 52 5E SF
8 41 F.25 65/9. A 8 2.0 0.23 0.92 0.44 0,059 38 28 3B
8 (M) 51F.31 65146 A 17 2.0 0.23 0.92 0.39 0.062 43 20 2.50
8 (M) S4F.33 65/.9 B 15 2.0 0.23 0.92 0.39 0.062 43 4D 4D
9 40F.24 651.9 A 13 2.0 0.31 1.24 0.49 0.065 34 39 -

10 36F.21 66/49 A 10 2.1 0.44 1.65 0A1 0.055 47 3C 2.5C
11 (M) 38F.22 66/49 A 20 1.5 0.09 0.27 0.34 0.045 30 60 SF
11 46F.29 66/9 A 12 1.5 0.09 0.27 0.33 0.044 31 60 8D
11 (M) 51F.31 65/-S A 20 1.6 0.09 0.27 0.36 0.048 28 7F OF
12 (M) 50F.30 656/- A 15 1.6 0.14 0.42 0.39 0.052 25 4D 6E
13 41F.25 65/.9 A 5 1.7 0.34 1.16 0.35 0.048 34 29 28
13(M) 42F.26 65/.9 A 12 1.7 0.34 1.16 0.39 0.052 32 4E 3E

13 1M) 61 F.31 651-6 A 10 1.7 0.34 1.16 0.36 0.048 34 3.50 3E
13(M) 64F.33 65/.9 6 17 1.7 0.34 1.16 0.32 0.043 38 3C 3C
14 EM) 39F.23 651.9 A 12 1.4 0.55 1.54 0.36 0.048 26 3C 3D
14 43F.27 66/.9 A 8 1.4 0.55 1.54 0.36 0.047 25 48 48
15(M) 38F.22 651.9 A 12 0.9 0.30 0.54 0.29 0.039 13 7F SF
15 43F.27 65/.9 A 8 0.9 0.30 0.54 0.19 0.025 19 7C or
16 48F.29 651.9 A 8 1.0 0.36 0.72 0.44 0.059 10 6c 7C
17(M) 39F.23 65/9 A 12 1.0 0.57 1.14 0.32 0.043 15 30 4E
17 41F.25 65/.9 A 8 1.0 0.57 1.14 0.36 0.048 13 28 2.50
18 40F.24 65/9 A 14 1.2 0.79 1,90 0.44 0.069 14 30 4C
18 (M) 42F.29 661.9 A 12 1.2 0.79 1.90 0.35 0.047 18 2D 20
18(M) 50F.30 65/.2 A 12 1.2 0.79 1,90 0.36 0.048 18 3.50 4E

**19 48F.29 651,- A 12 - - - 0.36 0.048 - 7D 81

**20 (M) 50F.30 651.9 A 12 - - - 0.36 0.048 - 6E SF
21 59F.38 801.7 6 10 2.4 0.16 0.77 0.34 0.045 45 2.6A -
22 57F.36 80/.7 0 1 2.5 0.25 1.25 0.34 0.045 46 2A 2A
23 (M) 56F.35 80/-7 0 22 2.6 0.32 1.66 0.46 0.091 39 3C 3C
24 57F.36 90/.7 a 10 2.2 0.16 0.70 0.34 0.045 38 3A 3.5A
25 57F.36 80/.7 a 8 2.0 0.28 1.12 0.39 0.052 26 2A 2A
26 57F.36 90/47 a 10 1.4 0.20 0.56 0.34 0.045 15 2A 2A
27(M) 56F.35 80/-7 8 17 1.7 0.37 1.26 0.39 0.052 18 4C 4C
27 5F.38 W0/.? a 10 0.37 1.26 0.30 0.040 24 24 4.5A 4A
28 (M) 56F.35 80/-4 B 20 0.9 0.38 0.68 0.34 0.045 6 5C 7C
29 57F-36 801.7 8 10 0.6 0.67 1.07 0.41 0.065 4 5A 75

•(M) - Moderate Turbulence **Short-Term Dynamics Could Not be Identified
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IK;
markedly in descent. The primary effect is seen in the numerator zero I/r',
of the u/6es transfer function, which changes sign as a; changes sign; in
general, however, this effect is not significant. The phugoid frequency and
damping were generally affected by no more than 10% for the changes from l"= 0*
to I =-9* investigated in this experiment.

TaMe 1E-2

PHUGOID CHARACTERISTICS

CONFIGURATION A,/ 47P 'At /A

14 - 0.20/0.13
16 - -0.14/0.08
29 - -0.o-014-0.

ALL OTHERS 0.20/0.35

WHERE A, AND ", ARE REAL ROOTS, rod/sec.

The numerator characteristics, or zeros, of the 8E3 transfer functions
do not change as the denominator roots are varied with the X-22A variable
stability system using only feedback terms to the X-22A longitudinal control.
Table 11-3 summarizes the numerator zeros for the a/ 6 sg, o/8a.s and O/8'..
transfer functions for each flight condition.

Table 11.3

NUMERATOR ZEROS

FLIGHT COND. n ,/Oc V/"u, I/r4' •___"__ 'te i /r,
65 1.7 0.50 -5.0 0.27 0.38 0.22 0.50

80 2.9 0.68 +4.6 0.24 0.30 0.13 0.68

AVERAGE VALUE

To complete the data summary, the thrust control derivatives are
presented in Table 11-4.

Table 11.4
THRUST CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS

FLIGHT COND. (c. 26c MaC

65 1.32 -2.20 0.094

80 1.51* -1.59* 0.033"

* ESTIMATED

The estimated stability derivatives, from which these modal charac-
teristics were calculated, were determined by the identification techniques
discussed in Appendix III, and are presented in Table 11-5.
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Table 11"5

ESTIMATED STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF THE
EVALUATION CONFIGURATIONS

Xu -- 0.22 wc"1  f,= -0.25. ac"-

×a, - 0.0 sc"1•Z - -0.50 mc

X8 0.0 ft/sec 2 /inch 4 -s = 0.0 ft/sec2 /inch

CONFIG. M, radlft.sec M.,,rad/ft-soc . b1•, 1/soc

1 .0.009 -0.0611 +0.362
2 -0.009 .0.060 +0.013
3 -0.009 -0.057 -0.437
4 -0.009 .0.0478 .0.629
5 -0.009 .0.054 -1.23

6 .0.009 -0.0345 +0.242
7 .0.009 -0.0329 +0.047

8 -0.009 -0.0327 -0.30

9 -0.009 .0.0304 -0.61
10 -0.009 -0.0304 -1.26
11 -0.0037 -0.0222 +0.294
12 -0.0037 -0.0209 40.146
13 -0.0024 .0.0216 -0.572
14 .0.009 .0.0116 .0.899
15 -0.0017 -0.00775 +0.05
16 i0.s048 .0.00816 0.067
17 -0.00•112 -0.00654 -0.579
18 +0.0006 -0.00656 -1.33

X *A - -0.13 s"1 Zit - -0.24 ne-

X,,x - 0.0 14" u -0.68 ad"1

w. 0.0 ftlmc 2/inch 1,6". 0.0 ft/mc 2/inch

CONFIG. Mw,.,,d/ftm us ,rod/ft-s V /Sw

21 -0.009 .0.0437 .0.051
22 -0.009 -0.042 -0.50
23 .0.009 .0.0468 -0.99
24 -0.009 .0.0370 +0.035
25 .0.009 .0.0271 -0.330
26 -0.0037 -0.016 +0.18
27 -0.0037 -0.0178 .0.38
28 -0.0017 -0.00575 +0.124

29 -0.0010 -0.00290 -0.335
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APPENDIX III

IDENTIFICATION OF EVALUATION CONFIGURATIONS

Other than the performance of the evaluation flights, the most
extensive effort on this experiment involved the development of a digital
data acquisition and processing system and the subsequent identification of
the evaluation corfiguration dynamic characteristics from flight data. The
data acquisition and processing system is described in Appendix V; this
appendix will discuss the identification of the evaluation configurations
and present representative results. It should be clear that the knowledge
of the descriptors of the dynamic characteristics of the simulated aircraft
that were evaluated is of prime importance in a flight research program using
a variable stability aircraft. As this experiment was the first to use the
X-22A as a flying qualities-research tool, the problem of the identification
of these descriptors from flight records received a major amount of attention.
Two different methods of identification were employed and will be discussed.

Analog Matching Identification

The discussion of this "classicai" method of identification of
dynamic characteristics from flight data will be brief, as the techniques
are well known (Reference 20). During the early part of the program, analog
matching methods were used as the primary identification technique for two
reasons:

1. The digital data processing capability was not completed
until late in the program.

2. Analog matching of linear systems is a rapid post-flight
technique for estimating the dynamic characteristics
achieved. This rapidity is particularly .desirable when
a large number of candidate configurations must be analyzed
to choose suitable evaluation configurations.

Three different implementations of the analog matching technique were used, and
arc briefly described in the following paragraphs.

The simplest and most rapid method of analog matching the response of
a second-order linear system is free-response matching of the frequency and
damping. For aircraft which have relatively well separated short period and
phugoid characteristic roots, the dynamic response to a longitudinal doublet
input is essentially constant speed over several periods of the short period
response; hence, for this time, the dynamics of the aircraft may be approxi-
mated as a second order system, and free-response analog matching may be
accomplished. This technique is particularly amenable to obtaining rapid
estimates of the short period (short term) dynamic characteristics (wsr, Csr)
of a large number of candidate configurations, and was used in this experiment
to select the configurations whose dynamics were approximately those desired.
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The second method of analog matching used in this experiment involved
programming the three-degree-of-freedom linear longitudinal equations of
motion on an analog computer. To exactly reproduce the input used to obtain
the flight records, the test input unit from the aircraft was used to generate
the analog computer input. The computer-generated responses in f, e and ae
were then compared with the flight records and the stability derivatives on the
analog computer adjusted to produce the desired match. This method, while a
good deal more time consuming than the free-response method, has the advantage
that all responses of the total fourth order system are matched, thereby
yielding a consistent set of stability derivatives. Flight records of almost
all of the configurations actually evaluated were identified with this
technique as a back-up to the digital identification to be discussed shortly.

The third type of analog matching employed during this experiment was
not used primarily for identification per se, but rather for general studies
of X-22A flight dynamics. In this case, the 'programmed equations of motion
included nonlinear kinematic and gravitational terms, and the actual pilot
inputs, which are recorded as discussed in Appendix V, were played back to
serve as the computer input. With this technique, then, no specific cali-
bration input is required, and the matched time histories can be of quite long
duration. This technique was used to demonstrate the validity of linearizing
the gravitational and kinematic effects for the flight conditions investigated
in this experiment.

Advanced Kalman Filter Digital Identification

This experiment was the first flying qualities research program to
employ the advanced Kalman filter digital identification technique developed
by L'L (Reference 21). This technique offers increased accuracy and efficiency
of the identification process, and its successful use on a semiproduction type
basis during this program marks a significant increase in this capability. In
this section, the technique itself is briefly reviewed, the data processing
required to transform the recorded X-22A flight data into the proper form for
identification is outlined, and representative examples of the identification

results are presented.

The Kalman filter technique used in this program is the most recent
of the many identification techniques that the advent of the digital computer
has made possible. The digital computer has introduced the capability of
handling large amounts of data in equations that need to be solved numerically.
This capability led first to so-called "equation error" techniques, such as
the well known equations-of-motion method, and then to more advanced "response-
error" techniques, usually called by the name of the computer technique used,
such as "quasilinearization" or "Newton-Raphson."

The merits or debits of all these techniques are a function of the
quality of their parameter estimates in the presence of various types of
uncertainty, or noise. For the aircraft problem, as well as most others,
there are two types of noise that are of importance:
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(1) Measurement noise. The parameters of the mathematical
model are estimated in all cases by making use of
measurements of the state of the system (e.g., velocity,
attitude, etc.) over a time span. Since no measurement
is perfect, these state measurements will have un-
certainties, or noise, which will affect the parameter
estimates.

(2) Process noise. Process noise may, in general, consist of
unknown random inputs to the system (e.g., gusts, fuel
change) and any errors in the mathematical model (e.g.,
neglectin-ga stability derivative in the model).

Essentially, equation-error techniques give biased estimates in the presence
of measurement noise, and pure response-error techniques gfve biased estimates
in the presence of process noise. Although response-erro rytechniques such as
quasilinearization can be shown to exhibit certain advantages over equation-
error techniques, experience blas shown that they still remain extremely
vulnerable to problems such as nonuniqueness.

Without going into the mathematicai details, the identification
technique developed by CAL circumvents many of these difficulties by employing

a very powerful three-stage refining process:

(1) Initial estimates of the parameters, and their variances,
in the assumed equations are obtained by a method that is
essentially an equation-error technique. Since the
variances obtained by this method are somewhat under-
estimated, an improved variance estimate, employing the
parameters estimated above, is obtained by a Cramer-Rao
lower bound computation.

(2) An extended Kalman filter, utilizing a "local iteration"
or "multi-correction" algorithm, is used to refine the
initial estimates of the parameters. Although the extended
Kalman filter gives biased estimates when applied to a
nonlinear problem, which is inherent to parameter identi-
fication, it can be shown that the multi-correction scheme
reduces biases due to nonlinearities by improving the
reference trajectory between data points.

(3) A fixed-point smoothing algorithm, which actually works in
conjunction with the multi-corrector at each data point, is
used to further refine the parameter estimates and separate
out the effects of process noise. This step is extremely
important as a first attempt at determining the mathe-
matical modeling error, as well as improving the parameter
estimates. Also, a more accurate variance computation of
the parameter estimate is obtained.

A simplified block diagram of this process is shown in Figure Ill-1.
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For this experiment, it was desired to obtain the best identification
of the parameters in a set of equations with linear aerodynamics, which analog
matching studies had shown to be a suitable approximation. The equations used
were

~ +~.s'n X0 *XKa - ,+ )~r(r- 4r)#+X84(6S6E)XC8~

41- z~f - cosO: 20 + 4,.Z,(r )+Z6(5Es,_S- 8Eso) +Z (6r -8c')

+ MX A!(a-It,)+ + 1 N(jýb)* M~als(8s 6 1S)+ M8 (SC -6C)

9- .

The calibration records were always taken in smooth air, and hence process
noise was assumed absent; the fixed point smoothing algorithm, therefore, was
not used for most of the identification runs.

To perform digital identification using the equations given above, a
fairly involved data processing procedure is required to transform the recorded
flight data into a suitable format. A description of the general process is
given in Appendix V; details pertinent to this specific problem are reviewed
in the following paragraphs.

First, the flight data are digitally filtered by a third-order
Butterworth filter with the one-way transfer function:

(3) t5)5 = 12 71 rad/sec

The digital filtering was required to reduce the sampling rate used in the
Kalman filter program to 1/0.08 samples/sec without introducing aliasing
errors, and, further, to increase the accuracy of the equation-error estimate.
The filtering is performed by passing the data through the above filter in a
forward fashion, reversing it in time, and passing it through the filter
again. By performing the filtering in this manner, no phase shift is intro-
duced into the data, but high frequencies are doubly attenuated.

Second, the necessary transformations are performed to convert the
measured variables to those used in the equations of motion. Specifically,
the body X-velocity (&&) and Z-velocity (ar) are calculated as follows from the
measurements:
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where 2,t. = 15.5 ft (height of vertical tail to U-LORAS)

xx = 23.0 ft (length fromo-vane on boom to center
of gravity)

= measured value.

The data processing and digital identification procedure may therefore
be summarized as follows. The flight data of interest that are recorded on-
line by the "bit-stream" recorder are edited and placed into IBM 370/65
compatible format by the mini-computer and re-recorded onto digital tape (see
Appendix V for a description of these units). In this form, the data are
transformed to the appropriate variables and digitally filtered as described
above, edited to be compatible with the Kalman filter identification computer
programs, and again re-recorded into a final data tape.

This final data tape is then used to obtain initial parameter esti-
mates using an equation error method. The outputs of this initial estimation
procedure are essentially these initial parameter values and an indication of
the accuracy of the estimates (the variances). Inputs required for the KalmanS filter program are:

(1) Reference conditions

(2) Measuremnent noise statistics (rms)

(3) Process noise statistics (rms)

(4) Initial parameter estimates

(5) Variances of the initial estimates

The parameter estimates obtained from the equation-error initial estimator are
used as the initial guesses for the Kalman filter, but since the variances of
the equation-error estimator calculated are generally optimistic (too small),
they are multiplied by ten (10) to be -,;ed as Kalman filter inputs. The
reference conditions are obtained from the final data tape; since the calibra-
tion records are taken about trimmed flight, the first data point of the
record generally is an accurate enough reference value. As was previously
mentioned, since the calibration records are obtained in turbulence-free air
and since the best fit to the assumed linear equations is desired, process
noise is assumed absent. The measurement noise statistics were obtained from
analyses of the flight records, and those used for the identification runs
were:
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= 1.0 ft/sec

oar = 0.25 ft/sec

a'9 = 0.15 deg

og. = 0.1 deg/sec

At this point it should be noted that there is an option in the
Kalman filter identification technique which allows the inclusion of accelera-
tion measurements if desired. In general, as was shown in Reference 20, the
use of the acceleration measurements tends to provide better estimates of the
parameters; in particular, it is obvious that the control derivatives should
be more accurately identified. In this experiment, however, the na measurement
was extremely inaccurate due to an accelerometer malfunction, and the quality
of the n measurement was compromised by a bias introduced by accelerometer
stiction.* The results that are presented in this appendix were therefore
obtained without using the acceleration measurements.

The outputs of the Kalman filter program are the values of the
stability and control derivatives in the assumed equations of motion and the
variances of these parameter estimates, which give an indication of their
accuracy. The transfer functions, which are given in Appendix II, are then
obtained from the following equations with the identified stability and control
derivatives substituted: t

X" ] -00 a s

0 0 0 0 4 0 0

Most of the configurations evaluated at 65 kt (configurations 1-18)
were identified with the Kalman filter process as described, and representative
examples are shown in Figures 111-2-111-9. In each case, the crosses are the
recorded flight data, and the solid lines are the response of the equations
with the identified derivatives. As can be-seen from the figures, the matching
of the state variables is very good; this fact in conjunction with the fact that
the Kaiman filter and analog matching results are in good agreement supports
the validity of the answers.

*This bias was identified by modifying the input-output data to the ýalman
filter in a separate identification, and was approximately 1 ft/sec .
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The identification of the configurations evaluated at 80 kt was
performed primarily by equations-of-motion analog matching, and no Kalman
filter results are reported here. The primary reason is that telemetry dropouts
on the 80 kt calibration flight precluded generation of a digital tape with
records of all nine configurations on it. It is worth noting that the excellent
success in processing the 65 kt data digitally speaks well for the data acqui-
sition system described in Appendix V.

As has been discussed, the Kalman filter output consists of the
final derivative values and an estimate of their validity through the final
variance calculation. Examples of the accuracy with which two of the more
important derivatives (IMt _) are identified for several of the configurations
presented in Figures 111-2-111-9 are presented below in terms of the standard
deviation of the estimate:

CONFIG. MW

2 -0.060 0.00021 0.133 0.013

4 -0.048 0.00018 -0.636 0.18

10 -0.028 0.00035 -1.23 0.022

14 -0.012 0.00023 -0.894 0.026

16 .0.0082 0.00012 10.259 0.011

Generally, the standard deviation of the M,, estimate is less than 2%, and
that of M9less than 10%.

To summarize this appendix briefly, then, both analog matching and
digital identification techniques were used for this experiment. In general,
the values of the derivatives identified by both methods were the same for the
linear dynamics investigated. The digital identification technique, however,
provides a better indication of identification accuracy and, of course, matches
all state variables and accelerations simultaneously for more precise results.
It is recommended that future X-22A experiments use the Kalman filter digital
identification technique for the final identification of evaluation configura-
tions if possible. Accurate results may also be obtained with analog matching
techniques, and these techniques provide a useful, rapid means of estimating
configuration dynamics for linear equations.
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APPENDIX IV

DISCUSSION OF WINDS AND TURBULENCE

It is clear that mean wind velocity and turbulence level may have an
important effect on the landing approach task. For this experiment, it was not
possible to describe the turbulence level quantitatively because of the lack of
appropriate measurements, although the mean wind was recorded for each evalup.tion.
Nonetheless, it is important that a general understanding of the effects of these
atmospheric variables be obtained to aid in the interpretation of the data. This
appendix will therefore briefly review the general effect of a headwind on the
tasks used for this experiment and present a general discussion, using a simple
example, of factors that must be considered in simulating the response of various
aircraft to turbulence.

As was discussed in Section III of this report, the landing approaches
for this experiment were always flown nearly "into the wind." Further, to at
least qualitatively obtain an indication of the effects of turbulence on the
flying qualities, the flights were flown in either "negligible" or "moderate"
turbulence; this distinction was generally a function of the mean wind, as the
flights were performed during the winter in what were probably generally
neutral or stable atmospheric conditions and hence the production of turbulence
was primarily mechanical from wind shear. The evaluation flights therefore were
performed in headwinds of varying magnitude, and it is important to review quick-
ly what variables are changed.

As an example, consider the 65 kt, r , -9* approach condition. The
pilot attempts to maintain velocity with respect to the air constant at 65 kt
and glide slope with respect to the ground constant at -9*. With no headwind,
this situation results in the following ground speed and rate of descent:

=% -(65) cos 9* = 64.2 kt

"u (65) sin 90 a 10.25 kt =
1030 fpm
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If we now introduce a 10 kt headwind, the ground velocity and rate of descent

become:
Vz, = 65kt, Va,. 10 kt

= 90

= (S5.1)(cos 90) = 54.5 kt

• = = (55.1)(sin 90) = 8.6 kt = 870 fpm

Note that maintaining airspeed and ground glide slope angle constant reduces
the approach speed with respect to the ground, the rate of descent, and the flight
path angle with respect to the air. Although V. is changed, the trim
conditions and stability derivatives remain nearly constant, and hence the feed- r
back gains did not need to be changed for a given configuration.

The mean wind recorded for each evaluation is given in Table II-1 in

Appendix II. The values of the wind velocity were obtained from the airport
tower and from the weather station in the mobile van. As can be seen from the
table, the flights performed for "negligible" turbulence were generally flown in
mean winds less than 10 kt, while the "moderate" turbulence cases generally
correspond to winds in the range 10-20 kt. It is interesting to note that,
clearly, the flights performed in "moderate" turbulence therefore generally
resulted in a lower rate of descent than those in negligible turbulence.

In this experiment, attempts to investigate the effects of turbulence
were made by performing the evaluations in conditions which the pilot called either
"negligible" or "moderate." This procedure was followed because the current
capabilities of the X-22A variable stability system do not include the capacity
to simulate turbulence inputs to the aircraft. In general, even given such
a capability, such simulations may be severely compromised by the model of
turbulence used and the implementation of the simulation. Although the turbulence
characteristics were not controlled in this experiment, the response of the
X-22A aircraft to the ambient turbulence is generally correct for the aircraft
being simulated because the aircraft empioys response feedback of wind-sensed
variables. The simple example that follows is intended to provide an understanding
of the fundamental concepts and difficulties that are involved in simulating the
aircraft responses to turbulence, either through "canned" turbulence or actual
ambient conditions.
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Consider the plunge mode of a hovering VTOL aircraft in an air mass
initially at rest with respect to the earth (this assumption is not necessary:
the air mass may be moving at a constant velocity initially and still be an
"inertial" system, but we use the assumption for simplicity). Define the
vertical velocity of the aircraft with respect to the earth as Urr, with respect
to the air as at v, and any vertical movement of the air with respect to the
earth asur.. With no movement (acceleration) of the air with respect to the
earth, the equation of motion of the uircraft can then be written as:

oz = *' +with respect to earth (inertial axes) (IV-la)

or v= &,v+ Z8 with respect to air (inertial axes) (IV-1b)

where A = rv

i. is vertical damping

E is control sensitivity

6 is control input.

Now allow the air mass to move with respect to the earth with acceleration ,-
and velocity wr . Recalling that the vertical damping effect depends on the
velocity of the aircraft with respect to the air, the equation of motion now
becomes:

4,a (w. ÷ ) +•58 with respect to earth (inertial axes) (IV-2a)

or V "Z,,wv + Z 86 with respect to air (IV-2b)

and ""Y =Ux 0 ae

For simplicity, assume a step gust (4) input. Consider the following respon3es
for an aircraft which can sense ary (through an air vertical velocity sensor) and
employs a response feedback variable stability system to sim.ulate another air-
craft with a different vertical damping:

1. Ground velocity response to gust.

2. Air velocity (&rv) response to gust.

3. Ground velocity response to simulated gust.

Let the airplane we are attempting to simulate have the same control
sensitivity (Za ) but different vertical damping (i,.) so that:
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Then the response we might wish to simulate, w/w , is given by:

(IV-4)

If the airplane we wish to simulate has an air velocity sensor and indicator,
the response of the indicator will be given by:

4?J? .. gvs ~' - -&r + w' Arr

or

"4'Vs P (r

-PVS (S) - -5

Before we consider how we are going to simulate this aircraft, consider briefly
what equations (IV-4) and (IV-5) imply. The time responses to a step gust input
may be sketched as:

'S,
Ike'

"'p

Note that the ground velocity response is "transparent" to high frequency inputs
(initial part of step) and that the aircraft then responds (one-to-one) in the
steady state. The air velocity indicator, on the other hand, responds in-
stantaneously (neglecting sensor dynamics) and then goes to zero as the aircraft
moves more and more with the gust. For a simulation, it is necessary to match
both of these responses if possible.

Let us now consider again the VSS aircraft, employing response feed-
back to the control to simulate different values of I• . Depending on how the
velocity is sensed, we may have either:
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8o -Kva,;v uses air velocity sensor

or 6 = Kx •z -- integrates accelerometer to obtain ground velocity.

In most applications, air velocity is used. Then:

r -V (iv-6)

Equation (IV-6) describes the motion of the VSS aircraft in a real gust environ-
ment. Recalling that 4 'V 4- :

Z4-- Z - Z -KV 2Z6 A ÷

r, ,-• ,where Z'.-k,,Z,

Then

S - Zý (IV-7)

Equation (IV-7) is identical to equation (IV-4): therefore, a response feedback
airplane will have the same ground-velocity-to-gust transfer function in a real
gust environment as the simulated airplane.

We may also calculate the air-velocity response:

or 0

orr

Hence:" - (IV-8)

Equation (IV-8) is identical to equation (IV-5), and so the air-velocity response
is also matched in a real gust environment.

Now let us turn our attention to the VSS aircraft flying in calm air
(no real gust inputs), and simulating gust inputs (as well as wit
control. The basic equation of motion is:
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zaj

or because Y - V with no gusts ( r = 0). (IV-9)

For the basic VSS aircraft to simulate its own response to a gust input:

Z,66 Z ,= r4s ,where wes is the simulation of s

or 4- *

Then:

S,,:, , - ,• V + X ,,,. "p-, (Iv -1 o)

Hence:

(IV-lla)

"and 4Pv (s)
"'as 5- •(IV-llb)

Clearly, the VSS aircraft can simulate its ground-velocity-to-gust-input response
(IV-lla is identical to IV-4 with a;, 0,), but it does not simulate air
velocity response. (This means that the a'v indicator in the cockpit must have
the ar,. signal electrically added to it to provide the pilct with the correct
information display.)

Now we consider the VSS aircraft, in calm air, attempting to simulate
the response of another airplane to gust inputs, using the "canned" gust
and control feedback KW :I

4- :7- &,,.-

-kj o's 4"v

Canned Gust Feedback from Vane
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Is

but, recall that &-1  v in calm air.

Hence,

or

ýv j-V + r -7 1)-C

S ZVs) (IV-12)

Note that o i,,,s is not the correct relationship (IV-4) -- the gust
effectiveness is not properly mo~elled. Again, v1/WS is also not matched.
We can see that, to-model the gust response properly, we cannot just feed back
wv if we are using "canned" gusts -- we must also change the gust effectiveness

by scaling w-, . Further, to display the correct signal to the pilot, the gust
signal must be added to the air velocity indicatcr.

We could obtain the correct air-velocity (indicator) response, at the

expense of ground velocity response, by reproducing the derivative of Is with
the control. That is, let:

Then Z8 -r- -v

or since r

(IV-13)

but, also

PX (5) swhich is wrong.
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With the simple example we have considered, the following statements are there-
fore relevant:

1. A response-feedback aircraft which uses air-sensed variables
for its VSS will respond to real gusts as does the airplane
it is simulating.

2. If canned turbulence is used, the gust effectiveness must be
varied when the feedback gains are varied to produce the
correct gust response.

3. If canned turbulence is used, the gust signal should be
added to the air sensor signal to provide realistic
information to the pilot.

The implications of these results on this experiment may therefore be
summarized as follows. The short period frequencies and dampings mechanized for
the evaluation configurations were obtained by angle of attack feedback (sensed
with an ox -vane) and pitch rate feedback (sensed with a rate gyro) to obtain
the simulated aircraft M4,. , 1 ,ý and M'f . The aerodynamic response of the
X-22A to a zero-gradient cc (or a•- gust is therefore exactly that of the
simulated aircraft, since oe is sensed with respect to the air mass. The response
to a 9. -gust (e.g., &P- gust with a linear longitudinal gradient), however, is
determined by the X-22A's basic M& derivative, and not by the simulated M'

because the I feedback is -no-i ensred aerodynamically. Generally the response
to the zero-gradient portion is the largest and hence, in this experiment, the
flying qualities results in moderate turbulonce represent the correct effects
for the aircraft that were simulated.
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APPENDIX V

DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING SYSTEM

The X-22A aircraft and variable stability system are extremely
complex systems, requiring monitoring during flight of many more variables
than can be easily scanned by the pilot. A sophisticated system for data
telemetry, acquisition, and processing was therefore designed for the X-22A
system, and will be briefly described in this appendix. A more complete
description is given in Reference 22.

All data pertinent to the flight of the X-22A aircraft are telemetered
to a ground station via a pulse-code-modulated "L-band" telemetry link.
Bighty (80) channels are provided, with the data sampled at a 200 Hz rate and
encoded into 9-bit words. Of these 80 channels, five are required for time
and synchronization, one is subcommutated to 64 additional channels, and one
more is required to identify the subcommutated channel. There are, then, 137
channels available for data transmission, of which 73 are sampled 200 times
per second and 64 at 200/64 times per second.

Patch panels in the X-22A aircraft permit selection of the 137
variables to be telemetered from approximately 200 that are available. For
this experiment, approximately 80 flight safety variables, such as bearing
hanger vibration levels and various oil temperatures and pressures, were
telemetered and monitored as will be described; the remaining 57 variables,
such as angle of attack, stick control positions, and VSS electrical commands,
were of interest to the flying qualities experiment.

The data were telemetered to a ground station and experiment control
center housed in a mobile van (Figure V-l). The van contains the following
equipment:

(1) an omnidirectional antenna and a steerable,
directional antenna

(2) a telemetry receiver

(3) a PCM decommutator and signal simulator

(4) a tape recorder for recording the complete data
stream (the bit stream recorder)

(5) a 32-channel digital-to-analog converter (DAC)

(6) four 6-channel chart recorders

(7) a panel of nine meters for continuous display
of a fixed set of flight safety variables
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(8) a patch panel to select a desired set of 32
variables for the DAC's

(9) a paper printer

(10) a mini-computer with 16K storage capacity, 800
nanosecond effective cycle time, 36 channels of
DAC's and 12 channels of analog-to-digital
converters

(11) a teletypewriter

(12) a high-speed paper tape unit

(13) a 9-channel digital tape recorder

(14) a 360-channel VHF transceiver

(15) a voice-actuated magnetic tape recorder

(16) a weather station and

(17) two 5 kW 115-volt, 60 Hz generators

A simplified block diagram of the functions of this equipment during a flight
is shown in Figure V-2. The primary purposes of the equipment include flight
safety monitoring, experiment control, and data processing, each of which is
briefly described below.

As has been discussed, the complexity of the X-22A aircraft requires
constant monitoring of a large number of flight safety variables. This
function is performed by the mini-computer in the mobile van. High and/or
low limit values for the variables are stored in the computer; the telemetered
data is processed through the computer on-line and compared continuously with
these limits. In the event of a variable exceeding these preset limits, the
teletypewriter unit immediately points out the variable in question and its
value. It is also possible to monitor the variable visually on a chart
recorder by addressing the appropriate channel with a "roving" DAC. The high
speed paper tape unit acts as an independent backup by printing out on command
the values of all of the telemetered variables.

The mobile van acts as the experiment control center during a flight.
Pilot input and aircraft response variables are monitored on-line with the four
chart recorders. An example of the ! ariables typically monitored on the chart
recorders is given in Table V-1. The flight test director is in continuous
communication with the aircraft, and, on the advice of the engineers monitoring
the flight variables, can, for -xample, request the repeat of a calibration
record. In addition, although this capability was not used during this
experiment, it is possible to program the desired equations of motion on the
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Table Y-1

SUMMARY OF VARIABLES MONITORED ON STRIP CHART RECORDERS

RECORDER CHANNEL VARIABLE SCALE FACTOR

1 ROVING CHOSEN
2 BLF 10 dog/volt
3 BLA 10 deg/volt
4 BRA 10 dog/volt
5 BRF 10 dog/volt
6 ACS 3.78 dog/volt

1 is LF 10 dog/volt
2 6LA 10 deg/volt

2 3 6 RA 10 deg/volt
4 aRF 10 dog/volt
5 TEST INPUT UNIT 3.24 %/volt
6 30.9 kt/volt

1 a CS 5.3 deg/volv
2 a ES 1 in./volt

3V 3 ia 5J,6
4 9. 4 dog/sec/volt
5 5 deg/volt
6ES 1.07 in./volt

1 ( Ar 1 in./volt
2 8 RP 1 in./volt

4 3 AV 5.02 dig/volt
4 19.8 dog/c/volt
5 r 9.8 dog/nc/volt
6 11.5 dog/volt
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mini-computer, drive these equations with the telemetered control inputs to
the aircraft, and compare the desired responses with the actual aircraft
responses. This capability allows iteration of the VSS gains on-line to
achieve the desired configuration dynamics.

The equipment in the van also serves to process the flight data
digitally "off-line" after a flight. All telemetered data during a flight are
recorded continuously on the bit-stream recorder. For digital data analysis,
the appropriate portions of the appropriate channels must be selected from the
bit-stream recorder, and the format changed from the 9-bit word of the tele-
metered data to an 11-bit-plus-sign format compatible with the IBM 370/165
computer used for the analyses. This function is performed by the mini-
computer: the data are taken off the bit-stream recorder, edited and formatted
by the mini-computer, and recorded in blocked and gapped form b: the digital
recorder. This digital tape is then processed by the IBM 370/165 computer as
discussed in Appendix III.
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APPENDIX VI

DETAILS OF SIMULATION MECHANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT

This appendix will present more detailed information on the basic
X-22A aircraft, the vaiiable stability system (VSS), the technique used to
achieve the simulated configurations using the VSS, and the design of the
visual approach aid.

The Basic X-22A

As is evident from.Figure VI-l, the X-22A has four ducted propellers
and four engines. The four engines are connected to a common system of rotat-
ing shafts which distribute propulsive power to the four propellers. The
ducts are interconnected so that all rotate through the same angle when it
is desired to change the direction of the thrust vector. Thrust magnitude
is determined by a collective pitch lever, very similar to a helicopter.
Normal looking pitch, roll and yaw controls in the cockpit provide the
desired control moments by differentially positioning the appropriate control
elements (propeller pitch or elevon deflection) in each duct.

In hovering flight, the X-22A employs fore and aft differential
blade pitch for pitching moments, left and right differential blade pitch
for rolling moments, and left and right differential elevon deflection for
yawing moments. In forward flight, fore and aft differential elevon deflec-
tion is used for pitching moments, left and right differential elevon de-
flection for rolling moments, and left and right differential blade pitch for
yawing moments. A mechanical mixer directs and proportions the pilot's
commands to the appropriate propellers and elevons as a function of the duct
angle.

The rate of descent capability for the X-22A at various speed and
duct angle combinations (Reference 23) is illustrated in Figure VI-2. For
this experiment, a speed/duct angle combination of 65 kt/50 deg was chosen
to maximize the X-22A rate of Aescent capability.

The X-22A VSS

There are four VSS controllers - thrust, pitch, roll and yaw - each
employing electrohydraulic servos. When rigged for VSS flight the left hand
flight controls are mechanically disconnected from the right hand flight
controls and connected to a set of VSS pitch, roll and yaw artificial feel
servos. The evaluation pilot occupies the left hand seat; the safety pilot
and system manager occupies the right hand seat. The VSS thrust servo oper-
ates the boost servo for the collective pitch system. The VSS pitch, roll
and yaw servos operate the right hand flight controls, moving the same link-
ages which are moved manually by the right hand pilot in normal non-VSS flight.
(In fact, these same actuators serve a dual role by providing artificial feel
for the primary flight control system when the VSS is not engaged.) Phasing
of these control motions to the blades and elevons is accomplished by the

mechanical mixer as for normal flight.
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIJONS

Length 39.57 ft
Height 20.69 ft
Tread 8.0 ft
Wing Front Aft
Area 139sqft 286sqft
Span 22.97 ft 39.24 ft
Aspect Ratio 3.86 5.38 z

ENGINE RATINGS

SIHP SLS Thrust rpm Min.
1250 Mil. 154 19,500 30
1050 Nor. 132 19.500 Cont.

POWER PLANT!

No. & Model (4) f T58.GE.8D
Mfr. General Electric Co.
Type Free Power Turbine
Reduction
Gear Ratio 0.133
Prop Mfr. lamilton Standard
Prop. Dia. 84 in.

Tail Pipe Fixed Area

WEIGHTS

Loading lb
Empty 11,622

Max Takeoff 18,420

Max Landing 15,287

FUEL
No.

Tanks Gal Location
45 Fuselage

Fuel Grade JP-4 Or JP-5

Figure MI-1 Y.-22A AIRCRAFT, 3-VIEW
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All of the X-22A flight control positions, rigid body motions, relative
wind variables and pilot control inputs are sensed by the VSS electronics.
Desired combinations of these signals are used to move the basic airplane's
flight controls to modify the airplane response to pilot inputs. When flying
on the VSS, the evaluation pilot has complete control of the aircraft and
cannot feel the X-22A control motions required to produce the desired simu-
lated response characteristics. The response-feedback gain controls, located
beside the safety pilot as shown in Figure VI-3, are set by the safety pilot
in flight to values required to achieve the desired response characteristics.
These gain settings were previously determined in the initial calibration
phase of the experiment.

A simplified example of the X-22A variable stability system mechani-
zation is shown in Figure VI-4. This example illustrates how the desired
values of the derivatives mESand I are achieved with this response feedback
technique. Figure VI-5 shows the full schematic for the pitch channel of the
VSS, including the artificial feel system.

Unique Features of the X-22A VSS

One unique feature of the X-22A VSS is that the response feedback
gains are programmable with airspeed throughout the full range of airspeeds,
from -30 knots rearward through zero to 150 knots forward airspeed. This is
accomplished by a 48-chanl*el function generator which receives its airspeed
input from the LORAS (Linear Omnidirectional Airspeed System, Figure VI-6).
LORAS was developed by CAL specifically for the X-22A.

Another unique feature of the X-22A is the Feedforward Flight Control
System (FFCS) shown in Figures VI-4 and VI-5. This is a limited authority, pre-
cision control system which acts like a vernier on the basic X-22A flight
control system during VSS operation. The FFCS makes it possible to achieve
a precision on the order of 0.1 percent of full scale in positioning the
actuators for the X-22A final aerodynamic controls - propeller pitch and
elevon angle. Such control system precision is required for the satisfactory
operation of the "closed-loop" VSS airplane.

The special Test Input Unit (TIU), which is a part of the X-22A VSS,
greatly facilitates the in-flight calibration procedures. This unit generates
electrical step, doublet, or pulse inputs, whose magnitude and time scale are
selectable, which can be inserted with any of the four VSS channels. Thus
calibration records can be taken with repeatable, easily controlled, inputs.

Mechanization of the VSS for the Experiment

The desired short-term dynamics (Wsr. !rs, ), were achieved by feeding
back a and q signals to the X-22A longitudinal control (Aes) with the appro-
priate feedback gains. It is important to remember that because response feed-
backs to only the longitudinal stick are used, the numerators of the longitudinal
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transfer function remain those of the X-22A airframe. For the low frequency
configuiations, where it was necessary to reduce the angle of attack stability,
14,, of the X-22A, an additional feedback gain proportional to a was used to
maintain a stable long term response, which complicated the calibration
procedure to some extent.

The lateral-directional characteristics simulated in this experiment
were achieved using the appropriate response-feedback gains in a manner analo.
gous to the longitudinal examples discussed above.

Determination of the feedback gains, 4,s/u, Arsg/9, A,/5a1 required to
achieve the desired short-term dynamics was done, largely by an iterative

-ocess, during the calibration phase of the flight program. During the
,valuation phase, calibration records were taken of each configuration evaluated
in order to identify the longitudinal dynamics, as discussed in some detail
in Appendix III.

Te Visual Aproach Aid

The design details of the visual approach aid (VAA) are given in
Figure VI-7. The visual aid was used in the experiment to ensure that the
approach angles flown in the VFR approaches were similar to the glide path
angles used in the IFR approaches.

For this experiment, the VAA served its intended purpose, that is,
giving the pilots rough glide path information, but was not considered to be
a satisfactory approach aid. The pilots had considerable difficulty in
locating the VAA from distances beyond one mile despite the use of various
color schemes designed to alleviate this problem. This type of approach aid
is therefore not recommended for use in future programs.
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PILOT'S LINE OF SIGHT
RING ON THE GLIDE PATH

BAR 7 FT AGL

RING - 1 FT PAINTED "DAY GLOW" RED

KFT-

BAR - 6 BOARDS 8 FT x 1 FT PAINTED "DAY GLOW" YELLOW

OPERATION - * ON GLIDE PATH WHEN BAR "SPLITS"
CENTER OF RINGS

* GLIDE PATH DETERMINED BY DISTANCE OF
BAR FROM RING

* FOR Y - -9.0 DEG, GLIDE PATH SENSITIVITY
WAS a 2.5 DEG

Figure V-7 DETAILS OF THE VISUAL APPROACH AID (REFERENCE 8)
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APPENDIX VII

STATISTICAL AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF DATA

The measured control inputs, performance, and acceleration of the air-
craft have been analyzed for their statistical and spectral characteristics
during the final approach phase for three evaluation flights, Flights 39F-23,
41F-25, and 42F-26. Each flight contained four evaluations, each with a
visual and an instrument approach. Only the instrument approaches were ana-
lyzed from Flight 39F, but all approaches were analyzed from 41F and 42F.

The flight records were examined for each approach; that portion of
the approach from the time the pilot had acquired and stabilized on the glide
slope to the time he initiated the flare was selected for analysis. Stabiliza-
tion was assumed when the angle of attack and elevator deflection reached a
relatively constant level after the initial push-over for glide slope acquisi-
tion. Flare initiation was usually clearly indicated by a rapid aft elevator
stick motion accompanied by an upward collective stick motion. Six variables
were selected for statistical analysis: elevator stick deflection (S. ) and ¶
collective stick motion (Ss ) to measure control usage, glide slope error
E, 8,) and airspeed error (Am ) to measure performance, and pitch acceleration

( ) and normal acceleration (MnI) to describe the aircraft motions. In
addition, it was hoped that the statistics of Am would provide a measure or
index of the level of turbulence. For subsequent analysis on CAL's IBM 370
comptuter, digital tape records of the six variables (S. , s Gs , p 6 , ' and
n ) were prepared, from the complete flight data records preserved on the bit-
stream recorder tapes. Mean values (p), standard deviations (a), and probability
density functions were computed for the six variables for the selected portion
of each landing approach. In addition, the value of M5s, (extracted from
flight test data) was used to convert cs., to v4 (normal control power units
of rad/sec2 ). As pointed out in Reference 24, power spectral densities can be
useful in correlating pilot rating data and interpreting statistical control
usage data. Accordingly, power spectra of Jas and i were computed for each
landing approach. Also, power spectra of au were computed for selected cases
with different turbulence levels to see if these would aid in determining a
quantitative index to the turbulence level, but no such significance could
be readily determined.

There were two purposes behind the digital computer analysis of the
time history data for their statistical and spectral characteristics. One pur-
pose was to develop the data processing techniques and programs for more gen-
eral use in subsequent flying qualities experiments using the X-22A and its
associated data acquisition system. The second purpose was to provide a se-
lected amount of statistical and spectral data for the current research ex-
periment.

Statistical Data

The conditions pertinent to each landing approach analyzed are pre-
sented in Table VII-1; the statistics in terms of mean (,a) and standard
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Table II-1

STATISTICAL AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS - SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS

CASE APPROACH TURBU- FLIGHT CONFIG. 4 " 6 _3  P.R. Vw

NO. AID LENCE NO. NO. rad/sec kt
LEVEL in

1 INSTR. MOD 39F-23 14 1.4/0.55 0.36 3D 12

2 INSTR. MOD 39F-23 6 1.0/0.09 0.32 7F 11

3 INSTR. MOD 39F-23 4 2.6/0.24 0.32 5E 10

4 INSTR. MOD 39F-23 17 1.0/0.57 0.32 4E 12

14 INSTR. MOD 42F-26 5 2.6/0.35 0.54 3E 17

16 INSTR. MOD 42F-26 13 1.7/0.34 0.39 3E 12

18 INSTR. MOD 42F-26 18 1.2/0.79 0.35 2D 14

20 INSTR. MOD 42F-26 6 2.0/0.09 0.49 7F 15

6 INSTR. NEG 41 F-25 8 2.0/0.23 0.44 3B 8

10 INSTR. NEG 41 F-25 3 2.6/0.20 0.41 2.5B 5

8 GCA* NEG 41 F-25 17 1.0/0.57 0.36 2.5B 8

12 "MISSED* NEG 41 F.25 13 1.7/0.34 0.36 2B 4
APPROACH"

13 VISUAL MOD 42F-26 5 2.6/0.35 0.54 2C 15

15 VISUAL MOD 42F.26 13 1.7/0.34 0.39 4E 12

17 VISUAL MOD 42F-26 18 1.2/0.79 0.35 2D 12

19 VISUAL MOD 42F-26 6 2.0/0.09 0.49 6F 15

5 VISUAL NEG 41 F-25 8 2.0/0.23 0.44 2B 8

7 VISUAL NEG 41F-25 17 1.0/0.57 0.36 2B 8

11 VISUAL NEG 41 F-25 13 1.7/0.34 0.36 2B 5

*NO GLIDE-SLOPE DATA WAS AVAILABLE FOR THIS CASE

NOTE: NO DATA COULD BE rROCESSED FOR CASE 9 DUE TO TELEMETRY "NOISE".
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deviation (a ) are presented in Table VII-2. Each case analyzed has been given
a case number to facilitate reference. The data are successively grouped in
the tables according to turbulence level, type of approach aid, and succession
in the particular flight. The configuration and flight number are also given
to allow cross-referenc..ng with Table II-1. Two of the instrument approaches
were unusual, Cases 8 and 12. The TALAR malfunctioned prior to the approach
of Case 8 and using the visual approach aid for reference, the safety pilot
substituted oral commands (simulated GCA) for the missing glide slope and
localizer signals on the attitude instrument. The evaluation pilot never did
acquire the glide slope~in the approach for Case 12 and this has been labeled
as a "missed approach." The results for Cases 8 and 12 should be interpreted
with these considerations in mind.

Several of the experimental procedures are pertinent to interpretation
of the statistical and spectral density data. The position of the pilot's
controls is defined by where these controls were located on engagement of the
variable stability system, usually occurring near level flight trim at 65 knots
indicated airspeed. The elevator stick is positioned by the variable stability
feel system, and was engaged at the same location each time. The collective
stick, on the other hand, is positioned for engagement by the evaluation pilot,
and he was asked to select the same place each time. The edge of the pilot's
seat gave a good appropriate reference for the collective stick. Thus, the
mean value for Srm (Table VII-2) is relatively constant, but no real significance
should be attached to the absolute value of Fes . The elevator stick position,
on the other hand, is measured from its engagement point. Thus the mean value
of 85, represents the incremental change going from trimmed level flight to the
glide slope, and is a function of aircraft static stability and the changes in
angle of attack, power setting (as)e and airspeed (nominalA" a 0). The
mean value of Am would be expected to reflect the average error from the nominal
approach speed that the pilot was supposed to hold, 65 knots (110 fps) for all
the analyzed cases. However, like the elevator stick deflections, the refer-
ence value of U for the incremental Au is the value of a at variable stability
system engagement. The reason that am was used instead of a for analysis is that
the resolution for the incremental signal was four times that for the total
signal. In the cockpit there were three airspeed indicators: LORAS a which
was centered above the normal instrument panel (Figure 3-2), and the left and
right hand pilot's normal pitot-static airspeed indicators. On instrument
approaches, the evaluation pilot used his normal airspeed indicator since
it was the only one that could be readily incorporated in his scan pattern.
Thus, the mean values of Aa do not give an accurate measure of the amount
the pilot was off from the nominal or desired approach speed. Finally,

To complete his evaluation, the pilot asked for and was allowed to make a
second instrument approach, but the corresponding flight data was not
processed for computer analysis.
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Table "I-2

STATISTICAL AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS - STANDARD DEVIATIONS (c) AND MEAN (1)

CASE 8-s - in 6cs - dog eos - dog da.-.ft/sec .deg/sec 2  A£,n, OmC -

NO. r/_ _-,*_ _ _-/,_ __/, t•o/, rod/sec2

1 0.14/0.09 0.24/13.2 0.23/0.16 3.8/4.4 3.7/0.2 0.04/0.01 0.050
2 0.19/0.81 0.18/13.9 0.16/0.01 2.1/5.3 5.9/0.3 0.03/0.03 0.061
3 0.19/0.91 0.20/14.0 0.14/-0.36 2.7/5.4 4.7/0.2 0.03/0.02 0.061
4 0.18/0.55 0.27/13.3 0.14/.0.10 3.4/0.0 4.7/0.2 0.05/0.02 0.058

14 0.29/1.01 0.59/13.0 0.23/-0.05 3.3/6.5 5.7/0.2 0.04/0.00 0.156
16 0.20/0.80 0.39/13.3 ,.21/0.15 4.1/0.0 4.6/0.3 0.06/0.02 0.078
18 0.23/0.80 0.61/13.1 0.14/-0.16 3.9/-1.7 4.3/0.2 0.08/0.01 0.080
20 0.23/0.98 0.40/13.3 0.13/0.00 2.6/7.2 9.7/0.1 0.06/0.03 0.118
6 0.18/0.53 0.24/12.9 0.16,0.11 2.9/17.1 3.7/0.2 0.04/0.03 0.079

10 0.24/1.15 0.44/13.0 0.24/0.30 1.6/7.1 2.0/0.3 0.03/0.02 0.098
8 0.13/0.40 0.44/13.3 - 2.3/11.2 2.4/0.2 0.03/0.02 0.047

12 0.09/0.61 0.17/13.8 - 1.1/8.1 2.210.2 0.03/0.04 0.033
13 0.20/1.03 0.36/13.0 - 2.7/6,3 5.5/0.2 0.03/0.01 0.070
15 0.12/0.66 0.27/13.7 - 2.6/10.3 4.1/0.2 0.03/0.01 0.047
1A 0.11/0.76 0.25/13.2 - 2.2/0.8 3.3/0.2 0.03/0.02 0.038
19 0.11/1.31 0.09/13.8 - 1.7/1.5 5.310.2 0.02/0.02 0.049

5 0,08/0.96 0.17/12.3 - 1.4/11.4 3.1/0.2 0.02/0.02 0.035
7 0.06/0.49 0.07112.9 - 0.8/11.9 1.8/0.3 0.02/0.02 0.022

11 0.08/0.77 0.12/13.5 - 1.2/8.5 2.2/0.3 0.02/0.02 0.029
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it was planned to use the high-angle TALAR throughout the experiment, but after
Flight 39F the unit was no longer available and the rest of the program was
conducted using the low-angle TALAR. The nominal sensitivities, listed in
terms of glide-slope error for full-scale needle deflection on the attitude
indicator, are

Hi-Angle TALAR ± 2.5,
Lo-Angle TALAR ± 0.9g

A positive needle deflection is down, indicating a "fly down" command or that
the aircraft was above the desired glide path.

Standard Deviations as a Function of Pilot Rating

The standard deviations (O), or the r.m.s. values from the mean, are
plotted vs. pilot rating in Figure III-1 for the instrument approaches. The data
from Flight 39F (triangles) have overall pilot ratings of 3, 4, 5, and 7, and
hence can be used as good indicators of trends. Control usage ( 0sA , D$,

arm ) indicates no correlation with pilot rating. In fact, the 39F data are
nearly invariant with pilot rating, and the one point (PR-3, Case 1) not
on a level with the other three (in cv4s and Om.. ) had an unstable long-period
mode (Appendix II) which may account for its slightly anomalous character-
istics.

The ore data strongly suggest that glide-slope tiacking is invariant
with pilot ratfngs. The pilot compensates for deficiencies in the aircraft to
keep performance relatively constant unless the compensation becomes so dif-
ficult that he cannot perform the task at all (approaching a PRMl0). The
pilot's ability to hold airspeed (au) does show correlation with pilot rating;
viewed by itself the 39F data clearly indicates decreasing performance
(increasing a, ) with improved flying qualities, and if the GCA and "missed
approaches" cases are deleted, then all the points lie fairly close to a
straight line drawn through the 39F (triangular) points with one exception
(Case 10, PR=2.5). No specific explanation for such a trend is available, and
since the variation of all the points is more than that of the 39F points, the
observed trend of the 39F data may simply represent scatter which by chance
lined up.

The values of .,. show no consistent trends with pilot rating, but the
42F points are higher thlin the 39F points, though both flights were considered
to have been flown in moderate turbulence. Them- points do sziow significant
tcrends: there is cleariy an increase in a with pilot rating,j furthermore,
straight lines can be drawn through the data points for Flighcs 39F and 42F,
evch taken individually. Additionally, most of the points for' Flight 41F, con-
sidered to have been flown in negligible turbulence, are substantially below
the other points. Two observations can be drawn from the. st:atistics. First
pitch acceleration activity is closely related to the flying qualities of a
STOL aircraft in the instrument landing approach task. This observation is not
surprising since "bobbling" of the aircraft is a common pilot complaint when
flying qualities are deficient. Secondly, turbulence might be the source of the
difference in variation of d with PR for the three flights analyzed.
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Figure VII-2 presents the standard deviations plotted vs. pilot rating
for the visual approaches made using the "ring and bar" visual aid. The con-
ciusions arrived at for the instrument approach data are supported by the
visual approach data, though there is, of course, no measure of glide-slope
perf6rmance. One noticeable difference is that the e values are generally
smaller in all cases.

Effect of Turbulence on Standard Deviations

Based on the conclusion, drawn from the variation of with PR, that
variations in the turbulence level might be strongly affecting the statistical
data, a search was made for some method to quantitize turbulence level more
finely than simply "negligible" or "moderate". Several power spectra of au.
were examined with inconclusive results. Although turbulence itself was not
measured in the experiment, the airport tower reported wind speed (Vw) and
direction for each approach and this data was recorded. The low-level
turbulence model from Reference 19 gives, for the vertical component of gust
velocity:

where the parameters reflect farr..and terrain, a neutral lapse rate, and an
altitude of 500 to 700 feet, and where t, i, and AD denote the components ofturbulence (along, vertical, and tranverse) with respect to the mean wind, V .

The a statistics are plotted vs. tower-reported wind speed ( Vw ) for
the instrument approaches in Figure VII-3, and some strong correlations are
indicated. To start, a. is roughly proportional to Vw , and a line through
the origin and the bulk of the points gives

Assuming for simplicity thatah uw Z, and noting that the X-22A approaches ware
all made very nearly into the wind, then q.. oal . In a landing approach, if
the airspeed changes are primarily those due to turbulence then so t c, so the
correspondence between the above two expressions for vo. and o. is satis-
fying. Using a value of irg a u = .*3 Vw (since wind at altitude was pro-
bably higher than near the groundf, a rough approximation to the average tur-
bulence on the three flights would be: ea V elm

Fit. 41F Moderate (heavier) Turbulence 4 - 5 ft/sec
Fit. 39F Moderate (lighter) Turbulence 3 ft/sec
Fit. 42F Negligible Turbulence 1 - 2 ft/sec

Examining the a data next, a strong trend toward increasing i with
Vw is indicated, as expected. Furthermore, if upper and lower boundaries fc~r
the data are plotted, and PR values attached to the points, then the upper
boundary is a PR=7 iso-opinion line (except at the lower end where PR's are
all between 2 and 3), the lower boundary is a PR92 iso-opinion line, and ,t.he
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points between have an appropriate gradient of PR. Those characteristics F
suggest that a# and turbulence level are dominant factors on pilot rating for
instrument landing approaches; but a word of caution is- needed. There are
only a few data points, and v4 is not a quantity that can be calculated from
aircraft characteristics. Rather, , is a quantity, characteristic of-the
closed-loop pilot and airplane, that can be measured and perhaps used as an
index to flying qualities along with measurements of turbulence level.

A very strong correlation with Vw for both a and a, is
indicated in Figure VII-3. Only one point, Case 10 which was noi.od
earlier'as anomalous in Figure VII-1, lies significantly off a curve drawn
through the bulk of the a-,, points. The same can be said of the s4. data,
but there is more scatter in these data ipoints (also noticeable in Figure 6-1).
This strong one-dimensional correlation of control usage' with wind speed, pre-
sumed with evidence to be equivalent to turbulence level, suggests that con-
trol power requirements for V/STOL aircraft can be formulated as a function of
turbulen%.e level, just as structural requirement(s) for aircraft are now
formulated. If control power required is defined as that required for (1)
trim, (2) maneuvers, and (3) disturbances, then the data presented in Figure
VII-3 suggests that the turbulence contribution to control power required for
disturbance should not be difficult to define, and this task should be
pursued vigorously.

The collective control usage data indicate that there is a fairly strong
trend to as., vs. Vw, provided Case 10 (again the anomaly) and the GCA aproach
are deleted. However, the scatter is considerable. Collective pitch control
deflections on the glide path were small (as viewed in the time history data),
the pilot apparently using elevator stick as his primary control on the ap-
proach, thus explaining the presence of scatter. In addition, the poor reso-
lution of the collective pitch recording channel may account for some of the
scatter. In view of the above circumstances, it is felt that the one-
dimensional description alluded to above might pertain if additional and more
accurate data were obtained.

The normal acceleration data show generally increasing n with VI
and hence turbulence level, but no definitive trends are indicated. The glide-
slope performance shows no dependence on turbulence.

The c statistics for the visual approaches are presented in Figure VII-.4
and the conclusions arrived at for the instrument approaches are generally
supported by the visual approach data. However, the strong dependence of a
on Vw , noted for the instrument approach case, is less pronounced for the
visual case, particularly for the approaches in negligible turbulence.
The variation of a is relatively one-dimensional, exhibiting no iariatioh
with pilot rating, and a mean curve through the points corresponds to the
lower (PR=2) boundary for the instrument approach data (Figure VII-3).
The curve of as.. vs. VW for the visual approaches has lower values of
a. at the higher Vw than does the IFR data set, indicating that the
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instrument approach is more critical with respect to control power
required; the same comment apRlies to .the 0MC and c% data, and fOr the
latter again- cohsiderable scatter is evident. In general, one can say that
all the data for the -visual approaches exhibit lower a values and less activity,
probably indicating that the visual approaches were less demanding than the
instrument ones.

SProbbabi liV• Dens ities

The probability density distributions -corresponding =to the-a statistics-
discussed previously-are presented in Figures VII-5 through 10. The grouping of
the data is similar to that used for the a statistics, but the two special
instrument approach cases (GCA and "missed approach") are segregated in
Figure ViI-IO. The probability densities are plotted against the actual variable
as Pvdasured, and have neither been centered with respect to the mean nor
normalized with respect to the standard deviation.

Instrument Approach Data

The probability densities froL the instrument approaches of Flight 39F
are presented in Figure VII-5. The P (J•s) distributions are relatively
Gaussian or normal, being fairly smooth and unskewed, and having only one cen-
tral peak with moderate tails. The same comments apply to P (j). Gratifyingly,
P (4) for Case 2 (Configuration 6) with its PR=7 has an obviously broader
shape (larger a ) than the others.

The P (6Cs) distributions do not look very Gaussian. They are some-
what ragged and skewed. However, they do have single peaks. The same com-

4 ments apply to the P (Am) distributions.

The P (•S) distributions are even less Gaussian, two having multi-
peaks, and reflect the considerable scatter evidenced in the a statistics
noted previously. The P (An"i) distributions are ragged, but are somewhat
normal having single peaks, moderate tails, and are not badly 3kewed. These
characteristics suggest that the a,, data did not have a large amount of
scatter, but rather, that ai. has at most a secondary influence on flying
qualities for STOL aircraft tn final approach.

Turning to the data from Flight 42F (Figure VII-6), we find some marked
differences as compared with the 39F distribution data. P (Sea) is somewhat
similar to that seen previously, but the distribution for Case 14 (Configura-
tion 5) is clearly non-Gaussian, and is indicative (two peaks at the extremes)
of a large amplitude oscillation of the elevator stick.

The P (4 ) distributions look relatively normal again, and the very
broad distribution (Case 20, Configuration 6) again goes with the PR=7.

Performance on the glide slope, P (665), is markedly non-Gaussian.
These distributions, though having a central peak, also have peaks at the
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extremes. This again indicates a large amplitude overall oscillation which
was verified by the time histories of 6cs (not presented). The oscillations
were quite evident, and of varying frequency. Initially, the oscillations had
a period of about 26 sec; but as the aircraft got closer to the runway, the
frequency increased, and just before flare, the oscillations had a period of
about 12 seconds. The P ( Sag ) data for 41F shown in Figure VII-7 show similar
characteristics. The evidence strongly indicates that the narrow glide-slope

* beam of the low-angle TALAR was responsible. The high sensitivity apparently
induced a large amplitude, low frequency oscillation in the pilot-airplane-
guidance (TALAR) system. This tendency is reflected throughout the instru-
ment approach data from Flights 41F and 42F, with two notable and confirming
exceptions. In the two special instrument approaches, the GCA and "missed
approach" ones (Cases 8 and 12), the pilot did not fly the glide-slope indica-
tor (it was pegged in the missed approach). Figure VII-10 shows relatively nor-
mal distribution, thus confirming the conjecture that the high glide-slope
sensitivity of the low-angle TALAR may have been responsible for inducing
closed-loop pilot-airplane guidance system oscillations.

The P (56 ,) distributions are generally ragged for all the instrument
approaches, reflecting the scatter indicated in the as,, statistics. This
characteristic has been attributed in part to poor recording system resolution,
but there may also have been a sensitivity problem (though not indicated by the
pilot comment data) since the statistics do indicate oscillatory tendencies for
all instrument approaches.

Visual Approaches

The probability distributions for the visual approaches are presented
in Figures VII-8 and VII-9. All the data look relatively normal (Gaussian) except
for P ($Sg). The differences between the data for Flights 42F and 41F dra-
matically show the effects of turbulence. In the absence of significant tur-
bulence, all the distributions are relatively narrow. The P (4) distributions
exhibit an interesting characteristic: the breadths of the distributions do not
seem to correlate with pilot rating. This was, of course, also noted as charac-
teristic of the ai data for the visual approaches.

Power Spectral Data

The power spectra for elevator stick deflections, s , and pitch
accelerations, ý' ,are presented in Figures VII-11 through VII-1S. Spectra were
computed for all lnding approaches except Case 5, where computer difficulties
were encountered. These data are presented primariiy for reference and analy-
sis. The following general charocteristics can be readily observed.

The f spectra provide some insight concerning the flying qualities data.
As flyin qua ities deteriorate, J. exhibits a sharp peak, and this peak in the
various 14 spectra generally occur1 at; V .45 Hz - 2.8 rad/sec. For example,
Cases 2 and 20, both with PRx7, show a very marked sharp peak in 4i (Figures
6-11 and 6-12). Both cases have the same short-term dynamics, but Case 20 has
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a 50% higher elevator sensitivity (M115 ) or gain. If the two i spectra are
examined, their shape is almost identical, and they differ only in am`litude
However, if the corresponding f is spectra are examined, they are quite dif-
ferent. Case 20 with the higher gain (Mis) 'has a marked peak in -, at
.5 Hz, but no similar peak occurs for Case 2. This com-arison, for cases
having equal pilot ratings but •$gq differing by the existence of a sharp peak,
indicates that the lack of peaks in control input spectra at the higher fre-'
quencies (.1 to 1 Hz range) do not necessarily indicate good flying qualities.
An examination of all, the 0$. spectra further supports a broader conclusion:
the magnitude of spectral peaks in the higher frequency range does not seem
to correlate with the pilot ratings, as-was suggested by Reference 24. The
form of the § spectrai however, does show some correlation with pilot rating;
for example, t1ose ý4 spectra with high narrow peaks (cases 2, 19, 20)
correspond to the worst flying qualities (7, 6, 7, respectively).
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